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ABSTRACT
A rate dependent plastic and anisotropic damage model is developed for a  metal 
matrix composite (MMC) system at elevated temperatures. The developed constitu­
tive model will enable one to predict the inelastic response of the composite material 
at different loading rates at elevated temperatures.
The formulation is thermodynamically based using the concept of internal state 
variables. Two sets of internal variables are introduced into the thermodynamic 
potential. One set characterizes the viscoplastic behavior of the ductile matrix and 
its effect on the overall inelastic response of the composite while the second set 
characterizes the damage for each constituent of the composite. The rate dependency 
of the initial yield stress and initial damage threshold are also discussed here and an 
analytical expression is presented to account for this effect on the inelastic and the 
damage response of the composite at elevated temperatures.
The damage is introduced into the thermodynamic potential as a second order 
damage tensor from which the fourth order damage operator tensor is obtained using 
the concept of the effective stress and a suitable symmetrization method. Physical 
interpretation of the damage is presented using the kinematic description of the 
reduction in area due to the presence of micro-cracks and micro voids in the material.
Computational aspects of both the rate independent and rate dependent models 
are established. The Newton Raphson itterative scheme is used for the overall lam­
inate system. The main framework return mapping algorithm by Ortiz and Simo
x
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(1986) is used here for the correction of the elasto-plastic and viscoplastic states. 
However, for the case of the damage model these algorithms are redefined according 
to the governed damage constitutive relations.
In order to test the validity of the model, a  series of laminated systems (0)gs, 
(90)8s, (0/90)4S, (45/ — 45)2« are investigated at both room and elevated tempera­
tures of 538°C and 649°C. The results obtained from the special purpose developed 
computer program, DVP-CALSET (Damage and Viscoplastic Coupled Analysis of 
Laminate Systems at Elevated Temperatures), are then compared with the available 
experimental results and other existing theoretical material models.
xi
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Composite materials have various applications in today’s industries such as, 
military, aerospace, automotive, medical, electronics, and, household applications. 
Among them the metal matrix composites are the most common candidate materials 
for the more advanced applications in aerospace, defense and automotive industries.
Metal matrix composite is a  material which consists of fibers (continuous or par­
ticle) embedded into metallic matrix. This allows one to combine the excellent 
ductility and formability of the matrix material with the stiff and load bearing ca­
pacity of the reinforcing fiber. This makes the final product, composite, superior 
in its mechanical properties such as higher specific strength and stiffness, weight 
reduction, better resistance to wear and impact damage, a lower thermal coefficient 
of expansion, and better vibration damping than its counterparts. These enhanced 
properties play an important role in design philosophies of the structural compo­
nents of advanced applications. For instance using the titanium matrix composite in 
turbine engines manufacturing due to its excellent strength to density ratio even at 
elevated temperatures makes the key engine components lighter and leading to lower 
fuel consumption and thus potentially lower in energy use.
However, many of these structural components in the advanced applications are 
subjected to thermo-mechanical service conditions a t different temperature levels in 
particular elevated temperatures. Such external effects cause a severe change in the
1
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internal microstructure of the material due to the movement of dislocations in grains 
climb and the nucleation and coalesce of the micro defects. Consequently these im­
perfections in the material microstructure degrade the macroscopic properties and 
the material starts to exhibit a significant nonlinear behavior, which cannot be char­
acterized accurately by using only the elastic, nonlinear elastic, plastic or viscoplastic 
models.
The experimental studies, (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a,b; Newaz and Majumdar 
1991; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995) indicate that composite materials are very prone 
to damage due to cracks in the matrix and fiber, debonding between fiber and ma­
trix interface, especially for the case transverse loading and delamination of plates. 
Such damage in the material causes non linear effects on the overall response of the 
material. In most applications the metal matrix composite material is the candidate 
material which is used in the environment of the high temperature due to its high 
temperature resistance. However, at the high temperature the matrix component 
of the material exhibits time dependent behavior. This time dependent response 
of the material should be related to the viscoplasticity and time dependent damage 
mechanisms. Hence, the complex structure of the metal matrix composites makes it 
imperative that any material model should take into account these effects in order 
to develop an accurate mathematical representation of the response of the material. 
Such work may provide both manufacturers and engineers a more accurate model 
to predict the accurate response of the materials at different loading schemes and 
different temperature levels before catastrophic failure of the structural components.
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Although the literature is rich in characterizing the material behavior through 
the well established elastic, plastic, or viscoplastic models, however, for the case of 
damaged dominant deformation mechanisms, these models are inadequate to  predict 
the accurate response of the material.
It is the main objective of this work to develop a thermodynamically consistent 
and systematic theoretical material model which couples both the rate and temper­
ature effects with damage. The tremendous development in computer technology 
late this century made a  huge impact on the improvement of the computational 
implementation of the theoretical models into computer codes. The reliability and 
acceptance of the theoretical material model is now highly dependent on providing 
a rigorous and efficient computational algorithm as well as comparing with experi­
mental results. That is the other objective of this work is to develop a robust and 
efficient computational procedure for the theoretical model such that the reliability 
and predictive capability of the model are ensured.
The theoretical model is developed within the framework of thermodynamics of 
irreversible processes by introducing a set of internal sate variables. The inelas­
tic deformation mechanisms of MMCs at both room and elevated temperatures are 
modeled in the general framework of plasticity and viscoplasticity models by cou­
pling them with the proposed anisotropic damage model. The proposed damage 
model is based on the previous work by Voyiadjis and Park (1995b), however, it is 
modified here in order to be consistent with the thermodynamic considerations. This 
is achieved by using non-associativity through a damage potential which is different
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
than the damage criterion defined by Voyiadjis and Park (1995b). Both the damage 
potential and damage criterion are used in this work. In addition, a  new internal 
variable is added to the damage potential in order to characterize the anisotropic 
hardening growth rate of the damage. Its physical meaning can be considered to be 
similar to the definition of the backstress for plasticity. A similar mathematical de­
scription is used to define it and its evolution equation is obtained directly from the 
principles of thermodynamics. This is introduced as a nonlinear kinematic hardening 
rule for damage similar to that of plasticity introduced by Armstrong and Frederick 
(1966).
A new feature of damage is also discussed and modeled here. The damage model 
proposed by Voyiadjis and Park (1995b) is extended here to incorporate an isother­
mal and rate dependent anisotropic damage model for the metal matrix composite 
materials a t elevated temperatures. However, this rate dependency of damage is only 
considered when the material starts to exhibit viscoplastic deformation, otherwise 
in the elastic region the rate independent damage model are used if the material 
undergoes inelastic deformation due to the presence of the damage. One can use 
this rate dependent damage model in both elastic or viscoplastic regions. However, 
the elasticity model needs to be replaced with the viscoelastic model which is not 
involved in this study and beyond the scope of this work.
A new definition for the effective strain rate is also introduced here. As opposed 
to the previous works of Voyiadjis and Park (1995b) and Voyiadjis and Deliktas 
(1997) where the total strain energy equivalence (Voyiadjis and Kattan 1990, 1993;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Voyiadjis and Park 1995b) was used to derive the relation for the effective strain rate. 
Such a postulate of total strain energy equivalence is not a realistic assumption if the 
material response is nonlinear. Therefore, in this work the hypothesis of elastic strain 
energy equivalence (Cordebois and Sidoroff 1979) in conjunction with the hypothesis 
of plastic dissipation equivalence Lee et al. (1985); Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan (1997) 
is used to derive a relation for the effective strain rate.
One of the most crucial aspect of damage mechanics is to clearly define a physical 
base for the damage variable so that it can be directly linked to experimental obser­
vations on the microstructure of the material. The main tool to achieve this goal is to 
use the kinematic description of damage from the undeformed state to the deformed 
state where the damage involves as a  part of the deformation of the body (Murakami 
1983,1988; Betten 1983; Lubarda and Krajcinovic 1993, 1995; Bammann and Aifan- 
tis 1989). Recently Voyiadjis and Park (1999) defined the forth order damage effect 
tensor M  using the kinematic measure of damage expressed through the second or­
der tensor damage tensor <f>. This work is extended by Voyiadjis and Deliktas (1999) 
They explicitly defined the Jacobian of the damage deformation gradient for the 
deformed body in terms of the eigen values of the second order damage tensor <j>. 
This Jacobian represents the rate of reduction in the volume of the deformed body 
due to growth of the micro-voids and cracks. It is also shown that in the case of 
infinitesimal volume changes and isotropic damage, the current damage variable is 
similar to the one defined in the work Bammann and Aifantis (1989) and represents 
the reduction in volume due to crack or voids.
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Once the constitutive relations are established for the individual constituents, the 
overall relations for the composite are derived in terms of its individual counterparts 
using the micromechanical based models (Aboudi 1991; Hill 1965b,a; Dvorak and 
Bahei-El-Din 1987). The whole set of equations are well established for the individual 
constituents as well as for the overall composite for both cases of the rate independent 
and rate dependent behavior of the composite material.
This work is completed by the implementation of the proposed model for both 
rate independent and rate dependent cases into a computer code for monotonic uni­
axial loading. For this reason a special purpose computer program, DVP-CALSET 
(Damage and Viscoplastic Coupled Analysis of Laminated System at Elevated Tem­
peratures), is developed. Integration of the constitutive equations is accomplished 
with the numerical techniques. The constitutive equations are first split into elastic, 
inelastic and damage deformation counterparts by using the three step split operator 
algorithm (Ju 1989). The effective space is selected for the solution of the inelastic 
part where the damage is assumed being removed from the body fictitiously so that 
the damage variable can be considered fixed and does not affect the evaluation of 
plasticity. Once the correction of the plasticity is achieved, the next step is computing 
the damage. The integration techniques for the elasto-plastic or elasto-viscoplastic 
are well established in the literature (Crisfield 1991; Nayak and Zienkiewicz 1972; 
Ortiz and Simo 1986; Doghri 1988; Voyiadjis and Mohammad 1991; Ha et al. 1991). 
Any of these techniques can be easily employed to the inelastic models used here. 
However, for the case of damage, the literature still lacks in providing a  systematic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and efficient integration algorithm for the constitutive equations of damage. Hence 
an attempt is made here in order to develop a new algorithm for the correction of 
damage.
The model parameters of the inelastic and damage models are determined by 
fitting the numerically generated curves with the experimentally obtained curves. 
These parameters are then used to predict the various responses of the laminated 
composite systems at both room and elevated temperatures.
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature survey is made in the area of experimental studies on the inves­
tigation of the material response as well as evaluation of the microstructure of the 
composite materials (Bakuckas et al. 1994; Baste and Bouazzaoui 1996; Coats and 
Harris 1995) and metal matrix composite in particular (Grady and Lerch 1990; Ma­
jumdar and Newaz 1992a,b; Lissenden et al. 1996; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995; Yeh 
and Krempl 1990; Jeong et al. 1994).
It was observed that in the metal matrix composite, permanent deformation can 
start at very low strain of 0.1 and 0.5 percent. This is inevitable to occur because of 
the brittle reaction zones between fiber and matrix. As a result of this, an occurrence 
of damage in this material in the form of matrix or fiber cracks and debonding at the 
fiber/matrix interface may cause severe nonlinearities on the behavior of the material 
even at low strains.
At the early stage of evolution of the behavior of the composites materials, the 
inelastic response was modeled in either one of constituents as non-linear elastic (Ha 
and Springer 1988, 1989; Hahn and Tsai 1973), elasto-plastic (Hutchinson 1970; 
Dvorak et al. 1988; Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din 1987; Lagoudas et al. 1991; Voyiadjis 
and Thiagarajan 1995, 1996) or viscoplastic model (Aboudi 1982; Robinson and 
Duffy 1990; Ha et al. 1991; Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan 1997).
8
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However, after the basic developments in damage mechanics, which was initiated 
by the pioneering work of Kachanov (1958) who introduced the continuity variable 
\£r. VP was later used to describe the state of damage in the material by the relation 
D =  1 — (Rabotnov 1968), a constitutive model for the mechanical behavior of 
the materials involves the concept of damage mechanics either uncoupled or coupled 
with the current material model described above.
Damage mechanics has been applied to model many different aspects of the ma­
terial behaviors such as creep damage (Kachanov 1958; Rabotnov 1968; Lemaitre 
1984; Murakami 1983), fatigue damage (Chaboche and Lesne 1988; Arnold and Kruch 
1991; Coats and Harris 1995; Voyiadjis and Echle 1997), elasticity coupled with dam­
age (Cordebois and Sidoroff 1979; Krajcinovic and Foneska 1981; Chow and Wang 
1987), plasticity coupled with damage (Lemaitre 1983, 1984, 1985; Ju 1989; Simo 
and Ju 1987a,b; Chow and Lu 1989; Stumvoll and Swoboda 1993).
The coupling of damage and inelastic deformation in composite materials have 
been studied only recently by Talreja (1985,1986); Allen et al. (1987a,b); Boyd et al. 
(1993); Lissenden and Herakovich (1995); Voyiadjis and Kattan (1990,1993); Voyiad­
jis and Park (1995a,b); Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan (1995,1996). However, these work 
are limited in the sense that most of their damage models are not coupled with the 
the inelastic behavior of the material and rate independent damage model. Further­
more the damage variable used in these models are not physically based. Therefore, 
it can not be determined directly form the investigation of the microstructure of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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material, but it can be determined indirectly by means of mechanical evaluation of 
the material properties.
Recently Voyiadjis and Guelzim (1996) developed the coupled formulation for a 
damage model with the plastic behavior of the material. Voyiadjis and Park (1999) 
made use of the effective configuration by invoking the kinematics of damage through 
the use of a second order damage tensor. In a  previous Voyiadjis and Park (1997) 
used a linear transformation tensor, defined as a fourth order damage effect tensor 
and focused on its geometric symmetrization method in order to describe the kine­
matics of damage using the second order damage tensor. Voyiadjis and Park (1999) 
utilized the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient and introduced the kine­
matics of damage using the damage effect tensor which does not only symmetrize the 
effective stress tensor but can also be related to the deformation gradient of dam­
age. Using the consistent thermodynamic formulation one introduces separately the 
strain due to damage and the associated dissipation energy of this strain. Bammann 
and Aifantis (1989) proposed a similar but less general and elaborate decomposition 
of the deformation gradient to include the damage contribution through a scalar 
damage variable.
However, these models do not include rate and temperature dependency for the 
inelastic as well as for damage deformation in the metal matrix composite system at 
elevated temperatures. Research on viscoplasticity coupled with the rate dependent 
damage is quite limited. The most relevant studies in this area can be found in the 
work of Robertson and Mall (1994); Saleeb and Wilt (1993); and Arnold and Saleeb
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(1993). However, in these works damage is considered only in the form of debonding 
at the fiber/matrix interface and based on the statistical analysis of stresses at the 
fiber matrix interface in conjunction with interfacial failure strength. Such presents 
tion of damage is more empirical rather than the physical representation of damage. 
This implies that it can not be related directly to the micro-cracks and micro-voids in 
the material. Therefore, a reliable prediction of the material behavior of the compos­
ite materials at elevated temperature requires the development of basic constitutive 
relations which include the effect of microstructure changes in the form of damage.
The damage model presented here is within the thermodynamic constitutive 
framework making use of internal state variables. The second order damage ten­
sor presented here is physically based and is a measurable quantity that is defined 
within the context of the damage internal variables. The damage definition is related 
to the micro-crack porosity(concentration ratio) within the unit cell. Both rate in­
dependent plasticity and rate dependent constitutive models for damaged composite 
materials are developed here.
For the numerical simulation of boundary value problems involving damage Simo 
and Ju (1989) assumed an additive split of the stress tensor. Ju (1989) in his work 
assumed an additive split of the strain tensor into the elastic-damage and plastic- 
damage parts from the outset. This is more appealing since it is analogous to the 
J integral in nonlinear fracture mechanics (Ju 1989). It also results in more robust 
tangent moduli than the ’’stress-split” formulation. In the present work a three step 
split operator algorithm is used in order to additively decompose the set of differential
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equations into the elastic, inelastic, and damage deformations. This is accomplished 
by making use of the effective undamaged configuration of the material (Voyiadjis 
and Park 1997, 1999).
The elastic and inelastic deformations are additively split through the strain ten­
sor in the effective undamaged configuration of the material. Although, Ju (1989) 
also used the effective configuration in his numerical analysis, however, this was only 
applied to the stress tensor. This is because the kinematics of damage is not intro­
duced in this work but is accounted indirectly through the reduction in stiffness. Ju 
(1989) emphasizes that ’’added flexibility” due to the existence of micro-crack is al­
ready embedded in the deformation gradient implicitly. The damage deformation in 
this work is characterized separately using the kinematics of damage (Voyiadjis and 
Park 1997, 1999). This introduces a distinct kinematic measure of damage which is 
complimentary to the deformation kinematic measure of strain. Voyiadjis and Venson 
(1995) quantified the physical values of the eigenvalues of the second-order damage 
tensor for the unidirectional fibrous composite by measuring the crack density.
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CHAPTER 3 
BACKGROUND OF THE WORK  
3.1 Thermodynamics Consideration
The change in the internal micro-structure of a material due to external effects 
can be defined through the thermodynamics with internal state variables, which 
provides a consistent and systematic framework to develop constitutive relations. 
Thermodynamically based modeling gives an advantage that more than one physi­
cal phenomena of the material can be taken in account such as plasticity, damage 
or their hardening effects in coupled or uncoupled form through the use of the in­
ternal state variables. However, it has weaknesses such that the selection of the 
type and the number of the internal state variables are left partly to intuition of 
the researchers understanding of the physical phenomenon. Therefore, the selec­
tion of these internal state variables are partially subjective. However, there is a 
restriction on the choice of these state variables such that they should satisfy the 
Clausius-Duhem Inequality which is basically obtained from the first and second laws 
of thermodynamics (Lemaitre and Chaboche 1988)
3.2 Basic Laws of Thermodynamics
3.2.1 First Principle o f Thermodynamics
The first principle of thermodynamics states that the sum of the rate of change 
in internal energy and kinetic energy should be equal to sum of the work done by
13
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the external forces and the rate of heat generated within the body. Mathematically 
this can be expressed as:
E  + K  = W  + Q (3.1)
/
where E is defined as internal energy and given as
E =  f  pedV (3.2)
Jv
K is the kinetic energy and given as
K  = \  [  pv-vdV  (3.3)
2 Jv
Q is the heat energy and defined as
Q — f  rdV — f  q - n d S  (3.4)
Jv Js
and W  is the total work done by external forces and expressed as
W  = f  f  - v +  f  T  • vd S  (3.5)
Jv Js
In the above equations p is the mass per unit, e is the specified internal energy, v
is the velocity field, r  is the volumetric density of the internal heat production, q  is
heat flux vector, n  is the outward unit normal, and f  is the external force vector. 
Under the consideration of small deformation, the simplified form of balance of linear 
momentum equation can be obtained from these two principles of thermodynamics 
and its mathematical expression is given as
pe = CTije'ij +  r — divqr (3.6)
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3.2.2 Second Principle o f Thermodynamics
The second principle of thermodynamics states that total rate of entropy produc­
tion is always greater than or equal to the rate of heating divided by the temperature. 
Its expression is given as
S  > J ^ d V  -  f ^ d S  (3.7)
where S represents total entropy and defined as
S =  f  psdV (3.8)
Jv
In equation (3.8) ”s” is the specified entropy per unit mass and T is the absolute tem­
perature. Using the divergence theorem, and equation (3.8), the following inequality 
relation can be obtained
j f  (p s  +  d i v | - £ ) d U > 0  (3.9)
This implies that the local form of the irreversibility of the entropy production rate
in the given region V  has also the inequality form
ps +  div^p -  £  >  0 (3.10)
By combining, the first and the second principles, equations (3.6) and (3.10), the 
fundamental inequality relation can be written in the following form
ps +  d iv ^  -  -  ffyey +  divq^ > 0 (3.11)
The Clausius-Duhem inequality can be obtained by introducing the specific free
energy
V = e - T s  (3.12)
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and using the time derivative of equation (3.12) in conjunction with equation (3.11) 
one obtains
<r : e -  p(® _  ST)  -  > 0 (3.13)
3.3 State Variables and Thermodynamic Potential
The thermodynamics state laws postulate that the current state of a given point 
in a material at any instant can be identified through a certain number of internal 
state variables at that instant (Lemaitre and Chaboche 1988). This means that the 
internal state variables of thermodynamics characterize the average effects of the 
imperfection of the material internal micro structure on the macroscopic response of 
the material.
These imperfections in the material micro-structure can be grouped into two 
processes of thermodynamics, namely reversible and irreversible processes. The re­
versible process is when the material response depends only on the initial and final 
state and can be characterized by the external state variables. These external vari­
ables are the strain, e or the stress, tr and temperature, T  which are measurable 
quantities and can be controlled by an observer. The irreversible process is when the 
material response does not only depend on the initial and final states but also on 
the path history in the stress space. The material response can be characterize by a 
set of internal variables which can not be controlled by an observer, therefore, they 
must be evaluated as a function of state (Freed et al. 1991).
Once the sate variables are defined, the thermodynamic potential can be identified 
in terms of the state variables. The main specification of this potential is that it
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should be concave with respect to temperature T, and convex with respect to the 
other state variables so that it satisfies the second principle of the thermodynamics. 
This in turn provides the relations between observable variables and their associated 
variables. This provides the only a definition between the internal state variables 
and their associated variables. This is shown by selecting a free specific energy, VP as 
the thermodynamic potential with the arguments of the state variables as follows
=  tf(ee,T ,V *) (3.14)
where V* represents a number of internal state variables which can be scalar or 
tensorial form. T  is the temperature. Time derivative of equation (3.14) is given in 
the following form.
d\P dty •
*  =  + W T  + W t --V* <3'15>
Substituting the above equation into equation (3.13) the following relation is ob­
tained
(  d * \  .e (  d * \ .  d<S! •
- P qY  : >  0
As one can easily see from the above equation, the relation between the stress, <r and
its associated variables, elastic strain, ee as well as, the relation between the specific
entropy, s and its associated variables, temperature, T  can be given by the following
relations which are called the thermoelastic state laws
dV
<7 =
de (3.17)
S ~ ~ PdT
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However, for the internal state variables, the relation between the thermodynamic 
forces, Ak  and their associated variables, V* can be written from analogy to the 
thermoelastic relations and the remaining terms in equation (3.17) represent the 
dissipation inequality
d #
(3-18)
Once the thermoelastic relations are withdrawn from the equation (3.16), the re­
maining terms describes the dissipation inequality which is basically the sum of the 
product of the associated variables with respect to the flux variables. This dissipa­
tion inequality can be decoupled as mechanical and thermal dissipation inequalities 
such as
©  =  @(mec/i) +  ©(tfter) (3 .1 9 )
The mechanical dissipation part is given as
©(mec/i) =  a  . g  _  A k  . V k  >  0  (3 .2 0 )
which involves plastic dissipation and dissipation associated with the evolution of 
the internal state variables. The thermal dissipation due to conduction of the heat 
can be given as
 .
Q(ther)  =  >  0  (3 .2 1 )
In order to  complete the thermodynamic state laws, complementary laws related 
to dissipation processes associated with the evolution of the internal state variables 
needs to be defined. This can be achieved from the postulate of existence of the
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dissipation potential whose physical existence is proven by Rice,(1971) in the space 
of rate of dissipative variables. This potential can be expressed as a continuous and 
convex scalar valued function of the flux variables in the following form
0  =  0 ( e P , n , ^ )  (3.22)
Complimentary laws axe defined as the normality of this potential with respect to 
its flux variables and can be given by the following relations
d& dQ , dQ*
< r - d e »  A k ~ ~ d v k’ (323)
By using the Legendre-Fenchel transformation of the dissipation potential 0 , one 
can obtain complementary laws in the form of the evolution laws of flux variables as 
function of the dual variables such as
<3-24)
The normality rule will directly satisfy the second principle of thermodynamics. It 
is therefore, called as the generalized normality condition of the material.
The constitutive equations that describe a physical phenomenon are defined 
through the analytical expression for the thermodynamic potential, and the dissi­
pation potential, 0 . It is also important to understand that the dissipation potential, 
0 , or its dual function, 0* are not measurable quantities. They describe the energy 
dissipated as heat from the material. However, the flux variables or dual variables 
are measurable quantities, which are important tools to form a  base for a theoretical 
model.
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3.3.1 Definition and M easurement of Damage
3.3.1.1 Definition of Damage
Before damage was introduced by Kachanov (1958), fracture mechanics was the 
leading modeling tool to predict the failure mode of the material. However, fracture 
mechanics models are based on the macroscopic observations of visible cracks. This 
may be too late a stage to predict an accurate state of failure in the materials. 
Experimental observations indicate that material properties and parameters are not 
constant as measured in the virgin stage of the material, but they are affected by the 
change in the internal microstructure of the material. This in turn causes material 
failure earlier than that predicted by fracture mechanics models. Therefore, special 
attention should be given to the evolution of micro-cracks and voids which in general 
are termed damage in the material.
This damage can be defined in two stages. The microscopic level, the accumula­
tion of microstresses in the neighborhood defects cause the breaking of bonds. The 
second stage is at the mesoscale, this in turn causes the growth of and coalescence 
of micro-cracks and micro-voids. These two mechanisms describe the state of the 
damage in the material. The damage mechanics is the study of the deterioration 
of the material internal structure. This deterioration affects on the response of the 
materials.
Damage occurrence in the material differs according to the type of material. 
In concrete, damage can be defined as the decohesion between aggregates and ce­
ments with the influence of water (Lemaitre and Dufailly 1992; Ju 1989; Faria et al.
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1998; Yazdani and Schreyer 1990). In metals, damage is in the form of the inter- 
granular debonding and decohesion (Lemaitre and Dufailly 1992). In composites, 
damage is defined as matrix and fiber cracking or debonding at the fiber-matrix 
interface (Lemaitre and Dufailly 1992; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995; Majumdar and 
Newaz 1992a). The matrix cracks are distinguished as one of the tree types according 
the experimental observations by Venson (1994). There are the radial matrix cracks 
due to the interaction of fiber and matrix, matrix cracks (Figure 3.1) and the fiber- 
matrix debonding, and fiber breaking (Figure 3.2). However, the incorporation of
Figure 3.1: Matrix Cracking In the Radial Direction (Voyiadjis and Venson 1995)
the fiber-matrix debonding as a part of the matrix cracking in the theoretical mod­
eling damage in composite may cause inaccurate predictions of the effect of damage 
on the overall response of the composite. This is because the interface is the most 
crucial constituent which serves the general purpose of the composite. Any severe
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Figure 3.2: Fiber Breaking and Debonding (Taya and Arsenault 1989)
defect in these interfaces may lead the composite behave as its counterpart materials. 
Therefore, the interface should be treated as a separate constituent of the composite 
such as a fiber and matrix type and the evolution of the micro-cracks in this region 
should be modeled separately (Voyiadjis and Park 1995b).
The physical determination of the damage in the material can be obtained either 
through indirect measurement of damage by means of mechanical measurements or 
direct measurement of damage through microstructural evaluation. Any of these 
measurements may then be used to validate the theoretical model. The indirect and 
direct techniques used for the measurement of damage in the composite materials 
are outlined in the following section.
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3.3.1.2 M easurement o f Dam age
Measurement of the physical damage in a material is a  very difficult task to 
achieve. It requires high technology and advance tooling systems to investigate the 
micro structure of the material and good understanding of the mechanistic behav­
ior of the material. The former one forms the frame of the indirect measurement 
of damage which is the most widely used because of the ease in measuring the de­
graded material properties such as elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, ultrasonic waves 
propagation, variation in the response of the cynic plastic response (Lemaitre and 
Dufailly 1992; Venson 1994).
Among them the variation in the elastic modulus and in the Poisson’s ratio 
are widely accepted and used as tools to measure damage. Measuring the elastic 
modulus is observed from the unloading curves in the nonlinear regions. If the 
unloading curves show a smaller slope than the initial elastic curve, this decrease in 
the slope of the unloading curve implies reduction in stiffness of the material and 
is interpreted as damage. However, this technique has limitation because damage 
is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the region where the measurement take 
place. It may cause ambiguity in the case of metal matrix composites. This is 
because sometimes plastic dominant deformation may result in nonlinear unloading 
curves due to high residual stresses in the matrix material. On the other hand even 
though damage is a dominant deformation mechanism, the unloading curve may not 
show much nonlinearity due to closure of the small cracks in the material (Majumdar 
and Newaz 1992a; Newaz and Majumdar 1991).
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A second powerful technique is the measurement of the Poisson’s ratio of the m a r  
terial. In the case of damage dominant deformation it is observed that the Poisson’s 
ratio of the material may show variation because if the cracks are formed perpendicu­
lar to the loading direction, the Poisson’s ratio will decrease. On the other hand if the 
crack is parallel to the loading direction, the Poisson’s ratio will increase (Majumdar 
and Newaz 1992a; Newaz and Majumdar 1991).
The second technique is matellurigical evaluation of the formation of the micro­
cracks in the materials through the use of a scanning electron microscope(SEM). SEM 
photos, obtained from the mutually perpendicular sections cut of the representative 
volume element (RVE), are used for the qualitative evaluation of the damage in the 
corresponding cross section. The length of the crack is considered as a measurable 
quantity and is normalized by the total length of the crack at the corresponding 
sectioned surface. The resulting value is considered as the magnitude of the crack 
density and directionality of the crack density is taken as the unit outward normal 
the sectioned plane. This crack density is then represented in the form of a second 
order damage tensor (Voyiadjis and Venson 1995) such as
PxPx PxPy PxPz
PyPx PyPy PyPz
PzPx PzPy PzPz
The crack density is defined as
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Pi = , i = x , y , z  (3.26a)
m p *
Pi = ^  (3.26b)
where is the total crack length and At is the cross-sectional area, m  is defined 
as the normalizing factor to keep the damage tensor component, fcj in the range of 
0 < fcj < 1. The symbol, p* is defined as p* =  p* +  p* + p2z.
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CHAPTER 4 
FORMULATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODELS
4.1 Rate Independent Plasticity Damage M odel
In this chapter the coupled incremental rate independent and dependent plas­
ticity damage model are developed. This is achieved by using the thermodynamic 
foundation introduced in Chapter 3.
The Helmholtz free energy is selected as the thermodynamics potential, ’S', here 
in order to describe the current state of the material. For this reason, two set 
of internal state variables are introduced into the thermodynamic potential, which 
enable one to define two different mechanisms in the material occurring during the 
service conditions at elevated temperatures. The first set of variables are then used to 
characterize the movement of dislocations in grain climbs and slip planes which can 
be modeled in the framework of viscoplasticty, while the second set of variables are 
introduced to characterize the nucleation of the micro-cracks which can be modeled 
into the framework of continuum damage mechanics. This thermodynamic potential 
as a  function of the internal state variables is now given by the following form
=  tf(ee,T, r, «,<£,«, T ) (4.1)
where ee and T  are called observable variables and define the thermoelastic (re­
versible) response of the materials. The remaining, (r, a ,  <f>,«, T ), terms are called 
internal state variables which can be given in two sets. The first one, (r , « ), is 
used to describe the viscoplasticty and the second one, (<£, k, T ), is used to describe
26
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the damage. The general expression for the thermodynamic force conjugate state 
variables can be obtained by taking the time derivative of equation (4.1)
dee :C + &T d r r +  d a  : a +  d<f> :<f> d * K+ d T  ''  ^ ^
By substituting equation (4.2) in the Clausius-Duhem inequality (3.13), the following 
relation can be obtained
(  .e /  a v . d® . d *  , a * .
_PH  : *  ~  - T ^ d T  -  0
(4.3)
where superscripts do not indicate a tensorial character but only a particular state of 
the variable such as elastic (e), plastic (p), viscoplastic (vp), damage (d), viscoplastic- 
damage (vpd) etc. In some particular cases, wherever indicated explicitly, super­
scripts will be used as exponents. Superdot implies time differentiation, ” : ” de­
notes A  : A  = AijAij for second order tensors, and denotes A  • A  =  A^Akj.  
The isotropic hardening variable of plasticity is a  scalar quantity denoted by p and 
expressed as follows
(4.4)
where ep is a second order tensor describing the plastic strain rate. The corresponding 
isotropic hardening variable of damage is also a  scalar denoted by k. An expression 
for this scalar variable can be taken as follows
: <t> (4.5)
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An alternative definition is suggested by Chow and Lu (1989) and Voyiadjis and 
Park (1995b) such as
k = —Y  : <j> (4.6)
The thermoelastic state laws from equation (4.3) can be written as
89
*  =  P^~e
de (4.7)
89
S = ~P8T
and the remaining terms in equation (4.3) represents the dissipation inequality 
89. 89 . 89 , 89. 89 ■
<r: e -  p ~  ^ : “  _  p6 i  ■ *  ~  " a T '  ~  " W : r  ~  T 9radT - 0 <4'8)
As it can be easily seen from equation (4.7), the dissipation inequality is expressed as 
the sum of the product of the associated variables with respect to the flux variables. 
It can be decoupled into the mechanical and the thermal dissipation inequalities 
respectively by the following relations
a  : ep -  Rr -  X  : d  -  Y  : -  K k  — T : T  >  0 (4.9)
—1 7gradT < 0 (4.10)
Usually the evolution of the heat flux in equation (4.10) is represented by the Fourier’s 
equation such as
q = -feV T (4.11)
where k  is the positive definite symmetric thermal conductivity tensor.
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In equation (4.8) the thermodynamics forces or affinities (Ak  =  tr, Y , R , X ,  K ,  
T) conjugate to the thermodynamics displacement (V*. =  ee,<f>,r,a, k, T) can be 
expressed by analogy to equation (4.7) as follows
d&
R = p d r ’ X  = p
dV
d a ’
dV
Y  = p
K  = p dK
d% 
Tty
d<&
T = Pd Y (4.12)
These state variables of thermodynamics and their corresponding thermodynamic 
forces are summarized in Table 4.1. Analytical expressions for the thermodynamic
Table 4.1: State Variables of Thermodynamics
State Variables
Observable Internal Associated Variables
variables variables
ee cr
T s
ep —cr
P R
a X
0 Y
K K
T r
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forces in equation (4.11) are obtained here by assuming the thermodynamic po­
tential as a quadratic dependency on its internal variables. Therefore, its analytical 
expression can be given as (Doghri 1988; Chaboche 1993; Valanis 1990)
=  ^(e -  ep) : E{4i) : (e -  ep) +  ^ a : : a  -I- ^k2p2 +  ^3'^  : T  + ^ 4 « 2
(4.13)
Numeral superscripts in equation (4.13) indicate exponents, p denotes the constant 
material density, E(<f>) is the fourth order damaged elastic stiffness tensor, and ki, k2, 
k3, and ki  axe the material dependent constants. The material dependent constants 
maybe expressed in terms of scaling parameters such as the spacing and radius of the 
fibers and other microstructural parameters such as dislocation densities, etc. Using 
the definition given by equation (4.11) the thermodynamic forces are rewritten by 
the following relations
R  = kir  (4.14)
X  = k2a  (4.15)
Y = — {(€ -  *) : B(*) ■ (e -  e*)} (4.16)
K  = k3n (4.17)
T =  k4 T  (4.18)
In order to obtain explicit forms in the above relations, the evolution equations of 
the internal variables need to be defined. These evolution equations can be obtained 
by using the concept of the dissipation potential. Plasticity and damage are two 
interactive mechanisms. Plasticity has a role on the extent of imperfect cracking
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as well as influencing the surface energy of cracks while damage occurrence cause 
the earlier yielding of the material and affects the directionality of the plastic flow. 
However, the dissipation mechanism of both damage and plasticity can be assumed 
as uncoupled processes. Therefore, the dissipation mechanism can be decoupled into 
dissipations due to plasticity and damage respectively
n  =  IP  +  Ud (4.19)
where plastic dissipation can be expressed as
Up = <T : ep - R p - X  : a  > 0 (4.20)
and the damage dissipation can be expressed as
ITd =  —Y  : ([> — K k  — r  : T  > 0 (4.21)
In equation 4.20, p and ex are isotropic and kinematic hardening variables of plas­
ticity, and in equation (4.21), k and T are the isotropic and kinematic hardening 
variables of the damage. <f> is the second order tensor which is defined as a damage 
variable. Two energy dissipative mechanisms for plasticity and damage are exhibited 
by the material. These two energy dissipative behaviors influence each other. As will 
be outlined later the plastic strain rate and the damage rate are each functions of 
the stress and the conjugate force to damage. Consequently, the energies dissipated 
due to damage and that due to plasticity are interdependent through the stress and 
the conjugate force to damage. In equation (4.20) X  is the backstress associated 
with kinematic hardening in plasticity. In equation (4.21) Y  is the force conjugate
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to the damage tensor <f>. Coupling does occur in the plastic potential given by equa­
tion (4.20) between plasticity and damage since the plastic strain is expressed in the 
current deformed and damaged configuration of the material.
In the case of simple tension, the schematic representation of the total dissipation 
energy given by equation (4.19) is illustrated in Figure 4.1 (Chow and Lu 1989; 
Lemaitre and Chaboche 1988). The total energy dissipated and stored is shown by
a
Stiffness
o
Figure 4.1: Dissipation Mechanisms
four regions in Figure 4.1. Region 1 indicates the stored energy in the material due 
to plastic hardening while region 2 shows the dissipated energy due to heat by the 
plastic work which is basically the first term in equation (4.20). Similarly equation 
(4.21) can be represented in Figure 4.1 through region 3 and 4 such that region 3 
represents the stored energy due to damage hardening and the region 4 represents the
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dissipated energy as heat during the formation of damage in the material (Lemaitre 
and Chaboche 1988).
Complementary laws can be defined related to the dissipation processes given by 
equations (4.20) and (4.21). This implies the existence of the dissipation potential 
expressed as a continuous and convex scalar valued function of the flux variables
0  =  0(ep, <£, p, k,6t,lC) (4.22)
By using the Legendre-Fenchel transformation of the dissipation potential 0 , one 
can obtain complementary laws in the form of the evolution laws of flux variables as 
a function of the dual variables
0* =  ©*(<r, Y ,  R, K,  X , T) (4.23)
It is possible to decouple the potential ©*, into the plastic and the damage dissipation 
potential parts as follows
0* =F((t , R , X )  + G ( Y ,K ,T )  (4.24)
However, one can notice that there is no exact explicit decoupling of the potentials 
in the above equation. There is an implicit coupling between these two potentials 
through the force conjugate which is a function of both tr and 4>. Keeping this 
in mind evolution laws for the plastic strain rate ep, and the damage rate can 
be obtained now by utilizing the calculus of function of several variables with the 
Lagrange multipliers Ap and Ad. This function ft can be written in the following form
ft =  n p +  n d — \ pF  -  AdG (4.25)
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In order to extremize the function O, one uses the necessary conditions such that
g  =  0 (4.26)
and
J f  = ° <427>
The two equation (4.26) and (4.27) yield the corresponding plastic strain rate and 
damage rate evolution equations respectively, which are coupled as shown below. For 
the case when F  > 0 and G > 0 one obtains the following expressions:
^ = <4-28>
and
Equations (4.28) and (4.29) indicate non-associativity in both the ep and <fi for the 
case when coupling occurs between damage and plasticity. In the case of the indi­
vidual constituents of a composite such as metals in metal matrix composites one 
notices that non-associativity occurs in the metal primarily because of its in-situ 
behavior when surrounded by fibers (Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan 1997).
Equations (4.28) and (4.29) give respectively the increments of the plastic strain 
and damage from the damage potential G and the yield function F. Coupling there­
fore, exists between the plastic strain rate and the damage rate in the material. In 
the case when either F  or G is less than zero decoupling occurs between ep and 
<£. Complementary laws for the evolution of the hardening internal variables can
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be obtained directly from the generalized normality rules. They can be written as 
follows
dF
P = - Xp-qH  (4.30a)
dF
’d X«  =  (4.30b)
dG
k  ~  ~ Xd~dK (4.30c)
dG
r  = - X d- ^  (4.30d)
The next important step is the selection of the appropriate form for the dissipation 
potentials for both the plastic potential F  and the damage potential G in order to 
establish the desired constitutive equations that describe the mechanical behavior of 
the material. As it can be seen clearly from equations (4.13), (4.28)-(4.30d), once 
the analytical expression for the thermodynamic potential, '3', and for the dissipation 
potential, ©*, are determined the whole constitutive relations and evolution equa­
tions can be obtained. However, as it is stated by Chaboche (1993); Freed et al.
(1991) that to use only the generalized normality rule to define the evolution equa­
tion for internal state variables may not be sometimes enough to characterize the 
desired phenomenon of the material response because the constraints introduced by 
the generalized normality rule may too severe.
4.1.1 Plastic Potential and Yield Criterion
In this work for the case of un-coupling between plasticity and damage the elasto- 
plastic response of the damaged material is characterized by using the associated flow
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rule with the von Mises type yield criterion including both the effects of isotropic
Mises type yield criterion are used for the individual constituents of the composite 
that deform plastically.
Since the associated flow rule is adopted here, the plastic potential takes the same 
expression as the yield criterion (F =  / ) .  The yield function /  can be given as a 
function of /(<r, <fr, R, X ) .  For the case of a von Mises type, /  is given as follows
ay is the initial yield threshold value. The suitable form for the back stress X  is given 
by the Armstrong and Frederic model as follows (Basuroychowdhury and Voyiadjis 
1998)
Cp and 7 P are the material dependent kinematic hardening parameters. In order to
and kinematic hardening. A non-linear kinematic hardening model is selected in this
work. In the case of composite materials both the associated flow rule and the von
/  = <Ty < 0 (4.31)
X  = |  Cpep -  7 pX p (4.32)
solve for the plastic multiplier, the consistency condition ( /  =  0 ) is used
(4.33)
By defining R  as follows
(4.34)
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and making use of equations (4.32) for X  and (4.29) for into equation (4.33), one 
obtains the following expression
(4.35)
By defining the following relations
d f
cr
/ d f  2 d f  d f  d f  dR d f \
° n  =  \ d x :(^3 CPf o ~ l P X  ^+ l f y : W + l f y 7 m )  4^‘36b^
d f  dG
012 =  d ^ ' d Y  (4'36C)
equation (4.35) may be rewritten in the following linear form
On A** "I- Oi2A^  =  —b\ (4.37)
The second linear equation required for the solution of Ap and \ d can be obtained from 
the damage criterion and the corresponding damage consistency condition which will 
be presented in the next section.
4.1.2 Dam age Criterion and Potential
The anisotropic damage criterion model of Voyiadjis and Park (1995b) for the 
metal matrix composites is used here. However, unlike that model which is restricted 
to the isotropic hardening growth of damage, the current model includes translation 
of the damage surface akin to kinematic hardening that was also used by its lin­
ear form in the work Voyiadjis and Echle (1997). Non-linearity makes the damage
b\ = : a  (4.36a)
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potential non-associative to  the damage criterion (G ^  g) but allows one for a bet­
ter modeling of the randomly distributed micro-cracks and cavities in the material 
especially under multi axial loading conditions.
4.1.3 Rate Independent Damage
Based on the additional effect of non-linear kinematic hardening, the new damage 
criterion can be written in terms of the tensorial hardening parameters h  and T by 
satisfying the requirement that g is an isotropic function of its tensorial arguments 
(Y ,  h, and T). This requirement is a necessary condition to make the analytical 
expression for g not to be dependent on the orientation of the employed coordinate 
system (Stumvoll and Swoboda 1993; Voyiadjis and Park 1995b). Therefore, one can 
write an analytical expression for the damage criterion g in terms of the invariants 
of its tensorial variables in the following form for each individual constituent of the 
composite
g = (Yij -  Ti:j)Pijki(Yki -  Tkl) - 1  =  0 (4.38)
where the fourth order tensor P  describes the anisotropic nature of the damage 
growth and the initiation of damage. Its form is given as a function of the hardening 
tensor h
Pijkl — h-i/h-M (4.39)
where h~l is the inverse of the tensor h ,
i^k<i>kj +  SijXu2 1 (4.40)
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and £ indicates an exponent in the above equation. In equation (4.40) the first term 
is associated with the anisotropic growth of damage. As it is clearly seen, anisotropy 
is introduced through the anisotropic nature of the second order damage tensor while 
hardening is introduced through the multiplier \ t)(k/X)^. The parameter A is the 
Lame constant in the damaged configuration as given by Voyiadjis and Park (1995b). 
The tensor h  maybe expressed in terms of scaling parameters such as the radius and 
spacing of fibers.
In order to incorporate the non-linear kinematic hardening rule within the frame­
work of the generalized normality hypothesis of equation (4.30d), one selects the 
damage flow potential to be non-associative and it should be different than the load­
ing surface g. Here one can take the damage potential as follows
G  = g + ± - T : T  (4.41)
where k$ is the material dependent constant. The following relations can be obtained 
from equations (4.38) and (4.41) for use in the derivations that follow
9g
9T d Y (4.42a)
ar a r +  k3r  (4.42b)
d G _ d9 k*
r “ f
b g  d9 , n \
d Y  ~  d Y  (4.42c)
The second linear relation can be derived from the consistency condition of the 
damage criterion (g = 0)
+  +  +  <4 4 3 >
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where T can be obtained by making use of the state laws in equations (4.12). The 
time derivative of equation (4.12) is given by
T =  (4.44)
By substituting for T  from the normality rule in equation (4.30d) into the above 
relation one can obtain
f  =  "*3Ad| p  (4.45)
Now making use of equations (4.42a)-(4.42c) and equation (4.45), the final relation 
for F can be written as follows
t  = Xd( k 3^ - k 5r j  (4.46)
where the coefficients k3 and k5 are defined as k3 =  | Cd and =  j d. Substitut­
ing f  from equation (4.46), <fi from equation (4.29), and k  from relation (4.6) into
equation (4.43), one obtains the following relation
• _ 9 5 . .  \ v ( 99 , 8 f  99 /2 dg d g \
9 d a  : a +  ' 8 Y  + 8k \ 3 d Y  ' 8 Y j  +
■ -  + - , / ! I T U - J ^ . . ■ r'i
\d<l> ' 8 Y  8kV 3 8 Y  ' 8 Y  S8 Y ' 8 Y  58 Y  )
(4.47)
By defining
dg
b2 = : cr (4.48a)
021
/d g  d f  dg /2 Qg qT \
(d&  '' d Y  +  3 8 Y  '' d Y  j (4.48b)
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equation (4.47) may be rewritten in the following form
<221AP +  022^ =  —^2 (4.49)
The plastic multiplier, Xp, and the damage multiplier, Ad, can be solved from the
linear system of equations given by (4.37) and (4.49) such that
(
1_
A
a22 —Ol2
—021 Oil
(4.50)
where
A =  On O22 — 012021 (4.51)
Substituting Ap and Xd from equations (4.50) into equation (4.28), the evolution 
equation for the plastic strain rate ep can be written in the following form
ep =  x p ■ or (4.52)
where the fourth order tensor x p is defined as the sum of the fourth order tensors 
K  and L  which are expressed respectively as follows
dg \
(4.53)
(4.54)
1 d f (  9 fK  =
A d<r® r 12^ -
1 d9 ,f  df dgs
£  = A d t r ®  1 to ?l
1 a n  a -OO’j
Similarly the evolution equation for damage can be expressed as follows
4> = x d ■ & (4 .55)
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where the fourth order tensor x d is now defined as the sum of the fourth order tensors 
P  and Q which are expressed respectively as follows
■p  =  A « y ® |o12
1  d f  /  d f  dg\
'  \ a n j f o ~ ll22f o )  (4-68)
1 dg f  d f  dg\
Q  =  A a F ®  \ a n l f o ~ a n l f o )  (457)
and
x d = P  + Q  (4.58)
4.2 Rate Dependent Plasticity Damage Model
In order to account for both loading rate dependency and regularizing the local­
ization problems a viscous anisotropic damage mechanism needs to be implemented. 
Such a model accounts for retardation of the micro-crack growth at higher strain 
rates. The proposed rate dependent damage model is based on the mathematical 
formulation of the overstress type modeling of rate dependent plasticity. For rate 
dependent damage an overstress conjugate force type damage function is postulated. 
However rate dependency of damage is considered only after plastic deformation oc­
curs, therefore, in the elastic region damage is considered as rate independent and 
the formulation made in the previous section is used for the damage response. The 
more accurate response of the damaged material may be possible by involving the vis­
coelasticity coupled with damage in the elastic domain. This is beyond the scope of 
this work and therefore is not considered here. An extension of equations (4.28) and 
(4.29) leads to the rate dependent plastic strain rate and the damage rate (Perzyna
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1963, 1971) given as follows
and
g>P — g>P( 1) _|_ g>P(.2)
(4.59a)
(4.59b)
(4.60a)
(4.60b)
Superscripts in this work do not imply tensorial indices but only describe the type of 
material inelasticity. In equations (4.59) and (4.60) ||e,'p|| and ||0 || are the magnitudes 
of the plastic strain rate and damage rate which can be decomposed into a product 
of two functions respectively (Freed et al. 1991) using the Zener parameters such 
that
ivP II — dvp{T)Zvp ^  0 (4.61a)
||0 || =  dd{T)Zd ^  0 (4.61b)
The unit tensors, n vp, n vpd, n dvp, and n d, are used to identify the direction of flow 
of the plastic strain and damage and are expressed as follows, respectively
dF vp dGd
n vP = do n v p d  d(T (4.62)
dF vp dGd
d o d o
dFvp 
n dvP = d Y
dGd
n d = ^ ~ (4.63)
dFvp dGd
d Y d Y
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where F vp and Gd are the dynamic potentials for viscoplasticity and damage and 
their expression are given respectively as follows (Voyiadjis and Sivakumar 1991)
FW =  {[B(r)+<71, ( y ] + 1 }  - 1  (4’64>
Gc
{ [ * ( « ) +a„(e,,)]+ 1 } 1 (4'65)
where f*  and g* represent the equilibrium surfaces of viscoplasticity and damage and 
are strain rate dependent. Therefore, equations (4.31) and (4.38) are modified here 
in order to describe the equilibrium surfaces
t" =  (§ (» *  -  X ) : (<r* -  X ) ) 1 - R(p) + ay(e) < 0 (4.66)
g* = {Y$ -  Ti^PijkiiXki -  r«) - 1  =  0 (4.67)
The functional dependency of the initial threshold values of plasticity and damage
on the strain rate, is obtained through the function Q(z) (Rubin 1982) such that
a-y(z) = A tanhz (4.68)
where
1 (4.69)Z  — C  In  |^ 1 *4" ^ Babcd&ab&cd
where A, B ,  and C are appropriate material parameters, er* and Y*  are the stresses 
and conjugate forces respectively on the equilibrium surfaces. It is postulated that 
cr* lies on the line joining the current state of stress and the center of the equilibrium
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Dynamic Potential
[g*
Equlibrium Surface
Figure 4.2: Equilibrium Surface and Viscoplastic Potential 
surface (Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan 1997). The same applies for the conjugate equi­
librium force. The equilibrium stresses are given in Figure 4.2 and can be written as 
follows
tr* = X  + cvp(cr -  X )  (4.70)
A similar expression is obtained for the conjugate equilibrium force
Y* = r +  cd(Y  -  T) (4.71)
cvp and cd can be obtained by using equations (4.70) and (4.71) in equations (4.66) 
and (4.67) respectively and the corresponding expressions are given below
(4.72)cvp = [R(p) +  av(z)\§ ( < r - X ) : ( < r - X )
cd = (4.73)(Yij— Tij)Pijki(Yki — Tki)
The functional dependency of the Zener parameter of plasticity in equation (4.61) 
can expressed in terms of the dynamic plastic potentials Fvp and Gd in the following
(4.74)
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where Y{Fvp), $ (F vp) and T(Gd), &(Gd) are the material functions that be chosen 
to represent the result of experimental test on the dynamic behavior of the particular 
materials. The general form of the T (Fvp) is given for the metals by Voyiadjis and 
Sivakumar (1991). A similar form is also used here to represent the rate dependent 
damage of the matrix phase of the composite material. Since the fiber phase is 
considered to behave elastically, only the rate independent damage model is used for 
the fiber. The definition of the T (Fvp) and T(Gd) is now written as follows
T (F ^ )  =  clv{F < {F t -  F)n" (4.76)
T (Gd) = a \G f  (iGi -  G)n5 (4.77)
where Ft and Di are the limiting one dimensional functions which can be obtained 
from the dynamic test at the highest strain rates of interest. The simpler form of the 
Zener parameters, in equations (4.61a) and (4.61b), can be expressed by substituting
the expressions for F vp and Gd in equations (4.64) and (4.65) such that
• < j y _  m  -  y -  > \ _ < Y d >
Dd
The terms, crvp and Y d, are the overstress of viscoplasticity and damage respectively. 
a*vp is defined as a*vp =  [i?(r) +  <ry(e)]. Similarly Y*d = [AT(«) +  ld(e)]. The terms, 
Dvp and Dd are the drug forces which represent the isotropic hardening effects. They
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can be considered as internal variables and their evolution equations can be derived. 
However, in this paper they are treated as constant parameters. The final form of 
the viscoplastic strain rate and damage rate can be rewritten in the uncoupled form 
as follows
_  ( < i f c - * i i - . ? r > r n ,  _  ( F - r i
\  D VP )  TjvP
(4.8!)
where rj°p and r f  are defined as ( - ^ ) ni and ( tj j ) ” 2 respectively and ”ni” , and ”n2” 
are the exponents for the potential functions of viscoplasticity and damage respec­
tively. Superscripts imply exponents only in the case of the bracketed terms.
4.2.1 Characterizing Internal State Variables o f the Rate Dependent 
M odel
As pointed out earlier the internal state variables are introduced in the mate­
rial model to represent the true response of the material due to the variation of 
the microstructure when subjected to external forces. The anisotropic structure of 
the material is usually defined in two forms either as material inherited or deformar 
tion induced. The anisotropic nature of the composite material is material inherited 
anisotropy. However, at the local level its constituents are isotropic materials. There­
fore, the use of a  micromechanical model to analyze the composite material deals with 
deformation induced anisotropy. This deformation induced anisotropy is considered 
here due to both the plasticity and damage in the material. This phenomenon is 
characterized in the theory by using internal variables for the hardening terms and 
through the use of the second order tensorial form of the damage variable.
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In the case of the rate independent models, internal variables are defined in 
Chapter 4.1.1. However, the ones used in the rate dependent model need to be 
redefined in order to  characterize the time and thermal recovery effects due to the 
rate and temperature dependency of the material. For this reason the general form 
of the internal variables can be defined as follows (Freed et al. 1991)
Ak = h a rd en in g  — dynam ic recovery — s ta tic  recovery (4.82)
The hardening terms represent the strengthening mechanism, while the recovery 
terms represents softening mechanism. The hardening and dynamic recovery terms 
evolve with the deformation due to either plasticity or damage or both. The static 
recovery term evolves with time. The evolution equations of the internal variables 
for the rate dependent behavior are described below
X  =  ! / ? ’">(e '”  -  -  d^X-h™  (4.83a)
A  =  ^  -  ^ H ^ l l  -  'r ’T <r ) <4-83b)
R  =  « * (1  -  ^ 5 )1 1 * 1  -  O T M  (4.83c)
*  ~  Ijfli (4'83d>
=  (1 — pvp)bvp + PVP~ P'i^ ] ^ VP (4.83e)
Similarly the evolution equations for the hardening variables of damage can be writ­
ten analogously to that of plasticity as follows
3
r  =  2 H ‘ (j> -  f ^ l l A t ? )  -  "»T • ft* (4.84a)
k  =  1 1 * 1 (4. 84b)
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(4.84d)
(4.84c)
where pvp in the above equations defines the non-proportionality condition. In the
case of pvp =  0 equations (4.83a) and (4.84a) reduce to the Armstrong and Frederic 
type backstress evolution which is used in this work. The other extreme case can be
model for the backstress definition. In the above equations H vp, L vp, Qvp, H d, Ld, 
and Qd are the model parameters.
4.3 Incremental Expression for the Damage Tensor
In a general state of deformation and damage, the effective stress tensor a  is re­
lated to the Cauchy stress tensor a  by the following linear transformation (Murakami 
and Ohno 1981).
tensor. Depending on the form used for M , it is very clear from equation (4.85) 
that the effective stress tensor a  is generally non-symmetric. Using a non-symmetric 
effective stress tensor as given by equation (4.85) to formulate a constitutive model 
will result in the introduction of the Cosserat and micropolar continua. However, the
stress. One of the symmetrization methods is given by Cordebois and Sidoroff (1979)
obtained by taking pvp =  1 which gives a relation similar to the non-linear Prager
tr =  M a (4.85)
where M  is a fourth-order linear transformation operator called the damage effect
use of such complicated mechanics can be easily avoided by symmetrizing the effective
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and is expressed as follows
&ij =  (Sik ~  -  ^ ) " 1/2 (4.86)
The fourth-order damage effect tensors corresponding to  equation (4.86) is defined 
such that
Mikjl =  (Sik -  0f*)"1/2(fy -  <f>ji) - 1 / 2  (4.87)
In order to describe the kinematics of damage, the physical meaning of the fourth- 
order damage effect tensor should be interpreted and not merely given as the sym- 
metrization of the effective stress. In this work, the fourth-order damage effect tensor 
given by equation (4.87) will be used because of its geometrical symmetrization of 
the effective stress (Cordebois and Sidoroff 1979). However, it is very difficult to 
obtain the explicit representation of (<5** —ffc/fe)-1/2. The explicit representation of the 
fourth-order damage effect tensor M  in terms of the second-order damage tensor <f> is 
of particular importance in the implementation of the constitutive modeling of dam­
age mechanics. Therefore, the damage effect tensor M  of equation (4.87) should be 
obtained using the coordinate transformation of the principal damage direction coor­
dinate system. Thus the fourth-order damage effect tensor given by equation (4.87) 
can be written using the second order transformation tensor b as follows (Voyiadjis 
and Park 1997)
Mikji = bmi bnj bpk bqi Mmnpq (4.88)
where M  is a fourth-order damage effect tensor with reference to the principal dam­
age direction coordinate system. The fourth-order damage effect tensor M  can be
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written as follows (Voyiadjis and Park 1997)
Mmpnq — Q'mp&nq (4.89)
Mmpnq — Q'mp&nq (4.90)
where the second-order tensor a in the principal damage direction coordinate system 
is given by
&mp — l^mp ^mp] 2 (4.91a)
y/i—fa 0 0
y/l—02
0  0
•x/l-5s
(4.91b)
Substituting equation (4.89) into equation (4.88), one obtains the following relation
Mikjl — bmi bnj bpk bql CLmpO-nq
aikajl
(4.92a)
(4.92b)
Using equation (4.92), a  second-order tensor a  is defined as follows
Q-ik — bmibpkamp (4.93)
The matrix form of equation (4.93) is as follows (Voyiadjis and Park 1997)
[a) = [b]T[&][b] (4.94)
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P l l P l l  _ ( _  P 2 1 021 _ |_  031031  6 l l > 1 2  6 2 1 6 2 2  _J_ 6 3 1 6 3 2  6 1 1 6 1 3  _ |_  6 2 1 6 2 3  _ j _  6 3 1 6 3 3
6 l 2 6 l l  _ |_  6 2 2 6 2 1  _ |_  6 3 2 6 3 1  6 1 2 6 1 2  6 2 2 6 2 2  _ j _  6 3 2 6 3 2  6 1 2 6 1 3  _ |_  6 2 2 6 2 3  _ |_  6 3 2 6 3 3
\ / l — 5 T  y / l ~  0 i  y / l — 0 2  y / l — 4>3 y / l — 0 i  \ / l — 0 2  " v / 1 - 0 s
6 1 3 6 1 1  _ |_  6 2 3 6 2 1  _ |_  6 3 3 6 3 1  6 1 3 6 1 2  _ j_  6 2 3 6 2 2  _ j_  6 3 3 6 3 2  6 1 3 6 1 3  6 2 3 6 2 3  _ |_  6 3 3 6 3 3
\ A —01 \ / l —02 - \/ l—03 - \/l—01 V ^- 02 • \/l—03 \ / l —01 \ / l —02 V 1—03 .
(4.95)
Due to the incremental nature of plasticity and damage, one needs to introduce
an incremental relation for the generalized fourth order damage tensor A f which
transforms the effective stress tensor to the Cauchy stress tensor. In order to obtain 
the appropriate incremental relations, one starts by taking the time derivative of the 
effective stress relation (4.85) such that
cr =  Afo- +  Af<x (4.96)
where
5 M  •M  =  (4.97)
Using equation( 4.55) with equation( 4.97) and back substituting the resulting rela­
tion into equation ( 4.96), the following expression is obtained
^ d M  ,  \cr =  M  +  - ^ r X  <r ) *  (4.98)
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By defining the incremental damage tensor m , the above equation can be written as 
follows (Voyiadjis and Guelzim 1996)
ir = m &  (4.99)
The next step is to obtain the incremental effective strain by using the hypothesis of 
elastic strain energy equivalence (Cordebois and Sidoroff 1979):
^a- : e = |< r : ee (4.100)
Voyiadjis and Park (1999) through the use of the kinematics of damage obtained 
a general relation of the effective elastic strains for the case of finite strains of 
elasto-plastic deformations. For the special case of small strains with small rota­
tions this equation reduces to the hypothesis of elastic energy equivalence. Using 
equation (4.99) into equation (4.100), the increment of the effective elastic strain 
rate relation can be given as follows
' t  = m r xf? (4.101)
However, the hypothesis of strain energy equivalence is not sufficient to obtain the 
total effective strain rate tensor, e, therefore one needs to postulate the hypothesis 
of plastic dissipation equivalence (Lee et al. 1985; Voyiadjis and Thiagarajan 1997). 
This provides the following relation
r  =  (4.102)
The effective plastic strain rate can be also obtained from the classical plasticity in 
the following form
?  = H k  (4.103)
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where H  is a fourth order plastic hardening tensor. The additive decomposition 
of the incremental total strain in the effective and damage configuration are given 
respectively in the following
e =  e ¥* (4.104)
e =  ee +  ep (4.105)
Making use of equations (4.101) through (4.105) one is able to obtain the relation 
between the total effective strain rate and the total damage strain rate in the following 
form
(4.106)
The total strain rate damage transformation tensor m* can be defined from the 
above equation as follows
m * — +  H ( M  — m )^  (4.107)
This tensor m *  is different than the stress rate damage tensor m  given in equation 
(4.99). However, it can be easily seen that if there is no plastic deformation (H  =  0), 
both the damage transformation tensors m  and m* become identical. Tensor m* 
will be referred to for clarity as the strain rate damage tensor as opposed to m  the 
stress rate damage tensor. The elasto-plastic stiffness for the damaged material can 
be obtained using the incremental relation of Hooke’s law in the effective stress space 
as follows
5  =  E e  (4.108)
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The effective stress rate, <r, and the elastic component of the effective strain rate, 
e6, in equation (4.108) can be transformed into the damage configuration by using 
equations (4.99) and (4.101) respectively. The resulting relation can be given as 
follows
& =  m ~ 1E m ~ 1 ee (4.109)
Making use of the both equations (4.105) and (4.52) in equation (4.109) one obtains 
the following relation
& = E d( e - Xp&)
=  (J +  J S V ) ' 1^  (4.110)
=  De
where E d represents the elastic damaged stiffness and is defined from equation (4.109) 
as follows
E d =  m - 'E m - 1 (4.111)
D  in equation (4.110) represents the elasto-plastic damaged stiffness and is given by
£> =  ( /  +  E dXv)~lE d (4.112)
4.4 Physical Interpretation of the Damage Tensor <f>
Damage in this work is characterized as the net area decrease due to a three- 
dimensional distribution of micro-cracks or micro-voids (Murakami 1988). A dif­
ferential tetrahedron is considered at point ”0 ” in an undamaged continuum in the
initial configuration, Ca, as indicated in Figure 4.3(a) (Betten 1983). An element
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Figure 4.3: Schematic Representation Deformation Gradients for Micro-cracks in an 
MMC
PQR of an arbitrary orientation is shown in Figure 4.3(b) for the deformed damaged 
material in the current configuration C. The line elements OP, OQ, OR and area 
PQR in the current configuration, C, are represented respectively by the differen­
tial lengths dxi,dx 2 ,dx$ and the vector dS  in the three-dimensional vector space 
where the x, axes coincide with the principal damage axes. Figure 4.3(a) shows the 
corresponding differential lengths dx°,dx%,dx% and the vector dS° in the initial un­
damaged configuration, Ca. The deformation gradient from C0 to C  is represented 
by F. A fictitious effective undamaged configuration, C, is postulated as shown in 
Figure 4.3(c) with an area reduction due to the damage brought about by the micro­
cracks and the micro-cavities. The deformation gradient from C  to  C  is represented 
by F d.
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The direction of vectors d S  and d S  are not necessarily coincident since the reduc­
tion due to damage is not only confined in the PQR plane but in other planes with 
other orientations. In Figures 4.3(d) and 4.3(e) the elastically unloaded configura­
tions Cu and Cu are respectively postulated. Cu represents the elastically unloaded 
damaged configuration with the deformation gradient from C to Cu being repre­
sented by F e. However, Cu, represents the fictitious, effective elastically unloaded 
configuration with the deformation gradient from C to Cu being represented by F e. 
The two deformation gradient F e and F e are not equal since F e incorporates some 
elastic recovered damage. This does not imply the healing of the material.
The work of Betten (1983) is followed here in characterizing the anisotropic 
damage tensor. In three dimensional space a parallelogram formed by the vectors V  
and W  can be represented as follows:
Si = CijkVjWk (4.113)
or in dual form as follows
Sij =  eijkSk (4.114)
such that
S{ — ^ ijk S jk  (4.115)
where ey* is the permutation tensor. In a rectilinear three-dimensional space the 
absolute values of the components S12, S 2 3 , S31 are projections of the area of the 
parallelogram on the coordinate planes. The represents the area vector in a
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three-dimensional space and has an orientation fixed by the cross product shown in 
equation (4.113).
The deformation gradient F d is used to express the differential lengths dxi in 
the effective configuration C  in terms of the differential lengths dxi in the current 
deformed damaged configuration C  such that
dxi =  Ffjdxj (4.116)
The components of the area vector d S  in the three-dimensional space of the current 
configuration, C, are given by
dSi =  - \-d x 2 dx3, dS2  =  -^-dxidx3, dS 3 = ~^-dxidx2 (4-117)£t £ £t
The corresponding area vector components of d S  in the effective configuration, C, 
are given by
dSi = —\rdx2dx 3 , dS2  =  —^ dxidx3, dS 3  =  —^dx\dx 2  (4.118)
The reduction in area between the current, C, and effective, C, configurations may 
be described in terms of the eigenvalues of the second order tensor (f) such that
dS\ =  (1 — 4>x)dSi, dS2  =  (1 — $ 2 )dS2, dS3 =  (1 — (j>3 )dS3  (4.119)
Making use of equations (4.116) through (4.119) one obtains the eigenvalues of F d 
in terms of the eigenvalues of <f> such that
= V ~ (r - i ^ 3) <4120)
*  _  . / ( i  -  *0(1 -  M
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(4-122)
The resulting Jacobian of the damage deformation gradient is expressed as follows
J d = P&P&F* = ) / ( l - * i ) ( l - & ) ( ! - & )  (4-123)
Since the fictitious effective deformed configuration denoted by C is obtained by 
removing the damages from the real deformed configuration denoted by C,  therefore 
the differential volume of the fictitious effective deformed volume denoted by dV  is 
obtained as follows (Park and Voyiadjis 1997)
dV  == dV  — dVd (4.124)
dV  =  ( ) / ( l - & ) ( ! - & ) ( !  ~ k ) ^ d V  (4.125)
or
dV = J ddV  (4.126)
dVd is the volume of damage in configuration C. Equation (4.125) may be expressed 
alternatively as
(4.127)
where d is a  measure of volume reduction due to the presence of micro-cavities and 
micro-cracks caused by damage. Rearranging the terms in equation (4.127) one 
obtains
(1 — d) 2  =  1 — (01 +  02 +  $3) +  (0102 + 0103 +  0203) — (010203)
f d V  -  dV d\
~  V dV )
d V - d d \ 2  (4-128)
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In the case when the volume reduction is infinitesimal (that is when 0i02j 0i03» 0203j 
and 01^203 can be considered negligible when compared to 0f), then equation (4.128) 
reduces to the following by ignoring higher order terms in <f>
(1 — d*)2 =  1 — (0i +  02 +  03) (4.129)
Infinitesimal damage does not reflect necessarily small strain theory. In equations
(4.128) and (4.129) d and d* are measures of volume reduction due to damage. The 
measures d and d* are equal to (J^) assuming only one single micro-crack where ”a” is 
the radius of an assumed single spherical micro-crack and dV  is the volume of a  repre­
sentative unit cell in the mesostructure (Budiansky and O’Connell 1976; Krajcinovic 
1989; Ju 1989). The measure ( ^ )  relates to the micro-crack porosity(concentration 
ratio) within the unit cell (Ju 1989). A fourth order damage tensor representation 
is a generalization of this measure. However, in this work a second order damage 
tensor representation is used through <f> which is in turn used to describe the fourth 
order damage effect tensor M  defined in the next section.
In the formulation of Budiansky and O’Connell (1976), the distributed energy 
due to micro-cracks was explicitly related to the fracture mechanics released energy 
for similar non-interacting cracks. However, that was limited to a homogeneous state 
of uniform pressure or for an axial load. In their interpretation the volume stress 
and strain are assumed to be identical in both the cracked and uncracked states. 
In the present formulation the effective space is used mainly as an interpretation of 
the damage deformation gradient to allow one to obtain the kinematics of damage. 
In the formulation presented here, the stress strain fields differ in the effective and
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cracked configurations and the dissipated energy is accounted for in plasticity and 
damage through the theory of thermodynamics. However, the dissipated energy 
is not expressed through fracture mechanics and does not identify different modes 
of fracture. Instead it provides a damage strengthening criterion through internal 
variables to account for the interaction of cracks and the corresponding arresting of 
cracks. Both d and d* are isotropic measures of damage. It is clear that although the 
damage distribution may not be isotropic, however, d and d* are simplified kinematic 
measures of damage that are scalar valued. In the special case when damage is indeed 
isotropic and the volume reduction is infinitesimal then one obtains
<t> =  <£i =  <£2 =  <t>3 (4.130)
Using equation (4.130) in equation (4.129), one obtains d* in terms of 4> as follows
<f =  1 -  yJl-Z(j>  (4.131)
or
d* — 4^> (4.132)
In the general damage case given by equation (4.128) but under the constraint of 
isotropic damage given by equation (4.130) one obtains d in terms of ^ as follows
d =  1 — (1 — 0)2 (4.133)
In the absence of damage, cj> =  0, and consequently d* and d are both zero. The 
scalar measure of ”d” , is obtained from the second order damage tensor <f>. This 
measure <f> does not compromise an anisotropic damage distribution by interpreting
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it as isotropic. Bammann and Aifantis (1989) introduced a  polar decomposition for 
the deformation gradient utilizing the kinematics of plastic materials with voids such 
that(as shown in Figure 4.4)
Figure 4.4: Schematic Representation of Elasto-Plastic Damage Deformation with 
Voids (Bammann and Aifantis 1989)
F  = F eF vFp (4.134)
where F v is the deformation gradient in terms of a continuous variable related di­
rectly to the void dissipation. Bpc[ of Figure 4.4 is equivalent to the state, Cu given 
in Figure 4.3(d). B{t) of Figure 4.4 is equivalent to the state, C(t) given in Figure 
4.3(b). Bp of Figure 4.4 is equivalent to the state, Cu, in Figure 4.3(e) The repre­
sentation of the deformation gradient in the proposed work presented here is given
by (as shown in Figure 4.5)
F  _  F edF pd (4.135)
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F
Figure 4.5: Schematic Representation of Elasto-Plastic Damage Deformation for the 
Proposed Model
whereby part of the damage occurs in the elastic state and the other part in the
criterion and the Kuhn Tucker restrictions.
In the work of Bammann and Aifantis (1989) dVv denotes the portion of the 
elementary volume due to voids and dV0 is the elementary volume in the initial 
configuration. The elementary volume due to the plastic deformation gradient F 7’, is 
given by dVi and the elementary volume in the final configuration is dV^. Bammann 
and Aifantis (1989) assumed dV0 =  dVi due to the assumption of incompressible 
plastic flow. The determinant of F v is given by (Bammann and Aifantis 1989)
inelastic state. However, damage here is not continuous and is subject to a damage
(4.136a)
d e tF (4.136b)
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This definition of ”<f’ coincides with that of equation (4.127) for the reduction in 
volume due to the effective configuration given by the symbol ”<f ’. In this formulation 
on the basis that void nucleation and growth results in volumetric changes only, one 
can express(Bammann and Aifantis 1989)
S ’  =  ' . . J  (4-138)
(1 — rf)«
with the corresponding velocity gradient given by
* ’  =  3(tV  <4139>
It is clear from equations (4.137a) and (4.132) that for isotropic behavior and in­
finitesimal volume reduction the parameters ”d” and <f> are similar and describe the 
reduction in volume due to cracks or voids. In the more general case of anisotropy 
and damage the parameter ”d” is given by equation (4.127) in terms of the second 
order tensor <f>. In the general case of damage occurring in both the elastic and plas­
tic domain the polar decomposition of the deformation gradient is given in Figure 4 
(see also (Voyiadjis and Park 1999)). Damage in the elastic domain does not imply 
healing of damage closure during unloading.
In Figure 4.5 a schematic drawing is representing the kinematics of elasto-plastic 
damage deformation. C0 is the initial undeformed configuration of the body which
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may have an initial damage in the material. However, for simplicity this is ignored in 
this work. The configuration C (t) represents the current elasto-plastic with damage 
state of the body. The state Cp is an intermediate configuration upon the unloading 
which incorporates part of the damage. This damage is in the deformation gradient 
F ed and does not constitute healing of the material upon its removal but merely 
closure of some voids and cracks.
Damage in the microlevel is a material discontinuity. Damage can be considered 
as an irreversible deformation process in the framework of the continuum damage 
mechanics. One assumes that upon unloading from the elasto-plastic damage state, 
the elastic part of the deformation can be completely recovered while no additional 
plastic deformation and damage takes place. Upon unloading the elasto-plastic dam­
age deformed body from the current configuration C(t) will elastically unload to an 
intermediate stress free configuration denoted by Cp as shown in Figure 4.5. Dam­
age process is an irreversible deformation thermodynamically, however, deformation 
due to damage itself can be partially or completely recovered upon unloading due to 
closure of cracks.
Configuration C(t ) is the effective configuration of C{t) with all damage removed 
that occurred during both the elastic and plastic deformation gradients. Damage 
associated with the elastic deformation gradient is F d2, while that associated with 
the plastic deformation gradient is F dl. Configuration Cp is the effective plastic 
configuration obtained from configuration Cp by removing the damage that occurred 
during the plastic deformation, F dl.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR COMPOSITE  
MATERIAL 
5.1 Introduction
The inelastic response of damaged composite materials can be analyzed by using 
the coupled anisotropic damage model proposed in the previous sections. In the anal­
ysis of the composite materials, there are two approaches which are commonly used 
the phenomenological based approach and the micromechanical based approach. The 
advantages of the micromechanical model over the strictly phenomenological contin­
uum model are discussed by Paley and Aboudi (1992),Voyiadjis and Kattan (1993), 
and Boyd et al. (1993). The micromechanical models enable one to investigate dam­
age that occurs in the composite material by incorporating the physics of damage. In 
addition the micromechanical model can account for different types of damage within 
the composite such as matrix cracks, matrix/fiber debonding and fiber cracks. It is 
obvious that this distinction for different types of damage at the local level and their 
effects on the macromechanical properties of the composite can not be accounted for 
by using the phenomenological continuum approach.
5.2 Micromechanical Consideration
In the micromechanical models for composite materials, the information obtained 
from individual phases can be linked to the overall composite material properties 
through use of concentration tensors in conjunction with the rule of mixtures. This
66
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in turn leads to a  relation between the average stress and strain from which required 
elastic moduli of the composite material can be determined. For two phase materials, 
the rule of mixtures for average stress and strain is defined in the following forms 
respectively
& = ^T^cr&r r = f ,m  (5.1)
£ = X V  e  (5.2)
where cr is the volume fraction coefficient of the phases and it satisfies the following
constrain such that =  1 . The average phase stress rate, &r, and the average
phase strain rate, er , can related to the overall average stress rate, &, and strain 
rate, through the use of stress, B r , and strain, A r concentration factors. These are 
expressed in the following relations respectively
&T = B r& (5.3)
er =  A re (5.4)
However, if one type of concentration tensor is determined, the other one can be 
derived from the relations given in equations (5.1) and (5.2). A closed form solu­
tion for evaluation of these concentration tensors are available for the elastic case. 
Such models are Voigt, Reuss, Self consistent, Eshelby, Mori-Tanaka, and Method 
of cell(Aboudi 1991). However, for the inelastic case, they are required to be eval­
uated numerically. In this work the method of cells is selected to incorporate the 
rate independent model while the Mori-Tanaka model is used to incorporate the rate 
dependent model.
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5.2.1 M ethod o f Cell
The method of cell was first proposed by Aboudi (1982) in order to determine 
the effective moduli of composite materials. Later it was extended in the form 
of the generalized cell model by Paley and Aboudi (1992) and used in a variety of 
applications for composite materials (Aboudi 1996). The original form of the method 
of cells describes the representative volume element as containing four subcells such 
that one fiber phase is surrounded by three regions of the matrix phase. Figure
5.1 (Deliktas 1996). This representative volume element is a  repeating building
h, h2
‘L
X
(21)
-L
(12)
'L
X
(22)
/ "
x2
X
3
Figure 5.1: a) A composite with periodic array of fibers in the extending Xi-direction 
b) A representative cell element with four subcells
block so that the analysis of one block is enough to represent the whole composite 
structure.
The derivation of the concentration factors of the method of cells can be ob­
tained by imposing the continuity conditions of the displacement and traction at the
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interfaces between the subcells as well as neighboring elements (Aboudi 1991). The 
general form of the strain concentration factors can be obtained in the form of a 
matrix by 24X24 such that
l^ cella] =  [Aceu8\k (5.5)
The strain rate vectors, include all four subcells strain rate vectors and the 
matrix, A ceu„ are the strain concentration factors for the corresponding subcells. 
These can be shown as follows
gC 11) A(n)
€ c e /(s  —
1 1
A cells —
1 1
where is the strain rate vector of the individual subcell with components of 
[cu, €22, C33 , €23) €13, €12] and is the 6 X6  matrix of the strain concentration factor 
of the corresponding subcell. The components of this matrix involve the geometric 
and material properties of the material and are given in the Appendix A. However, 
in the case of inelastic deformation the elastic strain concentration factors should 
be replaced with the appropriate form. For instance if the non linearity occurs 
in the elastic region due to damage , the concentration tensor simply is mapped 
into the damaged configuration through the use of the damage operator tensor. If 
the deformation is plastic, the elastic concentration factor can be replaced with 
the instantaneous plastic concentration matrix, A where its evaluation depends 
on the numerical integration of the elasto-plastic stiffness matrix of each subcell 
and inversion of the 24X24 matrix. This is not a practical and an efficient way of
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implementing this form of the concentration factor into the numerical analysis. An 
alternative way that is used to evaluate elasto-plastic stiffness composite without 
requiring to find plastic concentration factors is given by Paley and Aboudi (1992) 
in the following form
e =  -  j r ' i  £ £ > „  -  4<W ) (5.7)
0 = 1  7 = 1  '  '
where E  is the overall elastic stiffness, is the elastic stiffness of the individual
subcell, is the plastic strain rate vectors of all four subcells, while ep^ 7  is the 
plastic strain vector of individual subcell, and A p^ ’^  are defined as the plastic 
strain concentration factors of subcells by 6X24 matrix (Brayshaw 1994). However, 
this matrix involves only the geometric and elastic properties of the material in the 
corresponding subcells. The elasto-plastic stiffness tensor for the overall composite 
can be defined in the following
D - M ( I ~ P 7 i )  (5'8)
where s is the deviatoric stress. Although D  is nonlinear in terms of e, its evaluation 
is less complex and more efficient in the sense of computing time than the evaluation 
of the plastic strain concentration factor, A p(- ^ .  Hence in this work this form is 
selected to employ in the numerical implementation of the model.
5.2.2 Mori-Tanaka M ethod
Mori-Tanaka is an averaging method developed based on the Eshelby solution of 
an ellipsoidal inhomogeneity. However, the inclusions are assumed to be dispersed 
in an infinite medium with the properties of the matrix material. This implies that
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the average strain in the interacting inclusions can be approximated by a single 
inclusion embedded in an infinite matrix subjected to  the uniform average matrix 
strain(Aboudi 1991).
Let assume that an infinite homogeneous matrix is subjected to a macroscopically 
uniform strain, e0(Figure 5.2). Due to the interaction between the matrix and the
m
m
Figure 5.2: Schematic Representation of Eshelby Equivalence Principle (Aboudi 
1991).
inclusion, there would be an additional perturbation strain, e in the inhomogene­
ity. The stress field in this inhomogeneity can be identified by using the Eshelby 
equivalence principle (Eshelby 1957) such that the stress field in the inhomogeneity 
can be made equal to  the stress field of an equivalent inclusion which has the matrix 
material properties and undergoes a transformation strain, e* (Lagoudas et al. 1991)
as shown in Figure 5.2. According to this postulate, the equivalent stress field for 
inhomogeneities and inclusions can be written as
E f (e0 +  e) — E m(e0 +  e — e*) (5-9)
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where E j  is the stiffness of the inclusion and E m is the stiffness of the matrix 
material. The relation between the perturbation strain, e and the transformation 
strain, e* is given by a linear operator tensor, S  such as
e =  Se* (5.10)
S  is called the Eshelby’s tensor which is expressed in terms of the geometric de­
scription of the inclusion and the material properties of the matrix. For the case of 
elastic problems, the closed form of the Eshelby’s tensor is available for various type 
of ellipsoidal inclusions (Taya and Mura 1981). For the cylindrical inclusion with 
circular cross section, the non zero components of S  are given in Appendix B.
A relation between the average strain of the inclusion, e/  and the average macro­
scopic strain, e0 through a concentration factor, A /  is obtained as follows
€/ =  A/Co (5.11)
where the concentration factor A f  may be expressed in terms of the Eshelby’s ten­
sor and the material properties of the inclusion and the matrix. By defining total
inclusion strain as
6/ =  €0 +  e (5.12)
and substituting equation (5.10) in the above equation, the transformation strain, 
e* can be obtained as
e* = S ~ 1(ef — e0) (5.13)
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Rearranging equation (5.9) by back substituting equation (5.13), one obtains the 
relation between the average inclusion strain, e/ and the macroscopic uniform strain, 
e0 in the following form
€f =  j J  -  S B - 1 (Em -  E f )  |  ec (5.14)
where the strain concentration, A,, can be defined as
A f  = j j  -  S E ^ { E m -  E f ) |  (5.15)
However, for the case of elasto plastic problems it needs to be evaluated numerically. 
A numerical technique for the solution of S  provided by Lagoudas et al. (1991) is 
used in this work. Once the strain concentration factor is obtained, the relation 
between the local and overall properties of the composite material can be obtained.
5.3 Local-Overall Relation for the Damaged Composite M a­
terials
The derived incremental damage operator tensor, m r for each constitutive of the 
composite, given by equation (4.99), can be linked to the overall incremental damage 
operator tensor, m  by making use of the micromechanical model. The superscript 
r  represents the different constituents of the material at the local level such as the 
matrix material(r =  m) and the fiber material(r =  /) .  This model postulates the 
relation between the effective Cauchy stress rate, <x, for the overall composite and 
the effective Cauchy stress rate, a , for the constituents of the composite in the 
following form
ct =  €  ir r  — f , m  (5.16)
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Through the same analogy, the above equation can be written for the damaged 
configuration as follows
dr =  cr &r (5.17)
Similarly the relation between the effective strain rate, e, for the overall composite 
and the effective strain rate, e ,  for the constituents can be given in the following 
form
k  =  (f ¥  (5.18)
A similar relation can be obtained in the damaged configuration as follows
e =  ] T c r er (5.19)
cf and cr in the above equations represent the volume fractions of the constituents 
in the composite material in the effective and damage configurations respectively. 
The effective stress rate of the constituents, crr, in equation (5.16) and the effective 
strain rate of the constituents, e , in equation (5.18) can be obtained respectively 
from the overall effective stress rate, 51, and from the overall effective strain rate, 
e, respectively by using the stress and strain concentration factors in the effective 
undamaged configuration, such that
a  =  B r& (5.20)
e = A rk (5.21)
One may obtain the overall incremental stress damage operator, m , in terms of the
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local incremental stress damage operators, m r, by using equation (4.99) in equar 
tion (5.17). The resulting expression becomes
Using equation(5.20) into equation (5.22) one obtains the following expression
where m  represents the overall stress incremental damage operator tensor for the 
composite material and its expression can be given from equation (5.23) in the fol­
lowing form
Similarly the expression for the overall strain damage operator, m* can be derived 
by making use of equation (4.106) in conjunction with equation (5.21) in equation 
(5.19). The resulting relation for m* can be written in the following form
The damaged stress concentration tensor, B r, and the damaged strain concentration 
tensor, A r, can be obtained by using equations (4.99) and (5.24) in conjunction 
with equation (5.20), and using equations (4.106) and (5.25) in conjunction with 
equation (5.21) respectively. The resulting forms for both concentration tensors are 
given respectively as follows.
(5.22)
(5.23)
=  m&
(5.24)
(5.25)
B r =  m ~ rB rm (5.26)
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A r = m - TA rm* (5.27)
Finally, the overall composite damaged stiffness tensor can be obtained by making 
use of equation (4.110) in conjunction with equation (5.27) in equation (5.17) such 
that
<r =  J V « r r 
= ^ 2 c rD rer
= D : e
In equation (5.28) D  is the resulting overall elasto-plastic damaged stiffness tensor 
for the composite.
5.4 Laminate Analysis
(5.28)
Laminate analyses is performed by using the classical lamination theory. It is 
considered that a  lamina layup of 2n layers is placed with their different in plane 
orientations symmetrically with respect to the mid plane. The global coordinates 
for the plate are denoted by (xi,X 2 ,X3 ) and the local coordinates for the lamina 
are denoted by (x>i ,x ,2 , x ,2 )- These are shown in Figure 5.3. The laminate in plane 
forces and out of plane moments can be related to the deformation and the curvature 
of the laminate by the following expression
- - - - l -
N A B 6
M B D K
(5.29)
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Figure 5.3: a) Laminated Composite plate, b) Lamina Local Coordinate System 
where
A =  f  * D ^ d z ,  B  = z D ^ d z ,  D  = f z 2 D ^ d z  (5.30)
* / — / l2  « / — f l 2  J — H  2
where D  is the overall stiffness matrix of the k th ply . In the case of pure elastic 
behavior, D  should be replaced by the elastic stiffness tensor, E .  The local stresses 
in each constituent can be obtained from the applied or known increment of loading 
by using the assumption of the lamination theory that at any instant of loading, the 
bond between the laminates is assumed to remain perfect. This strain constraint has 
to be satisfied and may be expressed by the following relations
e =  £(i) =  C(2) =  • • • =  €(„) (5.31)
where e is the strain rate of the laminate and 6(i), e(2), • • • , e(n) are the strain rates 
for each layer. However, the strain rate vector of each layer in equation (5.31) is in 
the global coordinate system and needs to be transfered into the local coordinate
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system such as
«<*) =  T k [k) (5.32)
where T  is the orthogonal transformation matrix. The strain rate for each phase can 
be obtained by using the strain concentration matrix
Making use of equation (5.31) into equation (5.33), the following expression can be 
written
Although the classical lamination theory is the easiest and fastest to implement, 
and to solve the problem numerically, however, it may cause inaccurate predictions of 
the overall response of the composite laminates. This is because the local deformation 
could not be coupled with the overall response of the material. This effect may 
be resolved by using the functionally graded concept which enables one to couple 
directly microstructural variation in the local materials on the overall response of 
the laminated material. However, the damage criterion in the current formulation 
needs to include gradient terms which may be attributed to the nonlocal damage 
approach. This is an ongoing research by the authors to develop a new gradient 
damage model which can be incorporated into functionally graded materials.
C(Jfe) -  ^ik)T k^ {h) (5.33)
k [k) ~  ■^■\k)T k [ A ]  l N (5.34)
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CHAPTER 6
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE  
MATERIALS MODELS
6.1 Introduction
The developed rate independent plastic damage and rate dependent viscoplastic- 
damage models are implemented into numerical algorithms in order to validate the 
reliability and efficiency of the proposed models. For this reason, a  computer program 
is developed for the model and curves are generated by this program in order to 
compare with the experimental results and existing models for predicting the same 
response of the material. It is well known fact that the predictive capability of 
the theoretical models are strongly dependent on the right establishment of the 
computational algorithms for numerical solution of governing differential equations. 
Although the numerical method for the solution of elasto-plastic problems are well 
established and available in the literature (Crisfield 1991; Ortiz and Simo 1986; Simo 
and Taylor 1985; Doghri 1988; Macari et al. 1997), the computational algorithms for 
elasto-plastic damage or elasto-viscoplastic damage is not yet well defined and still 
need a lot of effort to develop efficient and reliable algorithms for the solution of 
damage coupled with elasto-plastic or elasto-viscoplastic model.
The three step split algorithm (Ju 1989) is adopted here in order to additively 
decompose the constitutive equations into elastic, plastic, and damage behaviors. 
For the elasto-plastic analysis, the effective space is selected. This is because damage 
variables in this space are assumed to be removed fictitiously so that elasto-plastic
79
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solution can be performed in the regular manner of plasticity. However, for the case 
of damage a new algorithm is needed to develop for the damage models. In the work 
of Ju (1989), the damaged state is obtained by linear multiplication of the defined 
damage variables with the undamaged virgin state. This may be the reason that the 
damage correction does not require any iteration for the correction of the damage 
state. However, in this work, damage state is characterized using the kinematics of 
the deformed body along with the concept of the effective space. This description 
of damage in turn gives the relation between the effective stress and Cauchy stress 
through the fourth order damage operator tensor. Therefore, this non-linear relation 
does require iteration steps to  correct the damage state. A fully implicit algorithm 
is used here to achieve this correction in this work.
The Newton Raphson iterative scheme is applied to correct the final stage of 
the strain. It gives faster convergence, however, it requires more computation time 
to update both the local strain concentration tensors as well as the overall tangent 
modulus.
6.2 Materials and Properties
Since the micromechanical model is used here to obtain the overall properties 
of the composite material, the material properties and parameters are required for 
the individual phases only. In general the individual phases of the composites are 
isotropic materials. Therefore, most of the cases the material properties of these 
phases can be obtained from the pertinent literature or from the manufactures of 
such composites.
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The material systems analyzed here are the (0)8s, (90)8s, (0/90)2s, and (45/—45)2s 
which are made of the Ti-14Al-21iV&/SCS6 where the continuous fiber phase(SCS6) 
is assumed always elastic while matrix phase(7i-14Al-21i\r6) is elasto-plastic or vis- 
coplastic type of material. The material properties and constant obtained from the 
work of Voyiadjis and Venson (1995); Voyiadjis and Echle (1997) are given by Tables
6.1 and 6.2. For the material system 7i-15-3/SCS6 , the material properties are ob-
Table 6.1: Typical Properties of SiC-Ti-AL Lamina
0° tensile strength 1378-1540 GPa.
90° tensile strength 103-206 GPa.
longitudinal modulus 200GPa.
transverse modulus 136Gpa
shear modulus 52.4Gpa
Poisson ratio — 0.27
j/2i =  0.185
i/3i =  0.31
tained from the experimental work of Majumdar and Newaz (1992a) and presented 
in the Table 6.3.
6.3 Determination of the Material M odel Parameters
Numerical analysis requires determination of the material parameters as well as 
the material model parameters which are used to form the proposed model given in 
Chapter 4. The material parameters are the characteristic properties of the material
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Table 6.2: Typical Properties of the MMCs Voyiadjis and Venson (1995)
Materials Fiber Matrix
(SiC) (Ti-14Al-21Nb)
Tensile Strength 3440.OGpa 448.0MPa.
Young’s modulus 414.0GPa. 84.1 GPa.
Poisson ratio 0.22 0.30
Volume fractions 0.4 0.6
Table 6.3: Typical Properties of the MMCs Majumdar and Newaz (1992a)
Materials Fiber Matrix
(SiC) (Ti-15-3)
Tensile Strength 3440.0Gpa 689.5MPa.
Young’s modulus 400.0GPa. 91.8GPa.
Poisson ratio 0.25 0.36
Volume Fractions 0.34 0.66
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and they are well established and most of the time are available in the pertinent 
literature or can be obtained through the manufactures of the corresponding material. 
These material parameters used here are given in the previous section.
However, the determination of material model parameters, which are used to  char­
acterize the material mechanical or thermal behavior, requires additional effort such 
as conducting a certain set of experiments or using available test results. The first 
approach is used by experimentalists to describe the most precise physical meaning 
of these parameters as well as the effect of these parameters on the behavior of the 
material. The experimentally obtained parameters can then be used in the model to 
predict the material response at different loading conditions. The second approach 
is used by the theoreticians to determine the model parameters such that model pa­
rameters are obtained by the best fit of the theoretical curves with the experimental 
curves for the specific behavior of the material. These values of the parameters are 
then used to predict the different responses of the material.
In this work the model parameters for elasto-plastic and viscoplastic models are 
determined by fitting the theoretical curves with the experimental curves. Once the 
plastic and viscoplastic model parameters (Tables 6.4 and 6.6) are obtained, they 
are then used in the analysis of the material behavior where damage is considered 
to be dominant.
Using the previously established plasticity model parameters, damage coupled 
models are used to determine both the rate independent and rate dependent damage
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model parameters. The values of these parameters are obtained from the numerical 
analyses given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.4: Elasto-plastic and Local Damage Parameters
Plasticity Damage
Cp =  30,000MPa i f 1 = 0.025 -  0.03
7P =  350 =  0.65 -  0.7
um = 0.002 -  0.003
rjf = 0.01 -  0.025
= 0.7 -  0.75
v f  = 0.001 -  0.002
Once all the required parameters are established, they are then used to predict 
the various characteristic behavior of the material under the uniaxially loaded spec­
imens in order to ensure the validity and reliability of the proposed models. The 
achievement of this goal is dependent on the use a robust and efficient computa­
tional algorithm for the implementation of the proposed model into the computer 
program whose source codes are given Appendix C.
6.4 Implementation of the Elasto-Plastic Damage Model
In the case of room temperature, the deformation response and failure mode 
of the composite material can be predicted using the rate independent elasto-plastic 
damage model. The inelastic response of the laminate system is considered due to slip 
plane and micro-crack and therefore, the damage model needs to be coupled with the
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Table 6.5: Viscoplastic Model Parameters
Properties T  =  21C T  =  482C T  =  649C
E f  = 400 Gpa. 393 Gpa 370 GPa
E m = 92.4 GPa 72.2 Gpa 55 GPa
<Ty = 689 MPa 45 MPa 15.5 MPa
H VP = 5000 MPa 50,000 MPa 50,000 MPa
L°p = 100 MPa 85 MPa 75 MPa
D vp = 840 MPa 450 Mpa 85 MPa
ni = 5.4 1.55 1.3
Table 6.6: Rate Dependent Damage Parameters
Properties T  = 538C T =  649C
r?m = 0.07 0.0047
0.78 1.2
um — 0.0003 0.00003
T)f  = 0.04 0.0045
€ ' = 0.78 0.82
v f  = 0.00018 0.00005
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plasticity model. The program flow followed in this work is outlined in the following 
steps, and the elasto-plastic and damage algorithms are presented accordingly.
6.4.1 Flow of th e  C om puter P ro g ram
1. C om pute the strain increments A c by using the equation
H  -  k 1. A  N a
2. C om pute the strain increment of each lamina by using the above equation in 
conjunction with the transformation matrix T*
i-i AJV,
3. C om pute  the phase strain increment using the strain concentration matrix, 
AH' in Section 5.2.1 or 5.2.2
] - M i - i a j v t
4. Split the constitutive equations into Elastic, Plastic, and Damage parts 
E lastic ity  P lastic ity  D am age
Ac
0  =  0
A c =  0
0  =  0
A c =  0
*
0
0 =  <
if g < o,
dg dg 
Xd8 Y  lf d Y *  ~  ° ’
||0 ||n d if G > 0 and F  > 0
k  =  0
f  =  0
K  =  0
f  =  0
K =  —Y  0
r  =  Equation (4.46)
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d M ~ x
& = C{tf>)e a  =  -C(<£)ep <r = d<f> 
ep =  0
■<pEee
a  =  0 f  =  0 o: =  Equation (4.32)
r =  0 t — p  =  Xp r = 0
5. Check the plasticity condition. I f  the case is plastic th e n  perform the plastic 
return algorithm in Section 6.4.1.2
return algorithm in Section 6.4.1.3
7. C om pute  the load N  a t the current updated stress <7* by using the relation
8. Check the condition if (JV ,^+1  ^ — <)TOL th e n  next loading else goto 
next iteration Step 1
6.4.1.1 C orrection  of th e  Y ield an d  D am age Surfaces
According to definition of classical plasticity theory and developed damage model, 
the state of stress can not lie outside the potential surfaces defined for both plastic 
and damage respectively. However, ones material undergoes the inelastic deforma­
tion, stress, calculated using the information of the previous stage, is always shut out 
from the these surfaces. Therefore, it needs to be corrected to be on the potential 
surfaces. This is achieved by using the numerical method, there are basically two 
method namely explicit or implicit scheme applied to correct the stress state.
6. Check the damage condition If  the case is plastic th e n  perform the damage
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For the case of elasto-plastic problem any of these methods are widely used and 
literature is well established for implementation of these algorithms for variety of 
elasto-plastic problems. In this work, plastic return mapping algorithm (Ortiz and 
Simo 1986) is used to correct the plastic state.
6 . 4 . 1 . 2  P l a s t i c  C o r r e c t o r  A l g o r i t h m
The evolution equations of the plastic and the damage parameters, obtained in 
the previous sections, require the solution of a set of differential equations. One needs 
to use a  numerical procedure to obtain the approximate solutions of these equations. 
It is imperative that one ensures that the state of stress does not lie outside the 
yield surface. For the return path, the relaxation equation or elastic predictor using 
the plastic corrector can be carried out by iterative step at each increment. The 
relaxation relation can be given as follows
& = - E ?
(6 .1)
If one discretize the above equation and the plastic hardening equation (4.32) around 
the current value of the state variables, then one obtains the following relations
<6-2a>
C » ? - 7X 5 )® , (6.2b)
where the superscript (z -H 1) and (i) indicate the respective iterations and the sub­
script (n +  1) represents the corresponding load step. The plastic multiplier AAP
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can be obtained from the linearized yield function f  around the current values of 
the state variables such that 
*0f  ~  rY , -\— — 
1  ~  /n+1 ^  da ■ -  *)S+i +
n + l OA
(*)
: ( * - * ) « . !  (6.3)
n+ l
By substituting equations (6.2a) and (6.2b) into equation (6.3), one can solve for the 
plastic multiplier AAP such that
/n + l
AAP = -----------------------  (6.4)
d f  /  d f  2 \
Equations (6.2a) and (6.2b) are updated at each iteration step until the convergence 
criterion is satisfied with the given tolerance. The final stage for the plastic analysis 
with the frozen values of damage variables in the effective space is given as
/  =  / ( ^ n + l j  -X ^ n + l j  0 n 5 ^ n » r n )  (® -5 )
The final stage of plasticity is taken as the initial condition for the damage equa­
tions, while the plastic variables are frozen in the damage analysis. This defines a 
damage corrector whereby the plastically predicted stress values are corrected and
the corresponding damage variables are updated at each step of iteration until the
consistency condition is satisfied.
6 . 4 . 1 . 3  D a m a g e  C o r r e c t o r  A l g o r i t h m
For the case of damage, although a few algorithms are presented by using the 
implicit scheme, however, the literature still lacks a systematic approach of correction 
of the state of stress in the damaged stage. In this work a fully implicit scheme is 
adopted and a systematic algorithm is detailed below.
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A fully implicit scheme is used here to  corrected the state of stress which lies out 
side the damage surface. This is illustrated by Figure 6.1 where the stress point is
Figure 6.1: A Full Backward Euler Return Steps
initially inside the damage surface a t state n, point A. This stress point is then moved 
from point A to B by the use of the elastic stress increment, A<xe, The final state of 
stress is now, ern+i at point B. In order to return the stress point back to the damage 
surface, point D, an iteration step is set a t point B. The stress at this point taken as 
<r^+;L) is relaxed by using the effective stress definition. While correcting the damage 
state, the plastic variables are kept constant and considered not to be affected by this 
procedure. The iteration steps are continued until the defined tolerance is obtained, 
where at the final stage one has g = g{<rln+ii $i+i> Kn"+i> r ^ \ ) ,  D in Figure 6.1. This 
correction algorithm is outlined as follows.
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The definition of the effective stress is given by equation (4.85). By inverting this 
equation, the Cauchy stress, o  can be written as follows
er =  [M  (<£)] o
The time derivative of the above equation is obtained as follows
(6.6)
, - i& = M  cr +  M  1cr (6.7)
However, since o  is obtained from the previous elasto-plastic analysis, it is set to a 
fixed value {o =  0). Hence, equation (6.7) reduces to the following relation
& =  M  1 o' (6 .8 )
where
__-i  d M - \ -M  =  „ . 0dtp (6.9)
A first estimate for the values at point C can be obtained by discretizing equa­
tion (6.8) such as
r(C)
n+ l ~  " n + l = AAd
d M d g
dtp 8 Y_
(C)
(n+l)
(6 .10)
where AXd is be obtained by using the first order Taylor expansion of the damage 
criterion g about point B such as
B 89
9  s  5£ « > +  &
( B ) dg
:A er + -&z
(n+l) d<P
: A  <p +
n+ l
dg
8 k
dg
ar
(B) 
(n+l) 
(B) 
(n+l)
A k -|-
: AT
(6 .11)
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where A<j>, A k, and A r  are defined as follows
. d9
A 0  =  AA‘ d Y
(C)
(n+l)
12 dg dg
3 d Y d Y
Ar =  AA d(cd(<
(C)
(n+i)
dg dg \ (c)
a r  + ', i T Y ' w ) ^ 1)
(6.12a)
(6.12b)
(6.12c)
Making use of equation (6.11) together with equations (6.10) and (6.12), the damage 
multiplier, AAd is written as follows
AA“ =
(B)
■ 9(Ui) 
H d (6.13)
where H d is given as follow
. ( d9 d M  1 dg i |-dg d g -j ^dg dg- 
~ d ^ ~ d Y (rJ +  : dY }  +  : d Y +
(6.14)
dg r dg dg-i
W  + ^ Y :  —d Y : \ c d )
(.c )  
(n+l)
However, at the first estimate the computed values may not satisfy the damage 
function because the normality at point B is used at the first iteration instead of the 
normality at C. Therefore, further iteration is required in order to obtain the final 
normal. Iteration is set up to reduce the residual stresses to almost a zero value. 
This residual stress can be expressed by the following relation
- f
rB(n+l) =  AAd
' d M - 1 d g ' 
d<t> d Y n + l
(6.15)
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The change in r  can be expressed by using the first order Taylor expansion while 
keeping the stress value at B  constant.
. ( ‘+ 1) _  -.(*) a- fr,  , . . .  _  \ a I ______________
(n+l) (n+l) +  (n+l) Y d<f> 8 Y
I-d M  1 dg -I (*)
d  ~<T —
(n+l) (6.16)
-A A '
d M - 1 d2g -,«)
(n+l)
d<f> d trdY
Since the final value of is expected to approach a zero value, equation (6.16)
is set to zero and the change in stress, & is obtained as follows
^ (n + l) ( / - A A ^
r d M  1 d2g
9<t> dardY J /  (n+1)
. ] ) “> .  
J /  fn+ll (6.17)
-d M  1 dg
w0 0  d Y l  / ( n + l )
& can be written as
^(n+ 1)
where © is defined as
r - X d
d M - 1 dg 1 _
w
(0
0 0  9 Y J / ( n + l )
(6.18)
e- ( / - A  A d M ' 1 d2g I) (6.19)d<l> d trdY
In order to solve for Ad, the damage function g is linearized at each iteration point 
by using the Taylor expansion such as
dg
G(i+!) «  -« ) , _
^(n+1) — 9 [n+l) +  Qa
(») dg
n+ l) dtp
W
: <f> +
dg (0
(n+l)
+
dn
dg
d f
(n+l)
(0
(n+l)
(6 .20)
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where 0 , k, and T  is defined as follows
dg
d Y
(i)
(n+l)
a  =  W l! 2 dg dg3 d Y d Y
w
(n+l)
f  =
The increment of the damage multiplier, Xd, can be obtained as follows
dg \ (>) 
d Y  ' ' d Y ) {n+1)C d ^7  +  Id F Y
(6.21a)
(6.21b)
(6.21c)
\ d =
where hd is defined as follow
dg
: r (i)(n+l)
(6 .22)
- ( [ i
_1 r dg dg-
dY . : * +  [d + : dY.
+
r^5 dg -j
8kY ' W\ +
d g i \  (0
(6.23)
95 r 9 9  - m  fc _ + 7 i r y : _ Jj(n+1)
51" ■ I d Y
Once the change in the damage multiplier is obtained, the equations in term of \ d 
are updated accordingly at each increment step such that the final stage reaches 
9 « ++ \ ,  < + ! >  r f t i ) «  0
6.4.1.4 D iscussion o f R esu lts
The capability of the developed elasto-plastic damage model to predict the inelas­
tic response of the laminated composite material is discussed here. For this purpose 
the program generated curves are presented in this section.
In order to show the effect of the damage, the program is first run without the 
damage model with only the elasto-plastic model. It is then run again including the
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damage model for the laminated system (0/90)4s. The stress strain curves obtained 
for the undamaged(UD) and damaged(D) case are then compared through Figures 
6.2-6.4. In Figure 6.2, the undamaged and damaged curves for the (0/90) laminated 
system with its components the fiber and the matrix, the 0° ply, and the 90° ply are 
first presented. As expected, less damage effects are obtained for the case of the 0°
S tress-S tra in  C urves For MMCs
(UD) for Undamage and (D) for Damage
2.0
■ ■ » D fiber 
 UD fiber
• D matrix
 UD matrix
" UD ply! (0 degree)
 D ply! (0 degree) ■ * D ply2 (90 degree)
•f-----i-UD ply2 (90 degree)
9----9U O  (OQO)s
o - - « D  (0/90)8____________
1.5
CO 1-0
0.5
0.00.000 0.002 0.0060.004 0.008Strain
Figure 6.2: Stress Strain Curves for the Damaged Elasto-Plastic Composite
ply than the 90° ply. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show separately the individual stress-strain 
curves for the damaged and undamaged 90° ply, and (0/90)4S laminates respectively. 
For different stacking sequences of the laminated composite, the analysis is performed 
and numerical results are obtained and are compared with available experimental re­
sults (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995). As it is pointed out 
by Majumdar and Newaz (1992a), the material elasto-plastic models are adequate
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Stress Strain Curve
90 Degree
0.80
0.60
aa.a
'3J' 0.40 
CO
e
tn
0.20
o  o  D a m a g e d
  U n d a m a g e d
0.00
0.0040 0.00500.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030
Strain
Figure 6.3: Stress Strain Curves for the Damaged Elasto-Plastic 90 Degree ply
Stress Strain Curve
(0/90 ) Laminate
0.8
0.6
CO 0.4
0 2
a— a Damaged 
  Undamaged
0.0 l e —  
0.0000 0.0010 0.0020 0.0030 0.0040 0.0050
Strain
Figure 6.4: Stress Strain Curves for the Damaged Elasto-Plastic 0/90
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to predict the overall response of certain laminated systems where plasticity and not 
the damage is the dominant deformation mechanism on the overall inelastic behavior 
of the material. However, in the case of damage dominant deformation mechanisms 
on the overall inelastic response of the material, most of the plasticity models are not 
capable of predicting accurately the experimentally observed behavior of the mate­
rial. Hence this makes a  necessity for the those plasticity models to be coupled their 
model with damage.
Experimental studies (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995) 
for the laminate system (0)ss indicate that the unloading curves from the various 
stage of loads axe parallel to the initial elastic curve. This implies that the inelastic 
response of the material is due to plasticity, therefore, plasticity model such as Dvo­
rak et.al. (1991) shows good agreement with experimental results as shown in the 
references (Majumdax and Newaz 1992a; Voyiadjis and Venson 1995). Therefore, 
the elasto-plastic model presented in Section 4.1.1 is used without including damage 
model in the computation. The resulting numerical curve also showed very good 
agreement with experimental result as indicated in Figure 6.5.
However, in the case of the laminated systems (90)8s and (45/ — 45)8s, the plas­
ticity model and also the finite element analysis overestimates the inelastic response 
of the material. This is because damage itself or coupling of damage with plasticity 
plays a crucial role in the inelastic deformation of the material. Therefore, in the 
present analysis of these laminated systems, one should include damage into elasto- 
plastic model. At this stage it is not possible to differentiate directly the effect of
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damage or plasticity on the overall inelastic deformation response of the material, 
however, one can see the priority of the occurrence of the damage or plasticity in 
the materials. The numerical results using the proposed formulation indicate that 
damage occurs before the plasticity and resulting numerical curves show very good 
agreements with the experimental results. These are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. 
Excellent correlation between the proposed model and the experimental result (Voyi­
adjis and Venson 1995) is also obtained for the (0/90)^ laminated system as shown 
in Figure 6.8.
0-D egree  Ti 15-3/SCS6
2000.0
• Experimental Results
- Proposed Model(Without Damage)
- Matrix Material
1500.0
"S' 1000 .0
co
500.0
0.0 <— •  
- 0.001 0.004 0.009 0.014
Longitudinal Strain
Figure 6.5: Comparison of the Elasto-Plastic Model with Experimental Results (Ma­
jumdar and Newaz 1992a) of the (0)8s Layup (Without Damage)
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90 Degree Ti 15-3/SCS6
600.0
400.0
200.0
•  Experimental Results
—  Elastic Curve
- -  Proposed Model
▲ AGLPLY (Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din, 1982)
0.0
0.000 0.005 0.010 
Longitudinal Strain
0.015
Figure 6.6: Comparison of the Elasto-Plastic Damage Model with Experimental 
Results (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a) of the (90)gs Layup
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(457-45) Degree Ti 15-3/SCS6
600.0
400.0
co
CL
2
(0
8
CO
200.0
Experiment 
Proposed Model 
METCAN
0.0 * —
0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015
Longitudinal Strain
Figure 6.7: Comparison of the Elasto-Plastic Damage Model with Experimental 
Results (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a) and the model by Chamis and Hopkins (1988) 
of the (45/ — 45)2s Layup
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(0/90)_4s Ti-14AI-21 Nb/SCS6
800.0
600.0
400.0
200.0
•  Experimental Results
  Elastic Curve
 Proposed Model
0.0 * —
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the Elasto-Plastic Damage Model with Experimental 
Results (Voyiadjis and Venson 1995) of the (0/90)4s Layup
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6.5 Implementation of the Viscoplastic Damage M odel
The general procedure for the implementation of the viscoplastic damage model 
is similar to the one defined for the elasto-plastic damage model in Section 6.4.1. 
However, unlike the elasto-plastic damage analysis, there may be three different 
scenario which may occur. Some cases will be coupled or uncoupled due to inelastic 
behavior of the material. These cases may be uncoupled due to the occurrence of 
damage in the elastic region followed by the one coupled with viscoplasticity. The 
three possible cases for analysis are using the rate independent damage model, or the 
viscoplasticity without damage, or the viscoplasticity with damage. The last case 
may be analyzed using the viscoplastic and rate dependent damage models. In the 
numerical implementation the thermal recovery term is ignored in order to simplify 
the algorithm. The procedure of the program flow is summarized in the next section.
6.5.1 Flow of the Program
1. Load Increments n  =  1, 2,3, • • •
e =  constant 
A N  =  Applied Load Increment 
N n+1 = N n + A N n
2. N ew thon Raphson Iteration i =  1,2,3, - • •
(»+i) r « - (i)
A c =  A ( e ) - 1
n + l L J 71+1
A N
n + l
c (*+l) _  (i) , A  J i + l )
e n + l — e n + l +  * * e n + l
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3. Loop 1 over the number of plies k =  1,2,3, • • •
-](t+i,fc) r  "i r  -| (*) r  -i(0
w i : = h h : h ; +1
(t+l,fc) _  (i,k) A  (t+l,fc)
e n + l — e n + l ^ * e ra+l
4. Loop over the number of the phases r  =  m , f
(<+!,*, r)
H
(»+l,A:,r)
n + l
r  -l (i,k,r) - - ■(i+l,A:,r) ■
= \a \ T k A A N
I  J n + l . n + l ■ n + l
5. S p lit the constitutive equations into Elastic, Viscoplastic, and Damage parts 
indicated in Section 6.4.1
6. Check the viscoplasticity condition I f  the case is viscoplastic th e n  perform 
the viscoplastic correction algorithm in Section 6.5.1.1
7. Check the damage condition I f  the case is damage and  if  the case in Step 6 is 
viscoplastic th e n  perform the rate dependent damage correction algorithm in 
Section 6.5.1.2 goto  Step 8 else if  the case in Step 6 is elastic th e n  perform 
only rate independent damage correction algorithm in Section 6.4.1.3
8. C om pute  the load N  at the current updated stress <rk by using the relation
/ hi
arkdz
h2
9. Check the condition if  (AT^ ,+1  ^ — <)TOL th e n  next loading else goto 
next iteration Step 1
Since the constitutive equations of viscoplastic and rate dependent damage are both 
rate dependent and temperature dependent, consequently, the correction algorithm 
defined for the elasto-plastic damage should be modified accordingly.
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6 . 5 . 1 . 1  V i s c o p l a s t i c  C o r r e c t o r  A l g o r i t h m
The set of the constitutive equations for viscoplasticity are summarized here
rjvp d a
a  = - E e vp (6.25)
R = Qv £ - - £ p ) \ \ i vr\\ (6-26)
JX =  f i r » ( e ”’ - ~ | | . i*’’||)  (6.27)
where
\\evp\\ =  y j^ e vp : evp (6.28)
The rate of change in the overstress, (Fvp)ni which is defined here as 8vp, during the 
relaxation process is written as follows
d5vp 85vp • dSvp ■
r ,  = - h - - * + - k - x + - k R  <629>
Rearranging the above equation and substituting equation (6.27), one obtains the 
following relation
S°>( dS”  dF”  2 dS”  . 9 F ”  f2 U " r\
^  +  5'11 V  a F ' V s w J  (6'30)
or
svp5vp = (6.31)
t vp v '
where the instantaneous relaxation time, tvp is given by
T)vp
Fp = ------------------------------------------------------------------  (6.32)
/ dSvp dF vp 2 d5vp dFvp _  \
\ ~ d a r  : E  : da- + 3HVP~dar  : d X  ~
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An iterative process can now be adopted using an algorithm similar to the return 
path method that is defined for rate independent elasto-plastic behavior. However, in 
viscoplasticity the stress point may not be on the yield surface due to the relaxation 
in stress. The procedure for determining the final location of the stress point within 
the return path is outlined by Ortiz and Simo (1986) and Voyiadjis and Voyiadjis 
and Mohammad (1991). This is summarized below
else i = i +  1 and goto the next iteration
6.5.1.2 D am age C orrec to r A lgorithm
For the case of the rate independent damage, the algorithm defined in Section
6.4.1.3 is used here. However, once the material exceeds the elastic range, the rate
8vptvp
AA vpE
C heck the following relaxation condition
If  the above condition is satisfied, then we have
AA vpE
n+ l
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dependent damage model is used instead of the rate independent damage model. 
The correction algorithm for the rate dependent damage model is similar to the one 
described for the viscoplastic model in the previous section. The results generated 
from the viscoplastic analysis are discussed in the next section.
6.5.1.3 D iscussion for the Results o f V iscoplastic Damage Analysis
The computational analysis of the viscoplastic damage model is performed for the 
laminate systems of (90)gs at elevated temperatures of 538°C and 649°C, and for 
(45/ — 45)2S at the temperature of 538°C . The viscoplastic model parameters are 
given in Table 6.5. They are obtained by best fit of the the viscoplasticity model 
with the available experimental results (Bahe-El-Din et al. 1991). This is indicated 
in Figure 6.9. The viscoplastic model parameters obtained from this analysis are 
then used in the viscoplastic damage analysis.
1200.0
1000.0
800.0
. — ----600.0mm
i
400.0
200.0
0.0 —  0.000 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 0.050
Strain
Figure 6.9: Comparison of the Proposed Viscoplasticity Model with Experimental 
Results (Bahe-El-Din et al. 1991) at Elevated Temperatures
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In Figure 6.10 the viscoplastic damage model predictions for uniaxially loading 
of the (90)gs system at 538°C are compared with the experimental results and other 
viscoplastic models, and finite element analyses which are obtained by Majumdar 
and Newaz (1992a). As seen clearly from the plots, the proposed model provides 
better predictions for the response of the material at elevated temperatures than the 
other models. However, at the initial stage of the deformation such as 0.15 to 0.30 
percent of strain, none of these theoretical models show good agreement with the 
experimental results.
A better response is observed for the case of 649°C which is illustrated in Figures 
6.12 and 6.14. It is clear that in order to obtain a better prediction of the model 
with the experimental results a t very low strains one needs to show a dramatic initial 
increase of damage at the early stage of loading. This is indicated by the reduction in 
stiffness at lower strains. However, at higher strains plasticity is predominant with a 
decrease in the rate of the damage. However, for the (90)ss at room temperature the 
model predictions show good correlation with the experimental results for both the 
initial and final stages of loading (Figure 6.6). Damage evolution for both systems 
is presented in Figures 6.11 and 6.13 for 538°C and 649°C respectively.
At elevated temperatures the material becomes more ductile which may cause 
retardation of the damage in the material. This is because of the possibility of in­
crease in the bond strength and the reaction zone. Yielding occurs at low stress 
values for elevated temperatures. However, the debonding may require higher stress
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levels. This temperature effect is investigated, as well as, the response of the evolu­
tion of damage versus stress. The theoretical model shows similar behavior as the 
experimental observations which is shown in Figure 6.15.
The strain rate effect on the evolution of the damage variable is also studied 
here. As indicated by Ju (1989), higher strain rates cause retardation of the growth 
of damage in the materials. This characteristic behavior of the material is also 
validated by the proposed theory. For this reason different strain rates are used and 
the corresponding damage evolution curves are generated. As expected with the 
strain rate increase less damage occurs due to the hardening and consequently less 
damage is obtained at the same stress level. This is shown for both phases, matrix 
and fiber in Figure 6.16 .
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of the Viscoplastic Damage Model with Experimental Re­
sults (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a) of the (90)gs Layup at Elevated Temperature of 
538°C
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Figure 6.11: Evolution of the Damage Variable 4> for (90)gs a t an Elevated Temper­
ature of 538°C
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the Viscoplastic Damage Model with Experimental Re­
sults (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a) of the (90)8s at an Elevated Temperature of 
649° C Layup
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Figure 6.13: Evolution of the Damage Variable <f> for (90)8s Layup at an Elevated 
Temperature of 649°C
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Elevated Temperatures (538 C & 649 C)
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the Viscoplastic Damage Model with Experimental Re­
sults (Majumdar and Newaz 1992a) of the 90(8s) Layup at different Elevated Tem­
peratures of 538°C and 649°C
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Figure 6.15: Temperature Effect on the Damage Variable <j) for (90)8s Layup
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Figure 6.16: Strain Rate Effect on the Damage Variable <f> of the (90)gs Layup
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY A N D  CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary
A coupled anisotropic damage and plasticity model for rate independent and rate 
dependent response of composite materials at elevated temperatures are developed. 
The theoretical formulation is based on the foundation of thermodynamics with 
internal state variables, where damage and hardening variables are introduced as 
internal state variables. The evolution equations of these state variables are derived 
within the constraints of the state laws of thermodynamics. This coupled formulation 
enable one to characterize many aspects of the material behavior in a systematic 
and consistent formulation of the constitutive relations for the composite materials 
at both room and elevated temperatures. The following items were addressed in this 
work:
•  Damage is characterized kinematically here through a second order damage 
tensor for each material constituent and its physical interpretation is also pre­
sented. This is related to the micro-crack porosity and crack density within the 
unit cell and characterizes separately the damage in each material constituent. 
Both the inelastic and damage behaviors are viewed here within the framework 
of thermodynamics with internal state variables.
•  Damage is characterized here in terms of two fourth order tensors, the damage 
in the matrix and the damage in the fiber. The damage in the fiber characterizes
116
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both the internal damage in the fiber due to the cracks and voids as well as 
the damage due to debonding.
•  Deformation induced anisotropy in the material is characterized using the non­
linear kinematic hardening variables of plasticity, the nonlinear kinematic hard­
ening variables of damage, and the anisotropic damage criterion.
• A micro mechanical based models are used to predict the inelastic deformation 
response of the individual constituents of the composite material namely the 
fiber and the matrix, from which the inelastic response of the overall composite 
material is predicted.
•  The computational aspects of the model are discussed. Efficient and systematic 
algorithms are developed for the numerical implementation of the proposed 
coupled model into computer codes. This special purpose developed computer 
program, DVP-CALSET is then used for the numerical simulation of uniaxially 
loading of laminated systems.
7.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions are drawn from the presented work and recommen­
dations are made for further improvement of this work and future research in this 
area:
•  The present formulation is rigorous and consistent with the thermodynamic 
principles and has the capability of better prediction of the inelastic behavior 
of the material at room and elevated temperatures as well.
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•  The model and its computational algorithms show good reliability with the 
experimental observations. This is shown by using the proposed model for nu­
merical analysis on titanium metal matrix composites reinforced with silicon 
carbide fibers for the laminate layups of (0)8a, (90)8s, (0/90)4s and, (—45/45)2g 
which are tested under uniaxial tension. The numerical results using the pro­
posed model show good correlation with the experimental results.
•  The proposed model is also validated by showing good agreement of the numer­
ical results with the experimental observations on the characteristic behavior 
of the metal matrix composite at different strain rates and temperatures.
7.3 Recommendations
In future work, the presented work should be extended to  incorporate the follow­
ing emerging issues in the area of mechanics of composite materials:
• Include damage due to debonding which may be characterized independently 
using the finite element analysis for a single cell at each integration point of the 
global finite element mesh. The single cell mesh is for a single fiber surrounded 
by matrix.
•  Expand the formulation by developing a new gradient damage theory which 
characterizes the nonlocal damage in the material as well as the nonlinear 
variation of the stress and strain field in a representative volume element.
• Adapt the formulation into a finite element code so that multi-stress loading 
conditions can be analyzed in real life composite structures.
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APPENDIX A  
CONCENTRATION FACTORS OF METHOD OF CELLS
A .l Elastic Strain Concentration Factors
The general form of the subcell elastic strain concentation matrix is given as
A W  =
1 0 0 0 0 0
A 21 -4.22 A 33 0 0 0
•<431 A 32 4 3 3 0 0 0
0 0 0 A 44 0 0
0 0 0 0 4 s5 0
0 0 0 0 0 466
G8t)
(A.1)
where
A [ ^  = l, 0 ,7  =  1,2
A™ = TiCi +  T2C4 +  T3C7 +  TaCw 
4 = TsCi +  T6C7 + T7C7 + TSC:
.(21) _  _*W 11)-**91 — , •**91
10
2   r ■ri2fl2
.(12) _  >*2 .( 22) 
21 — — h i  21
(A.2)
a£x) =  7\C 2 +  T2C5 +  T3C8 +  TACn 
A g2) = T2C2 +  T6C5 +  T7C8 +  TgCm
j (21) _  1 , _  ^ i ( i 0^ 9 9  — 1 *T , , -**99h2 h2
/I (12) _  I , ^2 _  *2 .(22)
^  /lx 22
(A.3)
A £ p  =  T x C s +  T 2C 6 +  T 3C 9  +  T 4 C 12 
A ^  =  T 5 C 3  +  T 3 C 3  +  T 7 C 9  +  T 8C i 2
.(21) _  ^ 1  . ( 11)-^ *23 — “  ’ -'*932h2
.(1 2 )  _  J»1 .(2 2 )
23 ~  ^  ^ 2 3
(A.4)
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A ^  =  W i  +  TwCi +  T11C7 4 - T12C10
A ^  =  T13C1 +  T14C4 +  T15C7 +  TigCio
4(21) _  £14(11) (A.5 )"31 ~  — ^  -^ 31
.(12) _  _ £ l  .(22)
" 3 1  ~  n 31<•2
A ^  =  T9C2 +  T10C5 +  TnCjg +  TiaCn
A i f  =  T13C2 +  T14C5 +  T15C8 +  r 16(7n
a (21) _  _ ^ A(22) (A.6)
32 n 32
4  (!2) _  _ £ l4 (n )32 ~  £ " 3 2
A^1^ — ^9^3 +  TioC6 +  ^liCg +  T1 2 C12  
A<? =  T13C3 +  TuC 6 +  T15C9 +  TiqCx
4 g I )  =  1 + | | ^ 2) ( A ' 7 >*•1
4 <12) -  1 +  £i _  ^ j ( u )  
" 3 3  — 33
4(11) _  h r (21)
44 “  a 2 44
4(22) _  h (12) 
" 4 4  _  ^  ’-'44
4(21) _   ^ (^11) 
" 4 4  — ° 4 4
4(12) *, (^22)
44
4 (H) _  £ ^ ( 12) 
55 “  a 3 55 
4 (22)  L n W  
55 ~  a 4 55
4 (21) _  ^ p (22)
55 — ^  c , 44
4 (12)  £_r ,H^(22)
55 ~  ^  0 5 5 ° 4 4
(A.8)
(A.9)
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4(u) _  he 
66 “ ACS1) 
(22) _  hi 
66 “ ACff>
(21) _  hi
£
he
A Cg1J
A m  -
66 ' A C i f
A x =  /liC if} +  h2C ^  
A 2 = h1C%1) + h 2C $ ) 
A 3 = elcg2) + e2cg 1) 
A 4 = e1cg2) + e2cg1)
. _  /ii^i h\e2 h2i\ h2e2
^  ~  ^(11) +  ^(12) +  ^(21) +  ~pZ&)
'-'66 '-'66 '-'66 '■'66
A .1.1 C Coefficients
(~*__/-t(12) _  /-y(12)'-'l — '-'12 '-'12
f t  =  A c g 2»h i
f t  =  | c g 2> 
c4 = c {£ ] -  c\(11)12
hf t  = £  cg»fl2
f t  =  { c £ '>
^  _ y-t(l2) _  ^>(11)O7 — o 13 o 13
f t  =  £ c g »  
f t  =  | c < f  
Cio =  c { r> -c < f>  
f t i =  £  e g 1’fl2
Cl2 =  £ c j? )
(A. 10)
(A-11)
(A.12)
(A.13)
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A . 1 . 2  T .  C o e f f i c i e n t s
T\ =  -jj{—A-sAzA\2 — A6A$A\\)
T2 = —(A2ASA12 + A3A9A11 — A1A9A12) 
T3 = — (A1A5A12 +  ^ 2 4^6- 1^1 — A3A5A\i) 
T\ =  — (AiAeAg +  A3A5 A8 — A 2 A 9 A 9 )
T$ =  — (y46A9Aio +  A5 A7 A12 — A4 A9 A12) 
^6 =  ^ ( —-4.2^7^12 — A3 A9A10)
T7 =  -p (A3A 5Axo +  A2A4Ai2 — A2A6Ai0)
T& =  —  (A 2 A 6 A 7  +  A 3A 4A 9 — A 3 A 5 A 7 )
Tg =  —(A4A3A12 + A6A7A11 — AgAsAxo) 
T10 =  — (A1A7A12 +  AsAgAxo — A3A7AXX) 
Txi =  — (A3A4A11  +  AxAgAxo — AXA4AX2) 
T12 =  — (—AiAsAr — A3A4 A8)
T l3 =  —  (A4A9AXX +  AsAsAxo — A5A7AXX) 
7x4 =  "^ (A x A g A x o  +  A2A7AXX — A gA gA xo) 
7 x5 =  AxAsAxo — A2A4AXX)
7x6 =  £j(AxAsA7 — AXA4 A9 — A2A4 A8 )
D  =  — A4[AxAgAx2 — A2 AgAx2 — A3 A9 AXX] 
=  A7[AxAgAx2 +  A 2 A6 A 1 1  — A3 A5AXX]
=  — A xo[—A xA gA g  +  A gA gA g  — A 3A 5A 8]
(A.14)
(A.15)
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a _  ^(22) ^2^(12)-'‘*1 — <^ 22 "I" ^ '-'22
A, =  £ c < f  
A3 =  C g25
A _  WH) . *1^(21) •^ *4 — ^22 ‘ » <-/22n>2
a 5 = c S 1}
-  fk r* 21)"6  — ^°2 3
A7 =  C g1}
As =  ^ C g 2)
*1
(A.16)
4 „  _  M il)  £ i r ( i 2)
9  —  '- '3 3  +  ^  33
Aio =  ^ C g '>ft 2
An =  C g2’
a 12 =  c < f  +  | c g ‘>
A .2 Plastic Strain Concentration Factors
The general form of the sub cell plastic strain concentation matrix is given as
j\ p(P7>Cf) _
0 0 0 0 0 0
A 21 A22 A33 0 0 0
A31 A32 A33 0 0 0
0 0 0 A44 0 0
0 0 0 0 A55 0
0 0 0 0 0 A 66
(0 7  ,C/xi)
(A.17)
where
j p (i i .i i )"21 r2c g 1)+T 3c S 1)
j p ( l l , l l )  __ rp py(ll) I rp M il)
" 9 9  — J- 2''22 "+■ 13*^ 23
T2C ^ X) +  T3C*331) 
T i o C ^ + T n C ^
stt y ^ (H )  . rp f '- t ( l l )J 10t'22 +  ■* llt'23
rp M U )  . rp s ^ ( l l )  J 10^23 + i llt'33
*22
AP( 11,11) 
" 2 3
A^11,U)
JPC11.11)-
^p(u.n)
132
|P1
133
(A .18)
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^ ( 11>12) = _ TiC(12)_T3C7(12)
, p ( l l ,  12) _  rp r (12) rp r (12)
" 2 1  —  1 3*^23
^ p ( l l , 12) __ rp W 12) rp i o ( 12)
" 2 3  —  —  -l l ' - '2 3  1 3 '- '3 3
Aglu2>.= -T9C < f-T „C g2> 
4g1W2) =  - r 9c<f>+ r u4 “ >
Ap( 11,12) __ rp pi(l2) rp fl{  11)
" 2 1  —  — J 9 O 23 — -i 11*^33
j p ( l l , 21) __ rp >o(21 ) rp r~l(21)
" 2 1  —  — j  2*^12 ~  J  4*^13
9p ( l l , 21) __ rp ^-*(21) m  py(21)
" 2 2  —  2O 22 -14 1'2 3
, j p ( l l , 21) __ /y , ^ o (21 ) rp pt(2l)
" 2 3  —  — •/ 2 ^ 2 3  — -*4*-'33
^ U,21) = -TioCg15 -  T ^ g 1*
9p ( l l , 21)   /yn y , ( 21) m  -o (21)
" 3 2  —  ~ 1 1 0 ^ 2 2  —  1 1 2 '- '2 3
Ap{ 11,21)   rp py(21) rp y i ( 21)
" 3 3  —- — -* 1 0 '- '2 3  —  -* 1 2 '- '3 3
A p (U ,2 2 )  =  T i C (22) +  T iC ( f )
ip (  11,22) __ m  pi(22) , rp pi(22)
" 2 2  —  1 ^ 2 2  • -* 4 '- '2 3
9p ( l l , 22) __ m  pi(22) . rp pi(22)
" 2 3  —  •/ 1 '^ 2 3  ' j 4 '- '3 3
^ ( 11,22) =  T g C (22) +  T l 2 (7 (22)
. p ( l l , 22) _  rp r {22) rp r {22)
" 3 2  —  J  9 '- '2 2  “I-  J  1 2 ^ 2 3
i p ( l l , 22) __  rp pi(22) rp ry(22)
" 3 3  —  J 9 l '23  i 1 1 2 '- '3 3
APg i , n )  =  n c M  .^ T r C ™
i p ( 21, l l )  __ rp y -y (ll) 1 rp y m (ll)
" 2 2  —  ■* 6 ^ 2 2  ■+■ •* 7 ^ 2 3
^ ' • 11> =  r6c<5I)+T7c g 1> 
j43x21,II) = T 14C [ P  + Ti5c{">
yjp(21, l l )  __ rp y ^ ( l l )  I rp ^ r ( n )
" 3 2  —  J  14»-'22 "+■ 1 15 *-'23
=  T UC & » + T lsCg'>  
4 “ '“) = - T sC"2v  -  T Tc f f ]
jp (2 2 ,1 2 )   rp pi{ 12) rp pi(V2)
" 2 2  ~  —  J 5*-'22 — •* 7*-/ 23
j p ( 22,12) __ rp py(12) rp y -i(12)
" 2 3  —  ~  5*^23 7*^33
^ , . 2) =  _ T i 3 C ( . 2 ) _  ^ ^ ( 12)
jP (2 2 ,1 2 )    rp >o(12) rp sl( 12)
" 3 2  —  — -* 1 3 '-'22  — -* 1 5 * '2 3
i p ( 22,12) __ m  y , ( 12) rp y-f(12)
" 3 3  —  — -£ 1 3 '- '2 3  — J 1 5 '- '3 3
(A. 19)
(A. 20)
(A.21)
(A.22)
(A . 23)
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^22,21) =  _ T,c g l)  -T g C g 1’
j f 1 =  -% cgl) - n c g 1’
i p ( 2 2 , 2 1 )  __ rp p-<(21) rp y-i(2l)
" 2 3  —  ~ j 6'~'23 ~  1 8*^33
A*22’21) =  -T w C g^ -  TwCg15 
A?S22,21) =  -T r id g P  -  TieC&Vi 32 —  — J. 14*^22 —  -1 16*^23
« p ( 22,21) __ ( t i  ^ ( 2 1 )  rp p-<(21
3^3 — 14^23 ~  J 16^33
A p (22,22) =  r s ( 7 (22) +  T g C (22)
A g 22>22) = T 5c g 2) + T 8C g 2)
^ f ’22) = T 5 C 7 | 2) + T 8c | f
A p (22,22) =  T l s C g 2) +  T l 6C .(22]I
/jp ( 22,22)   rp py(22) . rp py(22)
" 3 2  —  ■*■ 1 3 ^ 2 2  +  J  1 6 ^ 2 3
*p{22,22)  rp /-i(22) rp p-t(22)
" 3 3  —  J  1 3 '- '2 3  ' 1 IS '- 'S S
.p ( 2 1 ,U )  _  ^ l 4 p ( U ,H )  jP (2 1 ,1 2 )  _  ^ l , p ( l l , 1 2 )
21 —  ~  h2 21 ’ 21 —  h,2 1
/iP (21 , l l )  _  h i  4 p ( n , n )  ap(21,12) _  ^ 1  , p ( l l , 12)
21 — 1 ’ 2 ~* /j2 22
4 P (2 1 ,U ) _  4 P (U ,1 1 )  4 p(21,12) _  ^ l 4 p (U ,1 2 )
" 2 3  —  — / j 2  23 > " 2 3  —  _  / j 2  23
ytP (21jH ) _  *2 4 p ( 2 2 , l l )  4P (21 ,12) _  *2 .p (2 2 ,1 2 )
" 3 1  —  —  j - " 3 1  ’ " 3 1  —  T " " 3 1
H  ‘ 1
4PC21.11) _  l2M 22,l\)  /jP (21,12)   f e  .p ( 2 2 ,U )
" 3 2  —  —  I & 1 " 3 2  —  ^  " 3 2
4 P ( 2 1 , 1 1 )  _  ^ 2 . p ( 2 2 , 1 1 )  4 p ( 2 1 , 1 2 ) _  f e . p ^ . l l )
" 3 3  —  "“ 7 " " 3 3  1 " 3 3  —  7 " 3 3l l  tx
/jP(21)21) _  h i  4 p (U ,2 1 )  4 P (2 1 ,2 2 ) _  ^ 1  2 p ( l l ,2 2 )
" 2 1  —  ~  21 » " 2 1  _  fi2 21
4 P ( 2 1 , 2 1 )  _  * 1  4 P ( 1 1 , 2 1 )  4 P ( 2 1 , 2 2 )  _  ^ 2  ^ ( 1 1 , 2 2 )
" 2 2  ~  — ^  22 1 " 2 2  ^ " 2 2
4 P ( 2 1 , 2 1 )  _  ^ 2  4 P ( U , 2 1 )  4 P ( 2 1 , 2 2 )  _  ^ 1  4 P ( U , 2 2 )
" 2 3  ~  ~ 2 3  ’ " 2 3  —  / j 2  2 3
4 P ( 2 1 , 2 1 )  _  I 2  y j P ( 2 2 ,2 1 )  . p ( 2 1 , 2 2 )  _  *
" 3 1  —  —  /  3 1  > " 3 1  —  j
"2 ,p (2 2 ,2 2 )
~  7 “  " 3 1»1
4P (2 1 ,2 1 ) _  k  Ap(22,21) 4P (2 1 ,2 2 ) _  k  ,p (2 2 ,2 2 )
" 3 2  —  —  1 " 3 2  > " 3 2  —  7 " 3 2<1 tx
4 P (2 1 ,H )  _  ^2 4P (22 ,21 ) 4 P(21,22) _  k  , p ( 22,22)
" 3 3  —  —  7“ " 3 3  > " 3 3  —  7 " 3 3h  n
(A.24)
(A.25)
(A. 26)
(A.27)
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4 p (1 2 ,U )  _  
“ 21 ~
h i  . p ( 22,11)
~ T x 21 ’
4 p(12,12) _  
“ 21 _
h i  4 p(22,12) 
- T - ^ 2 1  tl 2
4 p (  12,11) _  
“ 22 —
h i  4 p ( 2 2 , l l ) 4 P(12,12) _  
“ 22 —
h i  4 p(22,12) 
— T ~ “ 22 hi
4 p (1 2 ,U )  _  
“ 23 —
h i  4 p (2 2 ,U )
h \  3 ’
4 p(12,12) _
“ 23 ~
h i  4 p (22,12) 
~ h ~ i 23
4 p ( 1 2 , l l )  _  
“ 31 ~
. Z i 4 p ( i i , n )
• — 7“  “ 31 5 
*2
4 p(12,12) _
“ 31 —
k  4 p (U ,1 2 )  
— T “ 31 li
W
tj W h-* II * i  4 p (h , i i )
Z2 32 ’
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“ 33 —
h i  4 p (  11,12)
t  32 h i
4 p (1 2 ,H )  _  
33 —
h  4 p ( n , n )  
“ 33 )l i
4 p(12,12) _
“ 33 —
ll  4 p ( l l ,1 2 )  
li
4 p(12,21) _  
“ 21 —
h i  4 p(22,21) 
2
4 p(12,22) _  
“ 21 —
h i  4 p (22)22)
~ T ~  21 fl2
4 p(12,21) _  
“ 22 —  '
h i  4 p (22,21) 
" f t l  22 ’
4 p(12,22) _  
“ 22 —
h i  .p ( 22,22)
— T T  22 hi
4 p (  12,21) _
23 —
h i  4 p(22,21)
" 7 ^ 23 ’
4 p(12,22) _
“ 23 —
h i  4 p (22,22) 
~ ~ h i 23
4 p(12,21) _
“ 31 —
Z l 4 p ( l l ,2 1 )  
— 7 “ 31 J 
<2
4 p(21,22) _
“ 31 —
k  4 p ( l l ,2 2 )  
~  T “ 31 12
4 p(12,21) _
32 —
Z l 4 p ( l l ,2 1 )
z2  32 ’
4 p(12,22) _
“ 32 —
ll  4 p ( U ,22)
~ k A32
4 p(12,21) _
“ 33 —
Zi  4 p ( l l ,2 1 )
7 “ 33 > 
*2
4 p(12,22) _
“ 33 —
k  4 p (U ,2 2 )  
— 7" “ 33 
<2
>4p (1 1 ’“ 44
11) _  Zl2 ^ ( 1 1 )
~  a 2 C 4 4  ’
4P(12,12) .  
“ 44
_  * 1 ^ ( 1 2 )  
A i  44
AP(H .2 1 ) .  
“ 44
^ 2  ^ ,(2 1 )  
■ _ a ; G 4 4  »
4 P(12,22) _  
“ 44 _
^ 2  ^ ,(2 2 )  
~ a T 44
4 p ( 2 1 , l l )  _  
“ 44 —
h i r (n) 
A 2 44 ’
4 P(22,12) _
“ 44 ~  "
h i  ^ ( 12)
Aj. 44
4 p ( 21, 
“ 44
21) h i  (21)
~  a 2 G 4 4  ’
4 p(22,22) _
“ 44
^ 1  n {22) 
"  A i 44
4 p ( U , l l )  _  k_ r (ll) AP(21,21) _  h  r {2l)
“ 55 —  A g  55 ’ 55 —  55
4 p ( l  1,21) _  h_r {12) 4 p ( 21,22) _  k  r (22)
55 — A 3 5 ’ 5 ~~ _  A4 55
4 p ( 1 2 ,l l)  _  ^1 ^ ( 1 1 )  4 p(22,21) _  Zl >-fP(21)
55 — ~  £ 3  5 ’ 5 ~  _  A 4 5
4 p(12,21) _  J l_ r (12) Ap(22,22) _  ^1 W 2 2 )
® — A3 4 ’ 55 A4 5
(A.28)
(A. 29)
(A.30)
(A .31 )
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^ ( l i . i i )  M i  w n ) ^ ( 1 2 , 1 1 )  hi ^ ( 1 2 )
~  AC^n) ’ 66 — Ai 66
4 p ( l l ,  1 2 )  _  h2 - ( 2 1 )  / j P ( 1 2 , 1 2 )  _  h2 - ( 2 2 )
6 6  —  4 4  5 ^ * 6 6  —  ~  ^  6 6
4 p (  1 1 , 2 1 )  _  ^ 1  , - , ( 1 1 )  4 P ( X 2 ,2 1 )  _  ^ 1  ^ ( 1 2 )
66 — » 66 — —^ ° 6 6
4 p ( l l , 2 2 )  _  * 1  W 2 1 )  4 P ( 1 2 ,2 2 )  _  ^ 1  r ( 2 2 )66 — ) 66 — A ^66
(A.32)
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A PPE N D IX  B  
ESHELBY TENSOR
B .l  Closed form Solution of Eshelby Tensor
The non zero coeffiecient of Eshelby’s tensor for a  cylindirical inclusion of circular 
crocsecction are given by (Mura 1982)
4 vm _  i
S u n  =  $2222 = g ( B-! )
5 — 4um
S1122 =  5-au = (B-2)
vm
5x133 =  52233 =  (R 3 )
3 -  4x/m
s ™ = m ^ )  (BA)
52323 =  53131 =  — (B.5)
where um is the Poissons ratio for the matrix material
B.2 Numerical Solution of Eshelby Tensor
For the inelastic case, ther does not exist a colosed form solution for Eshelby’s tensor. 
The general form of the eashelby tensor is given by(Mura 1982)
r+1 /-27r1 f  f  - -
S f j k l  =  ~ ^ ^ m n k l  J  JQ +  G j m i n { £ , ) ] d w  (B.6)
where
/? \  CfcCf- i^.j(0 r C* /t, -r\
^  ~  * ( }
Ci = \ / l  -  Clcos w C2 =  \ / l  -  Cismw  (B.8)
Cs =  C3 D (i) = €mniKmiKn2Kl3  (B.9)
=  T^ -km^ -ln K-ik = (B.10)
where Cy* is the permutation tensor, E ^kl is the intial elastic stifness tensor for the 
matrix material. A numerical method provided byLagoudas et al. (1991) is used to 
integrate equation (B.10) using Gaussian guadrature such as
Sfjkl =  oZ 'y " y !  ^mnkl[Gimjn{wpi C3p) +  Gjmin(Wq, 3^p)]rfu; (B .ll)
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM SOURCE CODES 
C .l Main Program for the Elasto-Plastic Damage Analysis
T h i s  p r o g r a m  i s  d e v e l o p e d  b a s e d  o n  t h e  h o m o g e n i z a t i o n  s c h e m e  o f  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  c e l l .
c  e p d a l :  “ E l a s t o - P l a s t i c  D a m a g e  A n a l y s i s  o f
c  L a m i n a t e d  M M C s "
c
C  U N D E R  T H E  B A S E  O F  C E L L  M E T H O D  0  G CM
C  B y  B a b u r  D e l i k t a s
c  A d v i s i o r :  B o y d  P r o f .  G e o r g e  V O Y I A D J I S  
c  d a t e  :  9 / 1 6 / 9 8Caagmaagaasaaasssssas i-nHin,nirH»emTT-i-iTiWBs——■»
I M P L I C I T  D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  s i g _ p v ( 6 ) , e p s  n v ( 6 )  ! -----------------------:  O r i e n t a t i o n
a r e a  o f  e a c h  s u b c e l l  
- :  s t i f n e s s  m a t r i x  o f  l a m  
i n v e r s e  o f  s t i f f  m a t .  
s t o r e  s t i f f ,  m a t .  
s t r e s s  o f  l a m .  
s t r a i n  o f  l a m .
:  s t r a i n  i n c  o f  l a m .
:  A b o u d i  c a n s .
:  s t r a i n s  o f  p l y  
:  s t r e s s  o f  p l y  
:  i s .  h a r d e n i n g  
:  d a m a g e  h a r d .
:  f l a g  f o r  p l a s t .
:  f l a g  f o r  d a m a g e  
:  D A M G E S  S T I F F
:  s t r a i n  
:  s t r e s s
:  p l a s t i c  B a c h  s t r e s s  
:  d a m a g e
d a m a g e  b a c h  s t r e s s
D I M E N S I O N  s a ( 2 , 2 ) ,  ! -
c l ( 6 , 6 ) .  ! ----------------------------------------------------
c l _ i n v ( 6 , 6 ) ,  ! ----------------------------------------
c l _ u n d ( 6 , 6 ) ,  ! ----------------------------------------
s i g _ l ( 8 ) ,  ! -------------------------------------------------
e p 8_ l ( 6 ) ,  ! -------------------------------------------------
d a p s ( 6 )  ,  ! ----------------------------------------------------
D E L T A N ( 3 , 3 ) ,
D N X ( 6 )
D I M E N S I O N  A c ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) ,  ! ----------------------------------------------
e p s _ p l y ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , ! -----------------------------------
s i g _ p l y ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,  ! --------------------------------
p a r m . r ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) ,  ! -----------------------------------
p a n n _ k ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) ,  ! -----------------------------------
I P E L ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) ,  ! ----------------------------------------
I D A M ( 2 , 2 , 2 ) , ! --------------------------------------------
E D A M _ g k ( 2 , 6 , 6 ) ! --------------------------------------
D I M E N S I O N  C p _ i j ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 ) .
D I M E N S I O N  e p s _ c e l l ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , ! ---------------------
s i g _ c e l l ( 2 . 3 . 3 , 2 , 2 ) , ! ---------------------
a l p h a . c e l l ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 . 2 ) . ! ---------------
p h i _ c . l l ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , ! ---------------------
d a l p h a _ c e l l ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) ,  ! ---------
s i g _ c v ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) , e p s _ c v ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) ,  
e p s . c o l l _ p ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
D I M E N S I O N  A p . i j ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 )
{  —         _
C H A R A C T E R . 8 0  0 U T F I L E 1 ,  0 U T F I L E 2 ,  0 U T F I L E 3 ,  0 U T F I L E 4 ,
0 U T F I L E 6  ,  0 U T F I L E 6 ,  0 U T F I L E 7 ,  0 U T F I L E 8 ,
0 U T F I L E 9 .  O U T F I L E I O ,  0 U T F I L E 1 1l___. . . ____ _______ _____________ _______________
P A R A M E T E R ( C L T H = 0 . 0 0 1 9 9 D 0 )  
c o m m o n / e p d a l l / P I  
c o m m o n / X X X / I P E L , ID A M  
c o m m o n / e p d a l 4 / N E W R H  
c o m m o n / e p d a l 3 / I L 0 A D
c o m m o n / e p d a l . c e l l / s i g . c e l l , a p s . c e l l , a p s . c a l l . p  
c o m m o n / e p d a l . p l a s / a l p h a .  c e l l , p a x m _ r  
c o m m o n / a p d a l _ d a m / p h i _ c e l l , d a l p h a . c e l l , p a r m _ k  
c o m m o n / i n p u t 3 / N U M P L Y , N U M P A T H , M A X L O A Di -____________-_____________ ______ _________
0 P E N ( 2 , F I L E = ’ o v > , S T A T U S = * U N K N O W N ') ! ------------------ : t e m p r e r o y  f i l e
O P E N ( 7 , F I L E = ’ a l , , S T A T O S = ’ U N K N O H N ’ ) ! — :  s u b c e l l s  f o r  p l y l  
0 P E H (  8 ,  F I L E =  •  a 2  ' ,  S T A T U S =  ’  U N K N O W N ' )
O P E N  ( 9 , F I L E = ' a 3 ' , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N O W N 1 )
O P E N  ( 1 0 ,  F I L E =  ’  a 4 ’ ,  S T A T U S *  ’  U N K N O W N  ’ )
0 P E N ( l l , F I L E = ’ a 5 ’ , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N 0 W N ’ ) ! :  s n b c e l l  f o r P l y  I I  
0 P E N ( 1 2 . F I L E = ’ a 6 ’  . S T A T U S * ’ U N K N O W N ’ )
O P E N ( 1 3 , F I L E * » a 7 *  . S T A T U S * ’ U N K N O W N ’ )
0 P E N ( 1 4 , F I L E = ’ a 8 ’  . S T A T U S * ’ U N K N O W N ’ )
O P E N ( 1 9  . F I L E *  >a p l  > .  S T A T U S *  >U N K N O W N  ’ )  !  :  p l y  I
0 P E N ( 2 0 , F I L E = ’ a p 2 ’ , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N 0 W N ’ ) ! ----------------- :  p l y  I I
0 P E N ( 2 1 , F I L E = ’ a l »  . S T A T U S * ’ U N K N O W N ’ )  ! -------------- :  L A M IN A T E
0 P E N ( 2 3 , F I L E * ’ l o a d . i n p ’ , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N O W N ’ )i ________         — ________ — ____________________________
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C A L L  I N P U T _ O U T P U T  ! -------------------------------------------:  I n p u t  a n d  O u t p u t  f i l e s
C A L L  D A T A . F I L E
C A L L  E L A S T I C _ C ( A p _ i j . A c . S A . V ) ! ------------ : E l a s t i c  C o n s t a n t s
P I  =  A C O S ( - l . O d O )
C T H  =  C L T H /N U M P L Y
C V R  =  2 . 0 d 0 * C T H
C A L L  E L A S T I C _ L ( C L , C V R . C L _ I N V ) ! -------------:  L A m i n a t e
C A L L  G M _ S T R ( C l _ i n v , 6 , C L _ u n d )
C A L L  V i _ i n t ( e p s _ l , 6 ) ! ------------------------------ : I n i t i a l i z e  t h e  v a r i a b l e s
A P N X  «  0
D O  k = l , 2
C A L L  P l y _ A i j _ i n t ( e p s _ p l y , k , 3 )
C A L L  P l y _ A i j _ i n t ( s i g _ p l y , k , 3 )
d o  m = l , 2  
d o  n = l , 2
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( e p s _ c e l l _ p , 3 , k , m , n )
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( e p s _ c e l l , 3 , k , m , n )
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( s i g _ c e l l , 3 , k , m , n )
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( a l p h a _ c a l l , 3 , k , m , n )  !  :  B a c k  s t r e s s  P .
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( p h i _ c e l l , 3 , k , m , n )
C A L L  C E L L _ A i j _ i n t ( d a l p h a _ c e l l , 3 , k , i n , n )  !  :  B a c k  s t r e s s  D .
p a z m _ r ( k , m , n )  =  0 . 0 d O -! --------------------------------------------------- :  P l a s t i c  h a r d e n i n g
p a n a _ k ( k , m , n )  = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 d 0
I P E L ( k , m , n ) = 0  ! ------------------------------------------------------------------------ :  F l a g  f o r  p l a s t i c t y
I D A K C k . m . n )  = 0  ! ------------------------------------------------------------------------ :  F l a g  f o r  d a m a g e
e n d d o
e n d d o
e n d d o
D O  I  P A T H  =  1  .N U M P A T H  !  :  L o o p  o v e r  P a t h
i l o a d  = 0
R E A D C 2 3 , * )  T O T . E P S
R E A D C 2 3 , * )  D E L T A N C l ,  1 )  , D E L T A N ( 2 , 2 )  , D E L T A N ( 3 , 3 )  ,
D E L T A N C 2 . 3 )  . D E L T A N C 1 . 3 )  , D E L T A N ( 1 , 2 )  
D N X ( 1 ) = D E L T A N ( 1 , 1 )
D N X ( 2 ) = D E L T A N ( 2 , 2 )
D N X ( 3 ) = D E L T A N ( 3 , 3 )
D N X ( 4 ) = D E L T A N ( 2 , 3 )
D N X ( 6 ) = D E L T A N ( 1 , 3 )
D N X ( 6 ) = D E L T A N ( 1 , 2 )
1 0 0 0  I L O A D  -  I L O A D  +  1  ! ------------------------------------------------------------ :  L o a d  I n c r e m e n t
W R I T E ( 2 1 , 2 ) i l o a d . A P N X , s i g _ l ( l )  , e p s _ l ( l )  , r e d _ l  
2  f o r m a t ( / / , 4 x , 1 3 , 4 X , 4 d l 4 . 7 )
N E W R H  =  0
A P N X  =  A P N X + D N X C l)
6  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  G H _ V ( 6 , C L _ u n d , D N X , D E P S )
C A L L  v _ p l u s ( E P S _ L , D E P S , E P S _ L )
! *
D O  K P L Y  =  1 , 2
k = k p l y
W R I T E C 2 , * )
H R I T E ( 2  * ) ’ P L Y  v  » ^
C A L L  P L Y _ A N A L Y < k . d e p s , e p s _ l , s i g _ p l y , S A , A p _ i j  . A C .
E D A M _ g k )
E N D D O  ! *
C A L L  L A M I N A T E .A N A L Y ( D N X ,  C L T H ,  c v r ,  A P N X ,  C L ,  C L . I N V ,  
s i g _ p l y . E D A M _ g k , s i g _ l )
I F ( N E H R H . E Q . O )  T H E N  
C O N T I N U E
D N X ( 1 ) = D E L T A N C 1 , 1 )
E L S E I F C N E W R H . E Q . 6 0 )  T H E N  
W R I T E C * ,  1 0 0 )
1 0 0  f o r m a t C /
l O z , ’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’ ,
1 0 x , ’ «  N O T  S A T I S F I E D  P R O G R A M  S T O P E D  
l O z , ’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > )
s t o p
W R I T E ( * , * ) ' N E X T  I T E R A T I O N ’
G O T O  S
E N D I F
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I F ( I L O A D . E Q  .M A X L O A D ) T H E N  
W R I T E ( * , 1 0 1 )
1 0 1  f o m a t ( /
l O x , ’ • * * • * * * » * * » * » * * * * * » » * * * » « » * * * * * * * * »  ’ ,  
1 0 x , ’ *  E N D  O F  L O A D IN G  P H O G R A H  S T O P E D  * > ,  
1 0 x ,
a t o p
E L S E
G O T O  1 0 0 0  
E N D I F
E N D D O  ! --------------------  — ------ — ----------— -- --------   E n d  o f  l o o p  1
S T O P
E N D  ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :  E N D  O F  T H E  P R O G R A M
C.1.1 Subroutines
C. 1.1.1 Routine for P ly Analysis
■ _ — — _- — —   — — — _ —  --------------------------------------------
S U B R O U T I N E  P L Y . A N A L Y ( k . d e p s  , o p s ,  s i g . g p , s a , a p  , a p _ c ,  e d a m . g k )  
I M P L I C I T  D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  ( A - H . O - Z )
l  - ____________ — ------------- _--------------------------- --------------------------------
D I M E N S I O N  T _ K ( 6 , 6 ) , T _ K I N V ( 6 , 6 ) >T h o t a ( 2 ) , e p s _ l v ( 6 ) , s i g _ g p C 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,  
d a p s ( 6 ) , e p s ( 6 ) , s i g _ g v ( 6 ) , s i g _ l v ( 6 ) ,
d e p s _ p v ( 6 ) , d e l t a _ e p s ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) , d e p s _ p p ( 6 ) , d e p s _ p e ( 6 ) , e d m a t ( 6 , 6 )  ,
.  c _ 2 ( 6 , 6 ) , d s i g _ p v ( 6 ) , s c _ 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 ) , a c _ 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 ) , e d a m _ g ( 6 , 6 ) ,
.  b c _ 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 ) , c _ i n v _ 2 ( 6 , 6 ) , e d a m _ g k ( 2 , 6 , 6 ) , p l y _ m _ i n v ( 6 , 6 ) ,
.  p l y _ e d a m ( 6 , 8 ) , D S T I F F ( 6 , 6 ) , s a ( 2 , 2 ) , A p ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ) ,  
a p _ c ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) , d e p s _ c e ( 6 , 2 , 2 ) , e p s _ g v ( 6 )
C O M M O N / e p d a l 4 / N E W R H  
C O M M O N / o p d a l 3 / i l o a d  
C 0 M M 0 N / I N P U T 4 / T H E T A
C O M M O N / X X l X X / s c _ 2  , a c _ 2  , b c _ 2 ,  c _ 2 ,  c _ i n v _ 2  
C O M M O N / S M _ C E L L / s m a l l . m i n v ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 )
C O M M O N / C E L L S / I C _ M ,  I C _ N
c  ! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C A L L  T k i j _ V i ( a i g _ g p , k , s i g _ g v )  ! ---------------------- : a t r a a a  a t  n - 1
I F ( N E H R H . e q . O )  T H E N
C A L L  P L Y . H R I T E O c ,  s i g _ g v , e p s , r e d _ k )  ! -------------------- : W R I T E  P L Y
E N D I F
C A L L  T R A N S _ M A T ( k , t h a t a , T _ K , T _ K I N V )  ! ------- : T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  M A T .
C A L L  G M _ V ( 6 , T _ K , s i g _ g v , s i g _ l v )  ! --------------------: l o c a l  s i g m a
C A L L  G M _ V ( 6 , T _ K ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:
D O  I C _ N = 1 , 2
C A L L  C E L L . A N A L Y ( k , T _ k i n v , i c _ m , i c _ n , d e p s . p v , d e l t a . e p s ,  
d e p s . c a )
E N D D O
E N D D O ! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :
C A L L  A b e p B _ p ( k , s a , A p , d e l t a _ e p s , d e p s _ p p ) ! ------------------ : I N C .  p l a s t i c
C A L L  v a _ m i n _ v b ( d e p s _ p v , d e p s _ p p , 6 l d e p B _ p e )  ! ------------------- : E l a s t i c  s t r a i n
C A L L  0 V r a A L L _ S M ( k , s a , s m a l l _ a i n v , b c _ 2 , P L Y _ m _ i n v )  ! -------- : I n v e r s e  o f
C A L L  0 V E R A L L .E D  ( p l y _ m _ i n v ,  C _ 2 ,  P L Y . E D A M ) ! -----------------------:  E D A M .k
C A L L  G M _ V ( 6 , C _ 2 , d e p s . p e , d s i g _ p v )  ! ---------------------------------------: d s i g m a
C A L L  O V E R A L L . S I G M A ( k , s a , s i g . l v )
C A L L  E P D _ P L Y ( P L Y _ E D A M , d e p s _ p p , d e p s _ p v , s i g . l v , D S T I F F )
C A L L  G M _ V ( 6 , T _ k i n v , s i g . l v , s i g . g v )  ! ------------------------------------: s i g  g l o b a l
C A L L  G M _ V ( 6 , T _ k i n v , e p s . l v , e p s . g v )  ! -------------------------------------: s i g  g l o b a l
C A L L  G M L T _ M A T ( D S T I F F  , T _ k  . E D M A T )
C A L L  G M L T . M A T C T . k i n v , E D M A T ,E D A M _ g )  ! --------------------------------- : g l o b a l  E D A M
C A L L  A i j . t o . B n i j ( E D A M _ g , k , 6 , E D A M _ g k )
C A L L  V i _ T K I J ( s i g _ g v , k , s i g _ g p )
R E T U R N
E N D
C. 1.1.2 Routine for Cell Analysis
S U B R O U T I N E  C E L L _ A N A L Y ( k , T _ k i n v , i c _ m , i c _ n , d e p s , d e l t a . e p s )  
I M P L I C I T  D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  ( A - H . O - Z )
D I M E N S I O N  d e p s ( 6 ) , s i g _ c ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , e p s _ c ( 2 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) ,  
c o a m o n / e p d a l . c a l l / s i g . c , e p s . c , e p s . c . p  
c o m m o n / a p d a l . p l a s / a l p h a . c , h p _  c
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c o m m o n / a p d a l . d a m / p h i . c  , d a l p h a . c , d k _ c
c o m m o n / a p d a l 4 / N E W R H
c o m m o n / X X X / I P E L , I D A M
c o m m o n / X X l X X / s c . 2 , a c _ 2 , b c _ 2 , c _ 2 , c _ i n v _ 2  
c o m m o n / E _ i j k l / S C _ 4 ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )i . _______________ ____ ______ ____ __
c o m m o n / c a l l d a m l / s k a p a
c o m m o n / c e U d a m / p h i
c o m m o n / S M . C E L L / s m a l l . m i n v ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 )
e o m m q n / M _ i j k l / d m _ i j k l ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( e p s _ c _ p , k , i c . m , i c . n , a p s . p . v ) ! ------------- : S t r a i n  a t  n _ l
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( a p s _ c , k , i c _ m , i c _ n , e p s _ e v ) ! ------------- : S t r a i n  a t  n _ l
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( a i g _ c , k , i c _ m , i c _ n , a i g . c v )
C A L L  A i m n _ t o _ B i s m ( s i g _ c v , 6 , i c _ m , i c _ n , a i g _ o l d ) ! — : s t r a a s  a t  n - 1  
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( a l p h a _ c , k , i c _ m , i c _ n , a l p h a _ v ) ! — :  p l a s t i c  b a c k  
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( d a l p h a _ c , k , i c _ m , i c _ n , g a m m a . v ) ! - : D a m a g e  b a c k  
C A L L  A i j n _ t o _ B i j m n ( p h i _ c , k , 3 , i c _ m , i c _ n , p h i )  
h _ R ( i c _ m , i c _ n )  — h p . c C k , i c . m ,  i c . n )  
s k a p a ( i c _ m , i c _ n )  =  d k . c ( k , i c . m ,  i c . n )
I F ( N E W R H . E Q . O )  T H E N
C A L L  A i j  _ V j m n ( T _ k i n v , s i g _ c v , 6 , i c _ M , i c _ N , s i g . c g )
C A L L  A i j  _ V j m n ( T _ k i n v , e p a . c v , 6 , i c . M , i c . N , a p a . c g )
C A L L  C E L L _ W R I T E ( k , i c . m , i c . n , s i g . c g , a p a . c g , 6 , P h i . c o l l ,  
r e d _ c e l l )
E N D I F
C A L L  A I J M N _ V J ( A C _ 2 , d a p s  , 6 , i c _ M , i c _ N , d a p s _ c v )  ! -----------------------: S t r a i n  I N C
C A L L  A I J M N _ V J m n ( S C _ 2 , c l e p 8 _ c v , 6 , i c _ M , i c _ N , d s i g _ c v ) ! ---------: s t r e s s  I N C
C A L L  v l _ p l u s _ v 2 ( e p s _ c v , d a p s _ c v , 6 , i c _ m , i c _ n , s p s _ c v ) ! --------: S t r a i n  a t  n
C A L L  v l _ p l u s _ v 2 ( s i g _ c v , d s i g _ c v , 6 , i c _ m , i c _ n , s i g _ c v )  !  : S t r e s s
C A L L  A i m n _ t o _ B i m n ( s i g _ c v , 6 . i c . m , i c . n . s i g b a r . v )
C A L L  A i m n _ t o _ B i m n ( s i g _ o l d , 6 , i c _ m , i c . n , s i g b a x . o l d )
! *
I F ( I D A M ( k , i c . m , i c . n ) . E Q .  1 )  T H E N
C A L L  E F F E C T _ S I G M A ( s i g _ e v , i e _ m , i c . n , s i g b a r . v )
C A L L  T k i j m n _ V i m n ( s i g _ c b a r , k , i c . m , i c . n , s i g b a r . o l d )
E L S E
C A L L  A i m n _ t o _ B i i m ( s i g _ o l d , 6 , i c . m , i c . n , s i g b a r . o l d )
E N D I F
C A L L  P L A S T I C . A N A L Y C k , s i g b a r . v , a l p h a _ v , H _ r , s i g b a r . o l d , d a p s . c v ,  
d s i g _ c v , d e l t a _ e p s , s i g y _ o f f )
■ *
C A L L  D A H A G E .A N A L Y ( k , s i g b a r . v , s i g . c v , g a m m a . v , s i g . o l d , d s i g _ c v ,
.  d a p s . c v . d a l t a . e p s )
! *
C A L L  v l _ m i n _ v 2 ( d e p s _ c v , d s l t a _ a p s , 6 , i c . m , i c _ n , d e p s _ c a )
C A L L  V i m n . T i j m n ( s i g _ c v , i c _ m , i c _ n , s i g . c o r r )
C A L L  V i m n . T i j m n ( g a m m a _ v , i c . m , i c . n , g n m m a . c o r r )
C A L L  C a l _ D E S ( s i g _ c o r z , G A M H A _ c o r r , s c _ 4 , i c . m , i c . n , E P H I ) !  : E . P H I
C A L L  C A L . a m a l l _ m i n v ( s i g _ c o r r , g a m m a . c o r r , i c . m , i c . n , s m . m . i n v )
I F ( I D A M < k , i c . m , i c . n ) . e q . l )  t h a n
r a d _ c e l l ( k , i c _ m , i c . n )  = - ( ( s c _ 4 ( l , 1 , 1 , 1 , i c . m , i c . n )
- o p h i ( l , l , l , l , i c _ m , i c _ n ) )  
/ s c _ 4 ( l , l , l , l , i c _ m , i c _ n ) ) * 1 0 0 . 0  ! --------------------: R a d u c t i o n
a l s e
r e d _ c a l l ( k , i c . m , i c . n )  =  O . O d O
a n d i f
C A L L  C E L L _ H A X I H U H ( P H I ,  i c . m ,  i c . n ,  p m a r ,  I F L A G . d )  
p h i . c a l l ( k , i c . m , i c _ n ) = p m a r
I F  C I L A G . D .  E Q .  1 )  T H E N  ! --------------------------------------------------- :  M A T E R I A L  F A I L E D
H R I T E C * , * )  'F A I L U R E  O F  S U B C E L L ' ,  * = •  , M , N  
S T O P
E L S E !  :  N E X T  S T E P
C A L L  V i m n _ T k i j m n ( a p s _ c v , k , i c . m , i c . n , a p s . c )
C A L L  V i m n _ T k i j m n ( a p s _ p _ v , k , i c . m , i c . n , a p s . c . p )
C A L L  V i m n _ T k i j m n ( s i g _ c v , k , i c . m , i c . n , s i g _ c )
C A L L  V i m n _ T k i j m n ( a l p h a _ v , k l i c _ m , i c _ n , a l p h a _ c )
C A L L  V i m n _ T k i j m n ( g a m m a _ v , k , i c _ m , i c _ n , d a l p h a _ c )
C A L L  A i j m n _ t o _ B i j n ( p h i , k , 3 , i c _ m , i c _ n , p h i _ c )  
d k _ c ( k ,  i c . m ,  i c . n )  s k a p a ( i c _ m , i c _ n )  
h p _ c ( k ,  i c . m , i c . n )  =  H _ r ( i c _ m , i c _ n )
C A L L  T _ T R A _ M ( E P H I , i c . m , i c . n , E D A M )  !  : D a m g a d  E l a s t i c
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C A L L  C D M _ I J k l ( i c _ m , i c _ n )
C A L L  T e n s o r _ i n v ( D m _ i j k l , i c _ m , i c _ n , D m _ i n v )  
C A L L  T _ T R A _ M ( D m _ i n v ,  i c _ n ,  i c . n ,  s m n l  1  _ m i n v )
E N D I F
R E T U R N
E N D
C.2 Main Program for the Viscoplastic Damage Analysis
T h i B  p r o g r a m  i s  d e v e l o p e d  b a s e d  o n  t h e  h o m o g e n i z a t i o n  s c h e m e  o f  t h e  M o r i - T a n a k a  a v e r a g i n g  m e t h o d .
(>******•*••••*■
C  P R O G R A M
C
C  B y
c
C  D A T E
c  T i m e
C * * * » * » * * • » * * * * <
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4  ( A - H . O - Z )
R E A L * 4  e p s _ p ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , s i g m a _ p ( 2 , 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  e p s _ l ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g m a _ l ( 3 . 3 ) , D E P S ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  E M _ T E M P ( 3 , 3 )  , E F _ T E M P ( 3 . 3 )
R E A L * 4  P M I J K L ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
R E A L » 4  C l ( 6 , 6 )  , C L _ i n v ( 6 , 6 )  , C l _ u n < 6 , 6 )  , E D A M _ e k ( 2 . 6 , 6 )  
R E A L * 4  s i g ( 3 , 3 ) ,  e p s ( 3 , 3 ) , d a p s _ m f ( 3 , 3 ) , e p s _ x ( 6 ) , d e p s _ x ( 6 ); -    _      _____
P A R A M E T E R ( C L T H = 0 . 0 0 1 9 9 D 0 )
C 0 M H 0 N / I N P U T 6 / T 0 T _ T I M E , D E L T A _ T  , D E P S _ D 0 T ( 3 , 3 )
C O M M O N /S T D R D /P M I J K L
c o m m o n / i n p n t l O / N U M P L Y , N U M P A T H
C 0 M M 0 N / d e v p _ m l / s i g m a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,  e p s _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , a l p h a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,  
p h i _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 )  , d a l p h a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 )  , p a r m _ m k ( 2 )  
C O M M O N /d e  v p _ m 2 / E _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / d e v p _ f l / s i g m a _ f ( 2 , 3 . 3 ) , e p s _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,
p h i _ f  ( 2 , 3 , 3 )  , d a l p h a _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 )  , p a r m _ f k ( 2 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / d e v p _ f 2 / E _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C Q M M O N / d e v p l / I S T E P  
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 2 / I D A M _ m ( 2 )  , I D A M _ f  ( 2 )i  ----------   —____
O P E N  ( 2 ,  F I L E ®  * o v *  , S T A T U S = * U N K N O W N ') ! ----------------- :  L a m i n a t e
0 P E N ( 3 , F I L E = ' l o a d . i n p ' ,  F 0 R M = >  F O R M A T T E D  * ,  S T A T U S *  ’ U N K N O W N ')
0 P E N ( 7 . F I L E = ' a l *  , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N O W N ’ ) ! -------------------:  f i b e r — I
O P E N  (  8 ,  F I L E =  ’ a 2  ’ ,  S T A T U S = '  U N K N O W N  ’ ) ! -------------------:  m a t r i x ---------- 1
0 P E N ( l l , F I L E = ’ a 3 ’  , S T A T U S = ’ U N K N O W N ')  ! ------------------: f i b e r — I I
Q P E N ( 1 2 , F I L E = ’ a 4 ’ , S T A T U S = * U N K N O W N ') * ---------------- : m a t r i x ---------- I I
0 P E N (  1 9 , F I L E = ' a p l * , S T A T U S =  •  U N K N O W N ’ )  ! ----------------------: p l y  1 ------------ 1
O P E N ( 2 0 . F I L E = 'a p 2 ' , S T A T U S = * U N K N O W N > ) ! ----------------------: p l y 2 -------------I I
O P E N ( 2 1 , F I L E = ' a l a m ’ , S T A T U S ® ’ U N K N O W N ') ! ------------------: L a m i n a t e
O P E N ( 3 0 , F T L E = ’ a t m p ’ , S T A T U S = 'U N K N O W N > )  ! ----------------------- : p l y 2 ----------- I I
C A L L  I N P U T  ! - - ------------------------------ ------------- :  I n p u t  v a l u e s  o f  c o n s t a n t
C A L L  O U T P U T ! --------------------------------------------------:  O u t p u t  o f  i n p u t  f i l e s
C A L L  P L A S M . I J K L
! —  --------------------- --------------------------------------------------: I N I T I A L I Z E  v a r i a b l e s  a t  t i m e  = 0 . 0
C A L L  A i j _ i n t ( s i g m a _ l , 3 )  ! -------------— : L a m i n a t e  s t r e s s  a n d  S t a r i n
C A L L  A i j _ i n t ( e p s _ l , 3 )
W R I T E ( 2 1 , l ) i l o a d , s i g m a _ l ( l , l ) , e p s _ l ( l , l ) , e p s _ l ( 2 , 2 ) ,  
e p s _ l ( 3 , 3 )
1  f o r m a t ( / / , 4 x , I 3 , 4 X , 4 d l 4 . 7 )
d o  k = l , 2
C A L L  P L Y _ W R I T E ( l £ , s i g , e p s _ x , d e p s _ x , r e d _ p l y )
C A L L  C E L L . W R I T E ( k ,  1 , 1 ,  s i g , e p s ,  d e p s . m f ,  3 ,  p m a x  . r e d )
C A L L  C E L L _ W R I T E ( k , 1 , 2 , s i g , e p s , d e p s _ m f , 3 , p m a x , r e d )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( s i g m a _ p , 3 , k ) ! — : P l y  s t r e s s  a n d  s t r a i n  
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( e p s _ p , 3 , f c )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( s i g m a _ m , 3 , k )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( e p s _ m , 3 , k )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( a l p h a _ m , 3 , k ) ! — : B a c k  
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( p h i _ m , 3 , k )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( d a l p h a _ m , 3 , k ) ! - : B a c k  
I D A M _ m ( k )  =  0 ! ----------------------------------- : F l a g  t o
S t r e s s  o f  p l a s t i c i t y
S t r e s s  o f  d a m g e  
d a m a g e
: V i s c o p l a s t i c  a n d  D a m a g e  M o d e l
:  B A B U R  D E L I K T A S
:  1 0 / 2 / 9 9 8  
:  3 : 3 5 p m
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p a r m _ n k ( k ) = 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( B i g m a _ f , 3 , 1 0  
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( a p s _ f  , 3 , k )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( d B l p h a _ f , 3 , k )
C A L L  A i j _ k _ i n t ( p h i _ f , 3 , k )
I D A K _ f ( k ) = 0  
p a r m . f k ( k ) = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
e n d d o
C A L L  E L A S T I C . P  ( E _ f ,  E _ m ,  E F _ T E M P ,  E M _ T E M P , A . f , B . f , A _ m ,  B . m )
C T H  =  C L T H /N U M P L Y  
C V R  =  C T H /C L T H  
C A L L  L A M . S T I F F ( C V R , C L )
C A L L  G M _ S T R ( C l , 6 , C L _ u n d )
T I M E  =  0 . 0
D O  I L O A D  = 1 , 1  ! -------------------------------------:  L o a d i n g  P a t h
s r i t e ( * , * )  ' L o a d  S t a p  =  ’ . I L O A D
R E A D ( 3 , * )  T O T _ T I M E , D E L T A _ T !  :  R a d  T O T A L  t i m e  a n d  I n c .
R E A D ( 3 , * )  D E P S _ D C T ( 1 , 1 ) , D E P S _ D 0 T ( 2 . 2 ) , D E P S _ D 0 T ( 3 . 3 )  .
*  D E P S _ D O T ( 1 , 2 ) , D E P S _ D O T ( 1 . 3 ) , D E P S _ D O T ( 2 , 3 )
D E P S _ D 0 T ( 2 , 1 )  =  D E P S . D O T ( 1 , 2 )
D E P S _ D 0 T ( 3 , 1 )  =  D E P S _ D 0 T ( 1 , 3 )
D E P S _ D 0 T ( 3 , 2 )  =  D E P S _ D 0 T ( 2 , 3 )
T I M E  =  0 . 0  
I  S T E P  =  0
C A L L  S c a l a x _ A i j ( d a l t a _ t , 3 , d e p s _ d o t , d e p s ) !  : S t a r i n  I n c r e m e n t
5  C O N T I N U E
I S T E P  =  I S T E P + 1  
W R I T E ( * , * ) ’ S T E P = = > ' , I S T E P  
W R I T E ( * . * ) ’ T I M E = = > ' , T I M E  
W R I T E ( * , * )
C A L L  A i j _ p l u s _ B i j ( e p B _ l , d e p s , e p s _ l ) ! ---------:  T o t a l  S t r a i n
D O  I P L A Y  =  1 , 2  ! --------------------------------------------------- :  L O O P  o v e r  P l i e s
C A L L  P L Y .A N A L Y  ( I P L A Y ,  a p s _ l ,  d a p s  ,  s i g m a _ p ,  E D A M _ g k )  ! -------------- :  P L Y
E N D D O ! ---------------------------------------------------------------------—  ---------------:  E N D  o f  l o o p
C A L L  L A M I N A T E . A N A L Y ( c v r ,  C L .  a p s . l ,  s i g m a . p ,  E D A M . g k )
T I M E  =  T I M E  +  D E L T A . T
I F  ( T I M E  . G T .  T O T . T I M E )  T H E N  !  :  E N D  o f  L o a d i n g
» r i t e ( * , * ) ' E N D  O F  L O A D ’
GO  T O  1 0
E L S E  !  :  N E X T  L o a d i n g
GO  T O  5  
E N D I F  
1 0  C O N T I N U E
E N D D O  
S T O P  
E N D
C.3 Subroutines
C.3.1 Routine for P ly  Analysis
c  *  M A IN  :  P L Y . A N A L Y  *
c  •  S u b r o u t i n e s  a :  T R A N S .M A T  *
c  *  b :  M A T R I X .A N A L Y  *
c  *  c :  F I B E R . A N A L Y  *
c  *  D A T E :  1 0 / 2 / 9 8  «
c  •  T I M E :  5 : 6 0 p m  *
c  •  B Y  :  B A b u r  D E L I K T A S  *
c  * * * » * » * * * * » » * * * * • » * * * * * * * * * * * » « « » * * » * » » « « * * * * * * * * » * * » » « * * » » * *
S U B R O U T I N E  P L Y . A N A L Y ( k , e p s , d e p s , s i g . g p , e d a m _ g p )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4  ( A - H . O - Z )l_______________________ ___________________
R E A L * 4  e p s ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g _ g p ( 2 , 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  a p s _ v ( 8 ) , d a p s _ v ( 6 )  , T _ k ( 6 , 6 ) , T _ k i n v ( 6 , 6 )
R E A L = 4  a p s _ c v ( 6 ) , d e p s _ c v ( 6 ) , d e p s _ m v p ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s _ c v p ( 6 )  
R E A L * 4  d a p s _ c a ( 6 )  . d e p s . c a i j  ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g ( 3 , 3 )  , d s i g ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  s i g _ v ( 6 ) , s i g _ g v ( 6 ) , t e m p ( 6 , 6 ) , d a p s _ m ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s _ f ( 3 , 3 )  
R E A L * 4  E D A M _ p l y ( 3 l 3 , 3 , 3 ) , a d m a t _ c ( 6 , 6 ) , e d a m _ g e ( 6 , 6 )  ,
E D A M _ g p ( 2 , 6 , 8 ) . s m _ m c i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
j ________ - _______ _____ — _________________________________ ________ __________
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 1 / I L 0 A D
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C O M M O N / D E V P _ m l / s i g _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , e p s _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , a l p h a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,  
p h i _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , g n m m a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , p a x m _ m k ( 2 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P _ m 2 / E _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C O M M O N / D E V P _ f l / s i g _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , e p s _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) ,
p h i _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) . g a m r n n . f ( 2 . 3 , 3 ) , p a x m _ f k ( 2 )  
C O M M O N / D E V P _ f 2 / E _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 . 3 ) , A _ f ( 3 . 3 , 3 , 3 ) . B . f ( 3 . 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / I N P t J T l l / T H E T A ( 2 )
C O K M O N / I N P U T 7 / E M A T R I X ,  P M A T R I X ,  E F I B E R  . P F I B E R ,  c . f  
C O M M O N / e l a s t i c 2 / E _ c ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , E . c i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C O M M O N / m a t r i x 2 / a m _ m n » i n v (  3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
C O M M O N / f i b e r / s m j n f i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
i  ------- — -------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------— __________
C _ m  =  1 . 0 - c _ f
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( s i g _ g p , k , 3 , s i g )  ! --------------------------- : S I G _ K  i n i t i a l
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i ( s i g , s i g _ v )
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i ( e p s , e p s _ v )
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i ( d » p 3  , d e p s _ v )  ! -------------------------------------- :  v e c t o r
C A L L  T R A N S _ M A T ( k , t h e t a , T _ K , T _ K I N V ) ! ------------------:  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  M a t r i x
C A L L  A i j . v j ( T _ K , s i g _ v , 6 , s i g _ g v )
C A L L  v i _ t o _ T i j ( s i g _ g v , s i g )
C A L L  A i j . v j ( T _ K , d e p s _ v , 6 , d e p s . c v ) ! ----------------------: I n C .  s t r a i n  i n  l o c
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i ( e p s , e p s _ v )
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i C d e p s , d e p s _ v )  ! --------------------------------------:  v e c t o r
C A L L  T R A N S _ M A T ( k , t h e t a , T _ K , T _ K I N V ) ! ------------------ :  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  M a t r i x
C A L L  A i j . v j ( T _ K , s i g _ v , 6 , s i g _ g v )
C A L L  v i . t o . T i j  C s i g _ g v , s i g )
C A L L  A i j . v j  ( T _ K , d e p s _ v , 6 , d e p s . c v )  ! --------------------- : I n C .  s t r a i n  i n  l o c
C A L L  A i j . v j  ( T _ k , a p s _ v , 6 , e p s . c v ) ! --------------------------- : T o t a l  s t r a i n  l o c a l
i * * * * * * * * * * * *  M A T R I X  a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C A L L  M A T R I X _ A N A L Y ( k , d e p s . c v , s i g _ m , e p s _ m , a l p h a _ m , p h i _ m  ! •  
g a m m a . m , p a x m _ m k , d a p a . m , d o p s _ m v p )  ! •
! * * * • * * • * * • • •  F I B E R  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C A L L  F I B E R _ A N A L Y ( k , d e p s _ c v , s i g _ f , e p s _ f , p h i _ f . g a m m a . f , p a x m _ f k ,  
d e p s . f )  ! •
C A L L  P L Y . E P S P ( c . m , c . f , d e p s . c v , d e p s _ m , d e p s _ f , d e p s . m v p ,  
d e p s . c v p )
C A L L  v a j n i n _ v b ( d e p s _ c v , d e p s . c v p , 6 . d e p s . c e )
C A L L  V i . t o . T i j ( d e p s . c e . d e p s . c e i j )
C A L L  O V E R A L L _ s m ( c _ f , B _ f , s m _ m f i n v , c _ m , B _ m ,
s m _ m m i n v , s m . m c i n v ) ! -------- : d a m a g e  t e n s o r
C A L L  G T _ T R A _ G M ( s m _ m c i n v , t e m p )
C A L L  O V E R A L L _ E D ( s m _ m c i n v , E _ c , E D A M _ p l y ) ! ---------- : d a m a g e d  s t i f n e s s
C A L L  G T . T R A . G M C E D A M . p l y , t e m p )
r e d . k  =  ( ( E _ c ( l , l , l , l ) - E D A M _ p l y ( l , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) /
E _ c ( l , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) * 1 0 0 . 0
C A L L  A i j k l . B k l ( E D A M _ p l y , d e p s . c e i j , d s i g ) ! --------- : D S I G _ K
C A L L  A i j k l _ B k l ( E D A M _ p l y , d e p s . c e i j , d s i g ) ! --------- : D S I G _ K
C A L L  O V E R A L L . S I G M A ( k , c . f , s i g . f , c  j n , s i g _ m , s i g )
I F ( R E D . k .  G T .  8 0 . 0 )  T H E N  ! --------------------------------------------------------- :  F A I L E D
W R I T E ( * , * )  ' I L O A D = » , I L O A D  
W R I T E ( » , » )  ’ P L Y = >  , k  
W R I T E ( * , * ) ' T H I S  P L Y  F A I L E D '  
s t o p  
E L S E
C A L L  T i j _ t o _ V i ( s i g , s i g _ v )
C A L L  A i j _ v j ( T _ K i n v , s i g _ v , 6 , s i g _ g v )
C A L L  v i . t o . T i j ( s i g _ g v , s i g )
C A L L  P L Y _ W R I T E ( k , s i g , e p s . v , d e p s . c v p , r e d _ k )  ! ------------------- : v r i t e
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( s i g , k , 3 , s i g ^ p )  ! ----------------- : G o l a b a l  s t r e s s
C A L L  G T _ T R A _ G M ( e d a m _ p l y , e d m a t _ c )
C A L L  A i k _ B k j ( e d m a t _ c , t _ k , S , t e i i q > )
C A L L  A i k . B k j ( t _ k i n v , t e m p , 6 , e d a m _ g c )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( e d a m _ g c , k , 6 , e d a m _ g p ) !  : g l o b a l  s t i f n e s s
E N D I F
R E T U R N
E N D
C.3.2 R outine for M atrix Analysis
*  M A IN  :  M A T R I X .A N A L Y  *
c  *  S u b r o u t i n e s  a :  E F F E C T . S I G H A  *
c  *  b :  Y I E L D _ F  ♦
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c  *  c :  V I S C O J U I A L Y
c  *  d :  R D A H A G E
c  *  a :  R ID A M A G E
c  *  D A T E :  1 0 / 2 / 9 8  
c  *  T I M E :  5 : 5 0 p m  
c  *  B Y  :  B A b u r  D E L I K T A S
C * * * * * • » * * * * ♦ * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * * :
S U B R O U T I N E  M A T R I X .A N A L Y ( k , d e p s . c , s i g j n , e p s . m , a l p h a _ m , p h i _ m  
g a m m a  _ m  , p a r m _ m k , d e p s _ m , d e p s _ m v p )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4  ( A - H . O - Z )
R E A L * 4  d e p s _ c ( 6 ) , d e p s _ i j ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , g a m m a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  e p s _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , a l p h a _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , a l p h a b a r ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  a p s ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s _ m ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g b a r ( 3 , 3 ) , p a r m _ m k ( 2 )
R E A 1 * 4  a l p h a ( 3 , 3 ) . g a m m a ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s _ m v p ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L » 4  p h i _ m ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , s i g ( 3 , 3 ) , t e m p _ 2 ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 )
R E A L » 4  s m _ m i n v ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 ) , E D _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
R E A L * 4  s i g _ c o x r ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , g a m m a _ c o r r ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
R E A L » 4  d m _ i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / I N P U T 7 / E M A T R I X  . P M A T R I X ,  E F I B E R  . P F I B E R ,  V F  
C 0 M M 0 N / I N P U T 9 _ m / e t a _ m , z y i _ m , v y i _ m  
c o m m o n / i n p u t 1 3 / D h _ m H , D h _ m L , D h . f H , D h . f l
i .   ------------------------------------------------------—  --------
C 0 M M 0 N / E F I B M A T 1 / S C _ 4 ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 1 / I L 0 A D  
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 2 / i d a m _ m ( 2 ) , i d a m _ f ( 2 )
C O M M O N / D E V P _ m 2 / E _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )i  ----------------------------------------------------------
C O M M O N / M A T F I B l / p h i ( 3 , 3 , 2 . 2 )
C Q M M 0 N / M A T F I B 2 / e t a ( 3 , 2 , 2 ) , z y i ( 3 , 2 , 2 ) , v y i ( 3 , 2 , 2 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / M A T F I B 3 / E _ p ( 2 , 2 ) , s k a p a ( 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / M A T F I B 4 / d h ( 2 , 2 )  , d l ( 2 , 2 )
C O H M O N / D M G _ M / d m _ i j k l { 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C Q M M O N / m a t r i x 2 / s m _ m m i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
d o  i = l , 3
e t a ( i , 1 , 2 ) ^ e t a _ m  
z y i ( i . 1 , 2 ) = z y i _ m  
v y i ( i , l , 2 ) = v y i _ m  
e n d d o
s k a p a ( l , 2 )  =  p a r m _ m k ( k )  
e _ p ( l , 2 ) = e m a t r i z  
d h ( l , 2 ) = d h _ m h  
d l ( l , 2 ) = d h _ m l  
i d a m  = i d a m _ m ( k )
C A L L  V i . t o . T i j ( d a p s . c , d e p s . i j )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( e p s _ m , k , 3 , e p s )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( s i g _ m , k , 3 , s i g ) ! ---------------------------— : S I G _ M  i n i t i a l
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( a l p h a _ m , k , 3 , a l p h a )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( g a m m a _ m , k , 3 , g a m m a )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j m n ( p h i _ m , k , 3 , l , 2 , p h i ) ! ---------------: D a m a g e
C A L L  A i j k l _ B k l ( A _ m , d e p s _ i j  . d a p s . m ) ! ------- : s t r a i n  I N C .
C A L L  A i j _ p l u s _ B i j ( e p s , d e p s _ m , a p s ) ! ---------- : t o t a l  s t r a i n
I F ( I D A M . E Q . l )  T H E N  ! ------------------------------------------------- : E F F E C T I V E  S T R E S S
w r i t a ( * , * ) ’ e f f e c t i v e  ’
C A L L  E F F E C T . S I G M A ( s i g , l , 2 , s i g b a x )
C A L L  E F F E C T . S I G M A ( a l p h a , 1 , 2 . a l p h a b a r )
E L S E
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , s i g , s i g b a r )
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , a l p h a . a l p h a b a r )
E N D I F
C A L L  Y I E L D _ F r d ( s i g b a r , a l p h a b a r , F )
C A L L  Y I E L D _ F G ( s i g b a r , a l p h a b a r , F G )
!••••*•**•*••**••*•••**•***********•*•*•••*•••*•*•••*••**•*••
I F ( F G . G T . O )  T H E N  ! ---------------------------------------   :  V I S C O P L A S T I C  + D A M G E
I p l a s = l
C A L L  V I S C O . A N A L Y ( s i g b a r ,  a l p h a b a r  a d e p s _ m ,  d e p a . m v p )
C A L L  R A T E D A M A G E C  1 , 2 ,  i d a m , s i g b a r ,  s i g , g a m m a , d e p s _ m , d a p s _ m v p )  
E N D I F!**•••*••••»*•*••***•*••*•*«**••••*****•«•*•••••****•***•••*•**
C A L L  R I N D A M A G E ( 1 , 2 , i d a m , s i g , g a m m a , d e p s . m , s i g b a r , d e p s . m v p )
• » • * * * * * * * * * * * * » » * « * * « * * * « » * * « * * * » » * » * * « * » • * * * * * * * » * » * » * * » « * « * * *
I F C ( I D A M . E Q . O ) . A N D . ( I P L A S . E Q . l ) )  T H E N
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C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , s i g b a r , B i g )
E N D I F
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , a l p h a b a r , a l p h a )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j m n ( s i g , l , 2 , 3 , s i g _ c o r r )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j m n ( g a m m a , l , 2 , 3 , g a m m a _ c o r r )  
C A L L  C D M . I J k l ( l  , 2 )
C A L L  T e n s o r _ i n v ( D m _ i j k l , l , 2 , D m _ i n v )
C A L L  D A i j  k l m n . B h l  r s m n ( d m _ i n v ,  s c _ 4 , 1 , 2 ,  E D . m )  
C A L L  D A i j k l m n _ B k l r s m n ( d m _ i n v , s c _ 4 , 1 , 2 , E D . m )
r e d _ m  =  ( ( E _ m ( l . l . l , l ) - e d _ m ( l , l , l , l , 1 . 2 ) ) / e _ m ( l . 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) *
1 0 0 .0
c  H R I T E ( 2 , * ) ' H E D E C I T I 0 N  O F  M A T R I X  = \ r e d _ m
C A L L  P H A S E _ M A X I M U M ( p h i , 1 , 2 , p m a x , I F L A G )
I F ( ( I F L A G . e q . l ) . 0 R . ( r e d _ m . g t . 4 0 . 0 ) )  T H E N ! -------------------- : S T 0 P
v r i t e ( * , * ) * I L 0 A D = ' . I L O A D  
v r i t e ( * , * ) ’ p l y = ’  , k  
o r i t a f * , * ) ' M A T R I X  F A I L E D '  
s t o p  
E L S E
C A L L  C E L L _ W R I T E ( k , 1 , 2 , s  i g , a p s , d a p s . m v p , 3 , p m s T , r e d . m )  
C A L L  A l j k l m n _ t o _ A i j k l ( d m _ i n v , 1 , 2 . S m _ p m i n v ;
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( e p s , k , 3 , e p s _ m )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( a l p h a , k , 3 , a l p h a _ m )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( g a ] s m a , k , 3 , g a i i i m a _ m )
C A L L  A i j n n . t o . A i j k ( p h i , k , 3 , 1 , 2 . p h i . m )  
p a r m _ m k ( k )  =  s k a p a ( l , 2 )  
i d a n _ n ( k )  =  i d a m  
E N D I F  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C .3.3 Routine for Fiber Analysis
M A IN  :  F I B E R .  A N A L Y
S U B R O U T I N E S  a : R I D A M G E
D A T E  :  1 0 / 3 / 9 8  
T I M E  :  4 : 1 5  p m .
S U B R O U T I N E  F I B E R . A N A L Y ( k , d e p s . c , s i g . f , a p s . f , p h i _ f , g a m m a _ f ,  
p a r m _ i k , d e p s _ f )
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4  ( A - H . O - Z )i_____________________________________________
R E A L * 4  d e p s . c ( 6 ) , d e p s _ i j ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g . f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , g a m m a _ f ( 2 , 3 , 3 )  
R E A L * 4  p h i . f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , a p s . f ( 2 , 3 , 3 ) , d a p s _ f v p ( 3 , 3 ) ,  
e d . f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , d m _ i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
R E A L * 4  e p s ( 3 , 3 ) , d e p s . f ( 3 , 3 ) , s i g ( 3 , 3 ) , s m _ f i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )  
R E A 1 * 4  g a m m a ( 3 , 3 ) , p a r m _ f k ( 2 ) , t e m p ( 6 , 6 , 2 , 2 )
R E A L * 4  s i g _ c o r r ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 ) , g a m m a _ c o r r ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C O M M O N /I N P U T T /E M A T R I X ,  P M A T R I X ,  E F I B E R  . P F I B E R ,  V F  
C O M M O N / I N P U T 9 _ f / e t a . f , z y i _ f , v y i _ f  
c o m m o n / i n p u t l 3 / D h _ m H , D h _ m L , D h . f H , D h . f l
C 0 M M 0 N / E F I B M A T 1 / S C . 4 ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 1 / I L 0 A D  
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P 2 / I D A M _ m ( 2 ) . I D A M . f ( 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P _ f 2 / E _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ f ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ f ( 3 . 3 , 3 , 3 )
C O M M O N / f i b e r / s m _ f f i n v ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / D M G _ M / d m _ i j k l ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / M A T F I B l / p h i ( 3 , 3 , 2 , 2 )
C O M M O N / M A T F I B 2 / e t a ( 3 , 2 , 2 ) , z y i ( 3 , 2 , 2 ) , v y i ( 3 , 2 , 2 )  
C 0 M M 0 N / M A T F I B 3 / E _ p ( 2 , 2 ) , s k a p a ( 2 , 2 )
C 0 M M 0 N / M A T F I B 4 / d h ( 2 , 2 ) , d l ( 2 , 2 )
C A L L  A i j . i n t ( d e p s _ f v p , 3 )
d o  i = l , 3
e t a ( i , 1 , 1 ) a e t a _ f  
z y i ( i , l , l ) = z y i _ f
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v y i ( i , l , l ) = v y i _ f
e n d d o
s k a p a ( l , l )  =  p a r m _ f k ( k )
I D A M = i d a m _ f ( k )  
e _ p ( l , l ) = o f i b e r  
d h ( l , l ) = d h _ f h  
d l ( l , l ) = d h _ f l
C A L L  V i . t o . T i j ( d e p s . c . d e p s . i j )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( e p s . f , k , 3 , e p s )
C A L L  A i j k . t o . A i j ( B i g _ f , k , 3 , a i g ) ! --------------------------------------- : S I G . F  i n i t i a l
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j ( g a m m a _ f , k , 3 , g a m m a )
C A L L  A i j k _ t o _ A i j m n ( p h i _ f , k , 3 , 1 , 1 , p h i )
C A L L  A i j k l _ B k l ( A _ f , d e p s . i j , d e p s . f ) ! ------- : s t r a i n  I N C .
C A L L  A i j _ p l u s _ B i j ( e p s , d e p s _ f , e p s ) ! ---------- : t o t a l  s t r a i n
I F ( I D A M . E Q . l )  T H E N  ! ------------------------------------------------- : E F F E C T I V E  S T R E S S
C A L L  E F F E C T _ S I G M A ( s i g ,  1 , 1 , s i g b a r )
E L S E
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , s i g , s i g b a r )
E N D I F
! * « • • > • * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * « • • « * > * * > • * « * • * * * * * * * .* * • * •
C A L L  R IN D A H A G E C  1 , 1 , i d a m , s i g , g a m m a , d e p s _ f , s i g b a r , d e p s _ f v p )
! a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j m n ( s i g , l , l , 3 , s i g _ c o r r )
C A L L  A i j  _ t o _ A i j m n ( s i g , 1 , 1 , 3 , s i g _ e o r r )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j m n ( g a m m a , l , l , 3 , g a m m a _ c o r r )
C A L L  C D H _ I J k l ( l , l )
C A L L  T e n s o r _ i n v ( D m _ i j k l , l , l , D m _ i n v )
C A L L  D A i j k l m n _ B k l r s m n ( d m _ i n v , s c _ 4 , l , l , E D _ f )
r e d . f  =  ( ( E _ f ( l , l , l , l ) - E D _ f ( l , l , l , l , l , l ) ) / e . f ( l , 1 , 1 , 1 ) ) *
100.0
n r i t a ( 2 , * ) ’ r e d a c t i o n  i n  F I B E R  - ’ . r e d . f
C A L L  P H A S E _ M A X I M U M ( p h i , 1 . 1 , p m a x , I F L A G )
I F (  ( I F L A G .  e q .  1 ) . O R .  ( r e d _ I . g t .  8 0 . 0 ) )  T H E N ! -------------------- :  S T O P
s r i t e ( * , * )  ’ I L O A D 8 ’ , I L O A D  
w r i t e ( » , * ) ’ p l y = ’ , k  
w r i t e ( * , * ) ’ F I B E R  F A I L E D ’ 
s t o p  
E L S E
C A L L  C E L L . W R I T E ( k , 1 , 1 , s i g , e p s , d a p s . f v p , 3 , p s a x , r e d . f )
C A L L  A i j k l m n _ t o _ A i j k l ( d m . i n v , l , l , S m _ f f i n v )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( e p s , k , 3 , e p 8 _ f )
C A L L  A i j _ t o . A i j k ( s i g , k , 3 , s i g _ f )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ A i j k ( g a m m a , k , 3 , g a m m a _ f )
C A L L  A i j m n _ t o _ A i j k ( p h i , k , 3 , l , l , p h i _ f )  
p a r m _ f k ( k )  =  s k a p a ( l , l )  
i d a m _ f ( k )  = i d a m  
E N D I F  
R E T U R N
C.3.4 R outine for Viscoplastic Analysis
c  H A I N  : V I S C O . A N A L Y
c  S U B R O U T I N E S  a :  B O U N D . S T R E S S
c  b :  H A T .V P
c  c :  I N T E G R A T A T I O N
C  D A T E  :  9 / 1 4 / 9 8
C  T I M E  :  3 : 3 4  a m .
S U B R O U T I N E  V I S C O _ A N A L Y ( s i g , a l p h a , d e p s , d e l t a j n v p )  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
R E A L » 4  s ig (3 ,3 ),d e p s (3 ,3 ) ,d e lta _ m v p (3 ,3 ) ,a lp h a (3 ,3 ) , 
sig B ta r (3 ,3 )
c  ! ---------- — -------- ---------------- ----------- ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
C A L L  B O U N D . S T R E S S  ( S I G ,  A L P H A ,  S I G S T A R )
C A L L  I N T E G R A T E . V P ( S I G ,  A L P H A  , D E P S ,  S I G S T A R  . d e l t a _ m v p )  
R E T U R N  
E N D
C  S u b r o u t i n e  t o  c o m p u t e  t h e  I n t e g r a t i o n  *
S U B R O U T I N E  I N T E G R A T E . V P ( S I G M A , A L P H A , D E P S ,  S I G S T A R ,  d e l t a . e v p )  
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 4  ( A - H . O - Z )
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R E A L * 4  S I G M A  ( 3 , 3 ) , A L P H A ( 3 , 3 ) , D E P S ( 3 . 3 )
R E A L * 4  S I G H A _ 0 L D ( 3 , 3 ) , A L P H A _ 0 L D ( 3 , 3 ) . E P S D O T . V P ( 3 , 3 )  
R E A L * 4  S I G M A _ N E W ( 3 . 3 ) , A L P H A _ N E W ( 3 , 3 ) , d e l t a _ e v p ( 3 , 3 )  
R E A L * 4  D S I G H A _ P R E D C 3 . 3 ) . D A L P H A _ P R E D ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L » 4  D S I G M A _ C 0 R R ( 3 , 3 ) , D A L P H A _ C 0 R R ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  S I G M A _ C U R R E N T ( 3 , 3 ) , A L P H A _ C U R R E N T ( 3 , 3 )
R E A L * 4  S I G S T A R ( 3 , 3 ) , H I J K L ( 3 . 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A L P H A _ D I R ( 3 , 3 )  
R E A L * 4  S I G S T A R _ N E W ( 3 , 3 )  , S I G S T A R _ C U R R E N T ( 3 , 3 )
;           . . . . . .
C O M M O N /S T D R D /M I J K L
C 0 M M 0 N / D E V P _ m 2 / C M ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , A _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) , B _ m ( 3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ B i j ( 3 , s i g m a , s i g m a _ o l d )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ B i j ( 3 , a l p h a , a l p h a . o l d )
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 , s i g m a , s i g m a . c u r r e n t )
C A L L  A i j . t o . B i j ( 3 . a l p h a , a l p h a . c u r r e n t )
C A L L  A i j _ t o _ B i j ( 3 , s i g s t a r , a i g s t a r . c u r r e n t )
I F L A G  1  =  1
1 0  C O N T I N U E
C A L L  B O U N D . S T R E S S C S I G H A .C U R R E N T , A L P H A .C U R R E N T , S I G S T A R .C U R R E N T )  
C A L L  D S I G . V P ( C M , S I G M A . C U R R E N T ,  S I G S T A R . C U R R E N T , A L P H A . C U R R E N T ,  D E P S ,
*  E P S D Q T . V P  .E D O T V P .M A G  , N I J  . D S I G H A . P R E D  . D E L T A . e v p )
C A L L  D A L P H A . I J ( S I G H A . C U R R E N T , S I G S T A R . C U R R E N T ,
*  A L P H A . C U R R E N T ,  N I J ,  E P S D O T .  V P  .E D O T V P . M A G .  D  A L P H A . P R E D )
C A L L  A i j . p l u s . B i j ( s i g m a _ o l d , d a i g m a _ p r e d , s i g m a _ n e H )
C A L L  A i j . p l u s . B i j ( a l p h a . o l d , d a l p h a . p r e d , a l p h a . n e w )
C A L L  B O U N D . S T R E S S  ( S I G M A . N E H  . A L P H A .N E W ,  S I G S T A R . N E W )
C A L L  D S I G . V P ( CM f S I G M A . N E W ,  S I G S T A R . N E W f  A L P H A .N E W  f D E P S  f
*  E P S D O T . V P , E D O T V P . M A G , N I J , D S I G M A _ C O R R , d e l t a _ e v p )
C A L L  D A L P H A . I J ( S I G M A . N E W ,  S I G S T A R . N E W , A L P H A .N E W ,  
C A L L  D A L P H A . I J  (  S I G M A . N E W ,  S I G S T A R . N E W ,  A L P H A .N E W ,
*  N I J , E P S D O T .  V P , E D O T V P .M A G  . D A L P H A .C O R R )
C  U p d a t e  c o r r e c t e d  s t r e s s e s
C A L L  A i j . p l u s . B i j ( s i g m a _ o l d , d s i g m a _ c o r r , s i g m a . n e w )  
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